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Models in warped extra dimensions are very attractive because they can easily explain the hierarchy
between the Planck and Electroweak scale, and generate the hierarchies in the fermion spectrum. The
bounds on ﬂavour are naturally less severe then in 4D extensions of the Standard Model, however they
are still more severe than the electroweak precision tests, therefore worsening the ﬁne tuning or little
hierarchy problem. We review some recent attempts to soften such bounds either by means of ﬂavour
symmetries in the bulk or of a 5D minimal ﬂavour violation paradigm.

1

Introduction

The Higgs sector is the only part of the Standard Model (SM) that has not been unveiled by experimental
searches yet. What puzzles theorists is not only the lack of direct evidence of a Higgs boson sofar, but
also a theoretical prejudice against a light fundamental scalar particle. In fact, quantum corrections
would like to push the Higgs mass and the electroweak scale near the cutoﬀ, that can be as high as the
Planck scale. Recent eﬀorts, however, have focused on a less severe problem that has more impact on the
LHC experiments: the little hierarchy problem. The stability of the electroweak scale would require the
presence of new particles below or around a TeV, however precision electroweak measurements generically
push such scale above 5-10 TeV. This bound is severely worsened if ﬂavour is also taken into account:
measurements in the Kaon and B systems push the scale of new physics up to 104 TeV, thus requiring a
ﬁne tuning of several orders of magnitude unless a protection mechanism is summoned.
In the early ’90, is has been realized that extra space dimensions are a rich playground for models
of new physics. L. Randall and R. Sundrum 1 proposed an interesting metric in 5 dimensions that may
account for large hierarchies in a natural way: such metric can be written as
2

ds =

�

R
z

�2

(dxµ dxµ − dz 2 ) .

(1)

In this parametrization the 5D metric is explicitly invariant if we riscale the 4D coordinates xµ and z
by the same amount: this means that moving along the coordinate z is equivalent, from the 4D point
of view, to a rescaling of lenghts and energies. The space is compactiﬁed by placing two branes at the
boundaries. The brane at small z (UV-brane) will feel a large fundamental scale and therefore acts as
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Figure 1: Portrait of a generic model of EWSB in warped space.

a fundamental cutoﬀ of the theory, while the brane at large z will feel a smaller scale which cound be
identiﬁed with the electroweak scale. In this setup a large hierarchy is rephrased in terms of order one
parameters thanks to the exponential nature of the metric: this is more evident if one uses the coordinate
y
.
z = R exp R
This idea has sprouted many interesting models. Among them, one can identify the Higgs as the 5th
polarization of a gauge boson from a broken bulk symmetry 2 : gauge invariance itself will protect the
Higgs potential and solve the little hierarchy problem, given that the Kaluza-Klein (KK) resonances that
cut oﬀ the loop divergencies are light enough. However, precision electroweak tests (PEWTs) require the
heavy bosons to be above 2 TeV. Flavour physics plays an important role in these models: in fact one
can use warped geometry to generate the hierarchies in the fermion mass spectrum naturally 3 . Once the
fermions propagate in the bulk of the extra dimension, there will be more sources of ﬂavour than in the
SM: schematically the relevant terms in the action can be written as
S=

�

d4 x

�

zIR

zU V

dz

�

R
z

�4 �

�
cQ,u,d
ψ̄Q,u,d ψQ,u,d + Yu,d ψ̄Q Hψu,d δ(z − zIR ) + . . . ,
z

(2)

where the dots represent eventual UV localized terms and higher order operators. The SM fermion
masses are generated by the interactions with the Higgs which is localized on or near the IR brane: for
instance in gauge-Higgs uniﬁcation models the delta function is replaced by the Higgs proﬁle, peaked
at large z. The bulk masses c, matrices in ﬂavour space, are not real masses: they control the fermion
localization along the extra dimension, and therefore the overlap with the Higgs. The wave functions are
in fact exponentially sensitive to the c’s. Generically, this ﬂavour-dependence of the wave functions will
induce ﬂavour non-universal couplings with the gauge KK modes, in particular the KK gluons, which
will generate ﬂavour changing neutral currents (FCNCs) at tree level. Flavour therefore may constrain
the KK masses well above the TeV scale! Moreover, one needs to worry about new CP violating phases
and higher order operators which may be suppressed by the IR scale.
If the bounds were as tight as in 4 dimensions, it would be the death of such models: however this
is not the case. In order to understand this statement, we need to understand better the structure of a
generic model of EWSB in warped geometry. The key is the localization of the wave functions: in fact
it will determine both the spectrum via the boundary conditions, and the strength of their couplings via
their overlap with other ﬁelds. Therefore, a generic model of EWSB can be portrayed in Fig. 1: the
gauge boson wave functions are ﬂat due to gauge invariance; the light fermions are localized towards the
UV brane in order to suppress their coupling to the Higgs, or any other source of EWSB; on the other
hand the top is necessarily localized toward the IR brane due to its heaviness. Finally the KK modes of
all the bulk ﬁelds are localized towards the IR brane: as a generic consequence, they will couple more to
the heavy SM particles than to the light ones. Assuming anarchic Yukawa couplings, the spectrum and
mixings are both determined by the values of the fermion wave functions on the IR brane. The couplings
of light fermions to the KK modes are small due to the localizations, and universal up to corrections of
order O(m2f /m2KK ) 4 : the light fermion are localized away from the IR brane, where KK wave functions
are small and approximately constant. The ﬂavour non-universal contribution comes from the values of
the fermion wave functions on the IR brane, which are proportional to the fermion masses: this is the
origin of the so-called Randall-Sundrum-GIM (Glashow Iliopoulos Maiani) mechanism. The situation is
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diﬀerent for the top, which is localized on the IR brane. Therefore, all the FCNCs are induced by the
third generation, and they are proportional to the mixing angles to the top. This mechanism allows to
lower considerably the ﬂavour bounds on KK masses from thousands to 8 TeV. However, bounds from
ﬂavour are still generally more severe that EWPTs, and reopen the little hierarchy problem and a ﬁne
tuning in the Higgs potential.
In recent years a lot of work has been dedicated to weaken this ﬂavour bounds and push them below
the EWPTs bounds 5,6,7 . In the rest of the paper we will review the two mechanisms involving ﬂavour
symmetries in the bulk 5 and minimal ﬂavour violation in the bulk 6 .
2

Flavour Symmetries in the Bulk

The easier way to avoid ﬂavour bounds is to introduce ﬂavour symmetries in the bulk. The simplest
choice is to impose an SU(3)L × SU(3)R in the bulk for both quarks and leptons, where we impose a
single ﬂavour symmetry SU(3)R for the right handed fermions due to an eventual custodial symmetry in
the bulk 8 which will contain them in the same multiplet. The symmetry will be broken to the diagonal
SU(3)D on the IR brane by the Yukawa couplings: in this way Yukawas, bulk masses and bulk operators
are all ﬂavour diagonal. The SU(3)R is broken on the UV brane where localized kinetic operators for the
right-handed fermions will generate both the mass hierarchies and the mixings: therefore the number of
ﬂavour matrices in this model is the same as in the SM and no extra CP violating phases appear. Also,
the symmetries forbid FCNCs: one can use two SU(3) rotations in the up and down sector to diagonalize
the kinetic operators. The neutral sector of the gauge bosons will remain ﬂavour universal, while ﬂavour
violation will only appear in the interactions with charged gage bosons like the W . Finally the only
ﬂavour violating higher order operators will be localized on the UV brane and will be suppressed by the
large UV cutoﬀ of the theory, therefore they can be safely neglected.
We can look more in detail to the main features of this scenario: the only ﬂavour structure appears
in the UV boundary conditions for the right-handed ﬁelds:
fR (m, zUV ) Āu,d = m gR (m, zUV ) Ku,d · Āu,d ,

(3)

where f and g are generic ﬂavour-blind wave functions, Ā is the normalization - a vector in ﬂavour space,
and Ku,d are the UV kinetic matrices. One can diagonalize the kinetic matrices
diag
†
Ku,d = Uu,d
· Ku,d · Uu,d ,

(4)

so the specrtum will be determined by the eigenvalues ki while the mixing matrices will ﬁx the normalization coeﬃcients Ā. Now, the couplings of neutral gauge bosons are diagonal, because they are
proportional either to U · U † = 1 or U · K · U † = Kdiag ; on the other hand, the charged boson couplings
will be proportional to Uu† Ud . Therefore
VCKM = Uu† Ud + O(m2i )

(5)

where the corrections are due to the mass dependence of the wave functions, and all the ﬂavour violating
contributions will be proportional to the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix.
This model can be realized easily for the leptons, however it has problems when applied to quarks.
The reason is that the top is very heavy and, due to the ﬂavour symmetries, all the quarks share the same
Yukawa coupling on the IR brane. The large Yukawa coupling will modify the fermion wave functions and
generate universal corrections to the couplings. The ﬂavour bound is therefore projected into EWPTs:
the latter will push the KK masses above 10 TeV.
In order to solve this issue one needs to separate the top Yukawa from the light quarks. One can
use diﬀerent representations for the up and down right-handed quarks: using a singlet for the up quarks,
including the top, can also help in lowering the bound from the coupling of the bottom with the Z boson
9
. Moreover, one can impose a looser U(1)3 ﬂavour symmetry for the right-handed up-type quarks and
leave it unbroken. In this way the up type quarks Yukawas are all diﬀerent:


Q



mu
mc
mt



 u + mb Q 



1
1
1

d

(6)
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The down sector is as before, therefore all the ﬂavour mixing is induced in the down sector. One can
show that in this model FCNCs are still forbidden, and the strongest bound on the KK masses is again
the 2 TeV from precision measurements 5 .
3

5D MFV: 5 Dimensional Minimal Flavour Violation

Another interesting approach is to impose minimal ﬂavour violation on the 5 dimensional model: ﬂavour
violating eﬀects are not protected by a symmetry, but by the assumption that all the ﬂavour structure
can only be determined by the Yukawa matrices. In this case, the bulk masses in Eq. 2 are
†
cu,d ∼ Yu,d
+ ...

cQ ∼ rYu† Yu + Yd† Yd + . . .

(7)

The advantage of this approach is that one can still use diﬀerent bulk masses to explain the hierarchies
in the spectrum and the mixing angles, and at the same time gain a factor of ∼ 3 suppression in the
ﬂavour bounds that makes them again as low as the precision tests. Assuming anarchic Yukawa matrices
is still enough to generate the required hierarchies due to the exponential sensitivity to the c parameters.
Moreover, in the limit when cQ only depends on one Yukawa, for instance when r → 0, one can diagonalize
the down sector and eliminate all the ﬂavour violating eﬀects involving down type quarks. This means
that the processes that violates ﬂavour by 2 units, like for example the neural Kaon mixing which gives
the strongest bounds, are suppressed by small r. Therefore a moderately small r can provide the required
factor of 3 in the bound without any ﬂavour symmetry. Those small values are also preferred by the
ﬁt of the masses and mixing angles. Moreover the CP problem is also removed, because there isn’t any
additional phase besides the SM one: for instance one can check that electric dipole moments only arise
at two loops and they do not pose any additional bound 6 .
4

Conclusion and Outlook

Flavour physics is an important component of models in warped extra dimension. In fact, ﬂavour bounds
generically apply to the KK masses of the gauge bosons which play an important role in the electroweak
symmetry breaking sector and are required to be at or around a TeV in order for the model to be
natural. The bounds are much lower than in a generic 4 dimensional model due to a Randall-Sundrum
GIM mechanism, however they are still one order of magnitude tighter than bounds from precision
electroweak tests. Moreover, the warped geometry oﬀer the possibility to construct an elegant model of
ﬂavour where both the hierarchies in the masses and in the mixing angles are explained in terms of order
one parameters. If we were not concerned by the two orders of magnitude still separating the scale of
new physics and the electroweak scale, this would be one of the most appealing models of ﬂavour.
However, trying to lower the bounds from ﬂavour has inspired a dense activity in recent years. We
reviewed two nice ideas. One involving the use of bulk ﬂavour symmetry, and one proposal of a minimal
ﬂavour violation paradigm. In the former case, one can eliminate all the ﬂavour changing neutral currents
at the price of giving up the nice explanation of the hierarchies. The heaviness of the top quark still
requires some massaging as the light quarks cannot share its large Yukawa, however it is still possible to
construct models with a relaxed ﬂavour symmetry where the ﬂavour bound is as low as 2 TeV.
In the case of minimal ﬂavour violation, no symmetry is needed and a relation between the Yukawa
matrices and all the other sources of ﬂavour violation is enough to solve the CP problem and to parametrically suppress the most dangerous ﬂavour violating eﬀects. It is important to notice that the required
suppression is just a factor of 3, and that this suppression is also preferred by the ﬁt of the fermion masses
and mixing angles.
The precise bound from ﬂavour physics is therefore very important as it can have severe consequences
on the phenomenology and viability of such models. It can easily push the new physics above the reach
of the LHC and the electroweak sector of the model un-natural. There cannot be a viable model unless
its ﬂavour structure is studied in detail.
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We present an updated phenomenological analysis of the minimal ﬂavor violating (MFV)
eﬀective theory, both at small and large tan β, in the sector of ∆F = 1 processes. We evaluate
the bounds on the scale of new physics derived from recent measurements (in particular from
B → Xs γ, B → Xs �+ �− , Bs → µ+ µ− and K → πν ν̄) and we use such bounds to derive a
series of model-independent predictions within MFV for future experimental searches in the
ﬂavor sector.

1

Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) accurately describes high energy physical phenomena up to the
electro-weak (EW) scale µW ∼ 100 GeV. It is however known to be incomplete due to the lack
of description of gravity, proper uniﬁcation of forces as well as neutrino masses. In view of
these shortcomings, it can be regarded as a low-energy eﬀective description of physics below a
UV cut-oﬀ scale Λ. But if it is an eﬀective theory, at what scale Λ below the uniﬁcation or
the Planck scale does it break down? The only dimensionful parameter in the renormalizable
part of the Lagrangian is the Higgs mass, which is known to be quadratically sensitive to the
cut-oﬀ scale of the theory. Then the EW hierarchy problem suggests that new physics (NP)
should appear around or below Λ � 1 TeV. The non-renormalizable higher dimensional terms,
formally suppressed by the increasing powers of the cut-oﬀ scale on the other hand mediate
ﬂavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs), may contain additional sources of CP violation and
can violate baryon and lepton numbers. Even in absence of the later, precision measurements
of low energy experiments put severe constraints on the scale of ﬂavor and CP violating NP.
Excellent agreement between SM predictions and experiment on �K (constraining s − d sector),
ACP (Bd → ΨKs ) and ∆md (in the b − d sector) and B → Xs γ (for b → s transitions) constrains
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a general ﬂavor violating NP to appear above Λ � 2 × 105 TeV, 2 × 103 TeV and 40 TeV
respectively. The resulting tension between the two estimates of the NP scale illustrates what
is often called the new physics ﬂavor problem.
The Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV) hypothesis 1,2 aims to solve the issue by demanding
that all ﬂavor symmetry breaking in and also beyond the SM is proportional to the SM Yukawas.
A few direct consequences follow from this assumption: Firstly the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) matrix is the only source of ﬂavor mixing and CP violation even beyond the SM. Thus,
all (non-helicity suppressed) tree level and CP violating processes are constrained to their SM
values. Finally, CKM unitarity is maintained and a (universal) unitarity triangle (UUT) can
be determined from a constrained set of observables 3 . Other details of phenomenology depend
on the form of the EW Higgs sector of the theory. In case of a SM-like single Higgs doublet,
the FCNCs in the down quark sector are all driven by the large top Yukawa (λt ). At the
same time, when performing the operator product expansion (OPE) at the EW scale, the SM
basis of operators contributing to the eﬀective weak Hamiltonian is complete also in presence
of NP, making the MFV eﬀective theory approach predictive. The same holds true at low
tan β ≡ vu /vd if the Higgs sector is described in terms of an eﬀective two Higgs doublet model
of type II with the vacuum expectation values of the Higgses coupling to up(down) quarks
denoted by vu(d) . However, bottom Yukawa (λb ) contributions become important at large tan β
as λb (∼ mb tan β/vu ) ∼ λt . Accompanied by the partial lifting of helicity suppression in the
down sector, contributions due to new density operators have to be taken into account in the
eﬀective weak Hamiltonian. Still, the predictivity of the MFV eﬀective theory approach is
maintained my the small number of additional operators which need to be considered.
The symmetry principles underlying the MFV hypothesis establish solid links among diﬀerent ﬂavor observables at low energy and allow to probe and constrain the scale of MFV NP. Since
(non-helicity suppressed) charged current interactions are not aﬀected, bounds can be derived
from ∆F = 2 and ∆F = 1 FCNC phenomenology. The ∆F = 2 processes are box loop mediated
in the SM, and only a few operators contribute to the eﬀective weak Hamiltonian. The main
observables here are the K, Bq oscillation parameters to which MFV NP at low tan β contributes
universally 2 . A recent analysis 4 was able to constrain this contribution and put a lower bound
on the eﬀective NP scale Λ > 5.5 TeV at 95% probability. The λb tan β contributions break
the universality among kaon and B meson sectors at large tan β, resulting in a slighlty weaker
bounds of Λ > 5.1 TeV. New operators due to Higgs exchange in the loop start contributing only
at very large values of tan β, resulting in a bound on a certain combination of charged Higgs
parameters. ∆F = 1 processes on the other hand are penguin loop mediated in the SM, with
many operators contributing. In concrete MFV models, they are often related to the ∆F = 2 as
well as ﬂavour conserving phenomenology 5 . On the other hand in our eﬀective theory bottom-up
approach they have to be considered completely orthogonal. An analysis of bounds coming from
radiative, and (semi)leptonic decays of K and B mesons was performed a while ago 2 , however
limited experimental information at the time barred from exploring in particular the interesting
role of the large tan β scenario. In the meantime, the situation has drastically improved and the
new updated experimental and theoretical results on ∆F = 1 FCNC mediated processes further
motivate the revisiting and updating of this analysis. In the following we present a selection of
results from such a study, the details of which will be presented elsewhere 6 .
2

Updating Analysis of ∆F = 1 Constraints

In the SM the eﬀective weak Hamiltonian describing ∆F = 1 FCNC processes among down-type
quark ﬂavors qi − qj can be written as 2
�
GF αem
∗
∆F =1
V
V
Cn Qn + h.c. ,
(1)
Hef
= √
tj
ti
f
2 2π sin2 θW
n
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where GF is the Fermi constant, αem is the ﬁne structure constant, θW is the Weinberg angle
and Vij are the CKM matrix elements. The short distance SM contributions are encoded in the
Wilson coeﬃcients Cn , computed via perturbative matching procedure at the EW scale. MFV
NP manifests itself in the shifts of the individual Wilson coeﬃcients in respect to the SM values
Cn (µW ) = CnSM + δCn . These shifts can be translated in terms of the tested NP energy scale
Λ as δCn = 2aΛ20 /Λ2 , where Λ0 = λt sin2 (θW )mW /αem ∼ 2.4 TeV is the corresponding typical
SM eﬀective energy scale. The value of the free variable a depends on the details of a particular
MFV NP model. In general a ∼ 1 for tree level NP contributions, while a ∼ 1/16π 2 for loop
suppressed NP contributions. In our numerical results we put a to unity.
In order to address low energy phenomenology, one needs to evaluate the appropriate matrix
elements of the corresponding eﬀective dimension 6 operators Qn . At low tan β we consider the
EM and QCD dipole operators
Q7γ

=

2
m ¯ σ d (eFµν ) ,
g 2 j diL µν jR

Q8G =

2
m ¯ σ T a djR (gs Gaµν ) ,
g 2 j diL µν

(2)

where g is the EW SU (2)L coupling, e is the EM coupling, gs is the QCD coupling, T a are
the SU (3)c generator matrices, while Fµν and Gaµν are the EM and QCD ﬁeld tensors. They
contribute to B → Xs γ decay as well as to the B → Xs �+ �− phenomenology, where in addition
we get contributions from the EW-penguin operators
Q9V

¯ µ � , Q10A = 2d¯iL γµ djL �γ
¯ µ γ5 � .
= 2d¯iL γµ djL �γ

(3)

Here � = e, µ, τ denotes the charged leptons. Q10A also mediates Bq → �+ �− . Finally the
Z-penguin operator
Qν ν̄ = 4d¯iL γµ djL ν̄L γµ νL
(4)
enters solely in B → Xs ν ν̄ and K → πν ν̄ decays and can thus be constrained independently of
the others. We do not consider NP contributions to QCD penguin operators as their impact on
phenomenology is subdominant compared to long distance eﬀects. At large tan β, one needs to
take into account an additional density operator
QS−P = 4(d¯iL djR )(�¯R �L )

(5)

contributing to B → Xs �+ �− and Bq → �+ �− . On the other hand, contributions from additional
four quark density operators 7 a which are also tan β enhanced and enter B → Xs γ and B →
Xs �+ �− through one loop mixing with Q7γ,8G are αem /4π ∼ 0.001 suppressed relative to those
of QS−P and thus turn out to be negligible after imposing the bounds on QS−P .
In our analysis we consider the most theoretically clean observables in order to derive reliable
bounds on possible NP contributions. In particular, we use the inclusive branching ratio of the
radiative B → Xs γ decay, measured with a lower cut on the photon energy. The latest HFAG
−4
value averaged over diﬀerent measurements 10 is Br(B → Xs γ)exp
Eγ >1.6 GeV = 3.52(23)(9) × 10 ,
where the ﬁrst error is statistical and the second systematic. Theoretically, the SM value is
known to better than 8% and the expansion in terms of δCn evaluated at the weak scale is 8
Br(B → Xs γ)th
Eγ >1.6

GeV

= 3.16(23) (1 − 2.28δC 7γ − 0.71δC 8G

�
+1.51δC 27γ + 0.78δC 8G δC 7γ + 0.25δC 28G × 10−4 , (6)

where the central value and its error have been adjusted to take into account the CKM matrix
element determination from the UUT analysis 4 . Since δC7 and δC8 in absence of four quark
density operator contributions enter in the same ﬁxed combination to all relevant observables
(any diﬀerences being artifacts of the truncated perturbative expansion) one can always eliminate
a

We thank Ulrich Haisch for pointing out these potential contributions.
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one of them (e.g. δC8G ) from the analysis and then reconstruct the bound on both from the
quadratic combination in eq (6).
A completely diﬀerent combination of operators contributes to the helicity suppressed decay
Bs → µ+ µ− . Experimentally the best upper bound on the branching ratio was recently put by
the CDF collaboration 9 Br(Bs → µ+ µ− )exp < 4.7 × 10−8 at 90% C.L. , which is only an order
of magnitude above the SM prediction. The theoretical error of which is around 23% and is
dominated by the lattice QCD determination of the Bs decay constant.Again using UUT CKM
inputs, the expansion in terms of δCi reads
Br(Bs → µ+ µ− )th = 3.8(9) (1 − 2.1δC 10A − 2.3δC S−P

�
+1.1δC 210A + 2.4δC S−P δC 10A + 2.7δC 2S−P × 10−9 .

(7)

Analysis of B → Xs �+ �− is more involved since, not only do almost all of the above mentioned
operators (Q7γ,8G,9V,10A,S−P ) contribute here, experimentally there are already a number of
inclusive as well as exclusive measurements available, constraining diﬀerent combinations of NP
parameters. On the inclusive side, only the branching ratio Br(B → Xs �+ �− ), where � = e, µ
is measured by the B factories 11 in several bins of di-lepton invariant mass squared (q 2 ). The
errors vary from almost 90% in the ﬁrst bin where only Belle has obtained a relevant signal, to
around 30% in the other bins. The latest calculations estimate the theoretical error at around
7% for the bins below the charmonium region and around 10% for the high q 2 bin 12 . The
relevant formulae including NP contributions are rather lenghty and can be found in ref. 6,12 .
Much more experimental information is available for exclusive channels where the B →
(∗)
K �+ �− branching ratios as well as several angular distributions have already been measured 13 .
Theoretically however, despite considerable theoretical progress on the evaluation of the nonperturbative matrix elements of Qn entering exclusive channels in the recent years 14 , a reliable
determination can only be expected from fundamentally non-perturbative methods, such as
lattice QCD. In the meantime, any phenomenological implications based on existing form factor
estimates should be treated with care. We will present an analysis of the impact of the exclusive
modes on the MFV NP bounds elsewhere 6 .
Finally MFV NP contributions to the Z-penguin operators can be constrained using the ﬁrst
experimental hints 15 of the K + → π + ν ν̄ decay Br(K + → π + ν ν̄(γ))exp = 147(120) × 10−12 and
comparing them to the theoretical predictions, which are brought under control by the use of
experimental data on K�3 decays 16 resulting in only 11% theoretical error. In presence of MFV
NP the corrisponding expression reads
Br(K + → π + ν ν̄(γ))th = 7.53(82)(1 + 0.93δCν ν̄ + 0.22δCν2ν̄ ) × 10−11 .

(8)

Common parametric inputs in our analysis are the particle masses and lifetimes from PDG 17
as well as the parameters of the CKM matrix, which, as already mentioned, we take from the
UUT analysis 4 . We perform a correlated ﬁt of subsets of observables turning on NP contributions
and extract probability bounds on the shifts of the Wilson coeﬃcients away from their SM values.
3

Results

The compilation of bounds on the MFV NP scale in respect to all the probed operators is
summarized in table 1. We present two sets of bounds. In the conservative estimate we take into
account all the possible ﬁne-tunings and cancellations among the various operator contributions,
including discrete ambiguities in cases where the NP contributions might ﬂip the sign of the SM
pieces. For the second, more natural bounds, we consider each δCn individually and also discard
ﬂipped-sign ﬁne-tunned solutions. The strongest bounds come naturally from the B → Xs γ
decay rate and aﬀect Q7γ,8G . As can be seen, the eﬀect of the discrete ambiguity is large and
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Table 1: Summary of bounds on the MFV NP scales related to the probed eﬀective operators. All the numerical
values are the lower bounds at 95% probability on the MFV NP scale Λ as explained in the text.

Operator
Q7γ
Q8G
Q9V
Q10A
QS−P
Qν ν̄
1

3

68% C.L.
95% C.L.
SM

68% C.L.
95% C.L.

∆C10

-2

2

1

1

0.5

1.5

∆C7

-1

SM

0

-2

SM

0

-3

68% C.L.
95% C.L.

4

2

-1

0

Natural bound [TeV]
5.3
3.1
1.6
1.5
/
/

∆CS�P

0

∆C9

Conservative bound [TeV]
1.6
1.2
1.4
1.5
1.2
1.5

-4
-3

-2

-1
∆C9

0

1

-1

0

1
∆C10

2

3

Figure 1: Correlation plots showing the most pronounced correlations among the bounds on the various NP
Wilson coeﬃcient shifts. The 68% (95%) probability regions are shown in green (red).

only the natural bounds on Λ > 5.2(3.1) for Q7γ(8G) are competitive with the ones on ∆F = 2
operators 4 . The discrete ambiguity (also seen on utmost left plot in ﬁgure 1) could however
be completely removed in the future once the experimental situation concerning the lowest q 2
region in B → Xs �+ �− rate and especially the forward-backward asymmetry (FBA) improves.
As expected, QS−P,ν ν̄ operators are mainly bounded from single observables (Bs → µ+ µ− and
K + → π + ν ν̄ respectively) leading to robust bounds around 1.2 TeV and 1.5 TeV respectively.
Finally δC9V,10A are mainly bounded by B → Xs �+ �− and using only presently available inclusive
information the bounds are around 1.5 TeV. In all of the considered observables except B →
Xs γ the experimental uncertainties strongly dominate and at present do not allow to discern
discrete ambiguities or strong correlations as can be also deduced from ﬁgure 1 showing the
most interesting pairwise correlation plots of the 68% and 95% allowed parameter regions.
4

Discussion and Outlook

In summary, immense experimental and theoretical progress in the area of ﬂavor physics in the
last decade has made it possible to constrain in a model independent way the complete set of
possible beyond SM contributions to ∆F = 1 and ∆F = 2 processes due to possible MFV NP
both at small and large tan β. Bounds coming from ∆F = 2 phenomenology are already very
constraining, pushing the eﬀective MFV NP scale beyond 5 TeV. In ∆F = 1 sector, at present
only the bounds coming from B → Xs γ are of comparable strength. However most uncertainties
are dominated by experiments and one can look forward for the results of full dataset analyses
by the B factories.
Using the derived bounds on the MFV NP contributions in ∆F = 1 processes we are able to
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make predictions for other potentially interesting observables to be probed at LHCb or a future
Super Flavor Factory. As already mentioned, angular distributions like the FBA probe diﬀerent
combinations of the operators and would provide complimentary bounds. At the moment,
considering bounds from inclusive measurements alone, no ﬁrm constraints on the FBA or its
zero can be be imposed within MFV models. This conclusion reinforces the importance of these
observables and their potentiality of discovering relevant deviations.
Another set of observables displays interesting sensitivity to the tan β enhanced CS−P contributions. Such are lepton ﬂavor universality ratios Γ(B → K (∗) µ+ µ− )/Γ(B → K (∗) e+ e− ),
which are very close to 1 with the SM as well as MFV models with low tan β. However even at
tan β present constraints already disallow deviations larger then 10% from unity for such ratios.
Finally the derived bounds allow to construct tests able to potentially rule out of MFV.
Beside the interesting CP violation signals already emerging in the Bs sector 18 , in ∆F = 1
sector ﬁrst there are the ﬁrm relations among the diﬀerent ﬂavor transitions [(b ↔ s)/(b ↔
d)/(s ↔ d) ∼ |Vtb Vts∗ |/|Vtb Vtd∗ |/|Vts Vtd∗ |] which might be probed with K → π�+ �− , B → Xs ν ν̄
or Bd → µ+ µ− processes. Also interesting in this respect is the FBA in B → K�+ �− which is
already restricted to be below 1% within MFV models regardless of tan β.
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Flavour Permutation Symmetry and Fermion Mixing a
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We discuss our recently proposed S3↓ × S3 ↑ ﬂavour-permutation-symmetric mixing observables, giving expressions for them in terms of (moduli-squared) of the mixing matrix elements.
We outline their successful use in providing ﬂavour-symmetric descriptions of (non-ﬂavoursymmetric) lepton mixing schemes. We develop our partially uniﬁed ﬂavour-symmetric description of both quark and lepton mixings, providing testable predictions for CP -violating
phases in both B decays and neutrino oscillations.

1

Introduction

Flavour observables, namely quark and lepton masses and mixings are neither predicted nor predictable in the Standard Model. Neither are they correlated with each other in any way. However, their experimentally determined values display striking structure: viewed on a logarithmic
scale, the fermion masses of any given non-zero charge are approximately equi-spaced; the spectrum of quark mixing angles is described by the Wolfenstein form, 1 suggestive of correlations
between mixing angles and quark masses, and the lepton mixing matrix is well-approximated by
the tri-bimaximal form. 2 These striking patterns are the modern-day equivalents of the regularities observed around a century ago in hydrogen emission spectra, which were mathematically
well-described by the Rydberg formula, but nevertheless had no theoretical basis before the
advent of quantum mechanics. While consistent with the Standard Model, they lie completely
outside its predictive scope, and are surely evidence for some new physics beyond it.
a
b

Talk given at the 43rd Rencontres de Moriond, La Thuile, Italy, March 2008.
Speaker.
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In this talk, we report on our recent attempts 3 to ﬁnd a new description of fermion mixing
which builds on the Standard Model and allows constraints on the mixing observables which
make no reference to individual ﬂavours, while describing mixing structures which are manifestly
not ﬂavour-symmetric, as observed experimentally. This approach does not in itself constitute a
complete theory of ﬂavour mixing beyond the Standard Model, but we hope that it might help
stimulate new developments in that direction.
2

The Jarlskogian and Plaquette Invariance

Jarlskog’s celebrated CP -violating invariant, 4 J, is important in the phenomenology of both
quarks and leptons. As well as parameterising the violation of a speciﬁc symmetry, it has two
other properties which set it apart from most other mixing observables. First, its value (up to
its sign) is independent of any ﬂavour labels.c Mixing observables are in general dependent on
ﬂavour labels, eg. the moduli-squared of mixing matrix elements, |Uαi |2 , certainly depend on α
and i. Indeed, J itself is often calculated in terms of a subset of four mixing matrix elements,
namely those forming a given plaquette 5 (whose elements are deﬁned by deleting the γ-row and
the k-column d to leave a rectangle of four elements):
∗
∗
J = Im(Πγk ) = Im(Uαi Uαj
Uβi
Uβj ).

(1)

However, it is well-known 4 that the value of J does not depend on the choice of plaquette
(ie. on its ﬂavour labels, γ and k above) - it is “plaquette-invariant”. This special feature
originates in the fact that J is ﬂavour-symmetric, carrying information sampled evenly across
the whole mixing matrix. We recently pointed-out 3 that in fact, any observable function of the
mixing matrix elements, ﬂavour-symmetrised (eg. by summing over both rows and columns),
and written in terms of the elements of a single plaquette (eg. using unitarity constraints), will
be similarly plaquette-invariant. Both its expression in terms of mixing matrix elements, as well
as its value, will be independent of the particular choice of plaquette.
The second exceptional property of J is that it may be particularly simply related to the
fermion mass (or Yukawa) matrices:
J = −i

Det[L, N ]
2L∆ N∆

(2)

where for leptons, L and N are the charged-lepton and neutrino mass matrices respectively e (in
an arbitrary weak basis) and L∆ = (me − mµ )(mµ − mτ )(mτ − me ) (with an analogous deﬁnition
for N∆ in terms of neutrino masses and likewise for the quarks). This is useful, as, despite J
being deﬁned purely in terms of mixing observables via Eq. (1), by contrast, Eq. (2) relates it
to the mass matrices, which appear in the Standard Model Lagrangian.
We will discuss our recently proposed 3 plaquette-invariant (ie. ﬂavour-symmetric mixing)
observables, which, in common with J, are independent of ﬂavour labels and can be simply related to the mass matrices. Again like J, we ﬁnd that our observables parameterise the violation
of certain phenomenological symmetries which have already been considered signiﬁcant 6 7 8 9
in leptonic mixing. In the next section, we deﬁne more precisely what we mean by ﬂavour
symmetry.
c
We focus ﬁrst on the leptons, although many of our considerations may be applied equally well to the quarks.
In the leptonic case, neutrino mass eigenstate labels i = 1...3 take the analogous role to the charge − 31 quark
ﬂavour labels in the quark case. In this sense, we will often use the term “ﬂavour” to include neutrino mass
eigenstate labels, as well as charged lepton ﬂavour labels.
d
We use a cyclic labelling convention such that β = α + 1, γ = β + 1, j = i + 1, k = j + 1, all indices evaluated
mod 3.
e
Throughout this paper, L and N are taken to be Hermitian, either by appropriate choice of the ﬂavour basis
for the right-handed ﬁelds, or as the Hermitian squares, M M † , of the relevant mass or Yukawa coupling matrices.
The symbols mα , mi generically refer to their eigenvalues in either case.
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The S3↓ × S3↑ Flavour Permutation Group

3

The S3↓ group is the group of the six possible permutations of the charged lepton ﬂavours
and/or of the charge − 13 quark ﬂavours, while the S3 ↑ group is the group of the six possible
permutations of the neutrino ﬂavours (ie. mass eigenstates) or of the charge 32 quark ﬂavours
(the arrow subscript corresponds to the direction of the z-component of weak isospin of the
corresponding left-handed ﬁelds). We consider all possible such permutations, which together
constitute the direct product S3↓ × S3 ↑ ﬂavour permutation group (FPG) 3 with 36 elements.
We next consider the P matrix (for “probability”) 10 of moduli-squared of the mixing matrix
elements, eg. for leptons:


|Ue1 |2
P =  |Uµ1 |2
|Uτ 1 |2

|Ue2 |2
|Uµ2 |2
|Uτ 2 |2



|Ue3 |2
|Uµ3 |2  .
|Uτ 3 |2

(3)

It should be familiar: for quarks, semileptonic weak decay rates of hadrons are proportional to its
elements, while for leptons, the magnitudes of neutrino oscillation probabilities may be written
in terms of its elements. 10 Moreover, the P matrix may easily be related to the fermion mass
matrices, as we will see in Section 5 below. The P matrix manifestly transforms as the natural
representation of S3↓ × S3 ↑ , the transformations being eﬀected by pre- and/or post-multiplying
by 3 × 3 real permutation matrices.f
Jarlskog’s invariant J is a pseudoscalar under the FPG: under even permutations, it is invariant, while under odd permutations (eg. single swaps of rows or columns of the mixing matrix,
or odd numbers of them), it simply changes sign. This is our prototype Flavour Symmetric
Mixing Observable (FSMO). As we commented in the previous section, it is easy to ﬁnd other
similar such quantities, which, surprisingly had not appeared in the literature until recently. 3
There are two types of singlets under the S3 group: even (1) which remain invariant under all
permutations, and odd (1) which ﬂip sign under odd permutations. So, under the FPG, there
are four types of singlet: 1×1, 1×1 (like J), 1×1 and 1×1. By Flavour Symmetric Observables
(FSOs), we mean observables with any of these transformation properties under the FPG. They
may be functions of mixing matrix elements alone (FSMOs), or functions of mass eigenvalues
alone, or functions of both.
Starting with elements of P and combining and (anti-)symmetrising them over ﬂavour labels
in various ways, we ﬁnd that, apart from their (trivial) overall normalisation, and possibly scalar
oﬀsets, there are a ﬁnite number of independent FSMOs at any given order in P . Enumerating
them, we found that there are no non-trivial ones linear in P , while at 2nd order in P , there
is only one each of 1×1, 1×1. At third order, there is exactly one each of the four types of
singlet, while at higher orders in P , there are multiple instances of each. Recognising that we
need only four independent variables to specify the mixing, it is clearly enough to stop at third
order, up to which, the singlets are essentially uniquely deﬁned by their order in P and their
transformation property under the FPG.
4

Flavour-Symmetric Mixing Observables

We introduce four FSMOs, 3 uniquely deﬁned as outlined above:
1×1

1×1

2nd Order in P :
3rd Order in P :

C=

�
G = 12 [ αi (Pαi )2 − 1 ]
3 �
3
2
2

αi [ (Pαi )

− (Pαi ) ] + 1

F = DetP
A=

1
18

�

(4)

3
γk (Lγk )

Less obviously, any given plaquette of P transforms as a 2-dimensional (real) irreducible representation of
S3↓ × S3 ↑ .
f
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where Lγk = (Pαi + Pβj − Pβi − Pαj ). Alternative, but equivalent deﬁnitions in terms of the
elements of a single plaquette are given elsewhere. 3 Note that F is only quadratic in P , because
of the constraints of unitarity. We comment brieﬂy on the normalisations and oﬀsets we have
given them. F and A, being anti-symmetric, need no oﬀset, as they are already centred on
zero, which they reach for threefold maximal mixing 11 (uniquely deﬁned by all 9 elements of the
mixing matrix having magnitude √13 ). G and C are deﬁned with oﬀsets such that they likewise
vanish for threefold maximal mixing. All four variables are normalised so that their maximum
value is unity, which they attain for no mixing. In Ref. 3 , we also give the 1 × 1 and the 1 × 1
FSMOs at 3rd order (called B and D respectively), but they will not concern us here.
The four FSMOs introduced in Eq. 4 are the simplest ones g in terms of P and are suﬃcient
to completely specify the mixing, up to a number of discrete ambiguities associated with the
built-in ﬂavour symmetry. J is of course not independent, and is given by 18J 2 = 1/6 − G +
(4/3) C − (1/2) F 2 . In Table 1, we summarise their properties and values (estimated at 90% CL
from compilations of current experimental results) for both quarks 12 and leptons. 13
Table 1: Properties and values of ﬂavour-symmetric mixing observables for quarks and leptons. The experimentally allowed ranges are estimated (90% CL) from compilations of current experimental results, neglecting any
correlations between the input quantities.

Observable

Order

Symmetry:

Theoretical

Experimental Range

Experimental Range

Name

in P

Range

for Leptons

for Quarks

F

2

S3↓ × S3 ↑
1×1

(−1, 1)

(−0.14, 0.12)

(0.893, 0.896)

A

5

G

2

1×1

(0, 1)

(0.15, 0.23)

(0.898, 0.901)

3

1×1

(−1, 1)

(−0.065, 0.052)

(0.848, 0.852)

C

3

1×1

1
(− 27
, 1)

(−0.005, 0.057)

(0.848, 0.852)

Flavour-Symmetric Mixing Observables in Terms of Mass Matrices

Equation (2) gives J, our prototype FSMO, in terms of the fermion mass matrices, which in
turn are proportional to the matrices of Yukawa couplings which appear in the Standard Model
Lagrangian. In this section, we show how to write the FSMOs of Section 4 above also in terms
of the mass matrices. It is useful to deﬁne a reduced P matrix:
P� = P − D

(5)

where D is the 3 × 3 democratic matrix with all 9 elements equal to 31 . We also deﬁne the
�
m := Lm − 1 Tr(Lm ) (similarly
reduced (ie. traceless) powers of the fermion mass matrices: L
3
�
m ), in terms of which, we can deﬁne the 2 × 2 matrix of weak basis-invariants:
for N
�
�
mN
n ),
T�mn := Tr(L

m, n = 1, 2.

(6)

For known lepton masses, T� is completely equivalent to P . In fact, it is straightforward to show
that P� is a mass-moment transform of T�:
T

�ℓ · T� · M
�ν
P� = M

(7)

where
�= 1
M
ℓ

L∆

g
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�

m2µ − m2τ
mµ − mτ

m2τ − m2e
mτ − me

m2e − m2µ
me − mµ

�

,

They also treat the two weak-isospin sectors symmetrically, though this is not an essential feature.

(8)
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�ν (the inverse transform is easily obtained).
with an analogous deﬁnition for M
Starting from Eq. (4) and substituting for P from Eqs. (5) and (7), we ﬁnd that:

Det T�
F ≡ Det P = 3
;
L ∆ N∆
T�mn T�pq Lmp N nq
G=
;
(L∆ N∆ )2

�

Det[L, N ]
cf. Eq. (2) : J = −i
2L∆ N∆
(mpr)

�

(9)

(nqs)

T�mn T�pq T�rs LC,A NC,A
C, A =
,
(L∆ N∆ )nC,A

(10)

�
m (N
�
m ), given in Ref. 3 , and n (n ) = 2(3).
where the L (N ) are simple functions of traces of L
C
A

6

Application 1: Flavour-Symmetric Descriptions of Leptonic Mixing

The tribimaximal mixing 2 ansatz for the MNS lepton mixing matrix:
√
√


−2/√ 6 1/√3
0√
1/√ 2 
U ≃  1/√6 1/√3
1/ 6 1/ 3 −1/ 2

(11)

is compatible with all conﬁrmed leptonic mixing measurements from neutrino oscillation experiments, and may be considered a useful leading-order approximation to the data. It is deﬁned by
three phenomenological symmetries: 6 CP symmetry, µ-τ -reﬂection symmetry and Democracy,
which may each be expressed (ﬂavour-symmetrically) in terms of our FSMOs. For example, as
is well known, the zero in the Ue3 position, if exact, ensures that no CP violation can arise
from the mixing matrix. CP symmetry is thus represented simply by J = 0 (which is a necessary, but not suﬃcient condition for a single zero in the mixing matrix, see Section 7 below).
µ-τ -reﬂection symmetry 7 means that corresponding elements in the µ and τ rows have equal
moduli: |Uµi | = |Uτ i |, ∀i, and this implies the two ﬂavour-symmetric constraints:
F =A=0

(12)

(ﬂavour symmetry means that although these two constraints imply just such a set of equalities,
they do not deﬁne which pair of rows or columns are constrained). Democracy 8 9 ensures that
one row or column is trimaximally mixed, ie. has the form √13 (1, 1, 1)(T ) , as is the case for the
ν2 column in tribimaximal mixing. Democracy is ensured ﬂavour-symmetrically by the two
constraints:
F = C = 0.
(13)
Taking all three symmetries, tribimaximal mixing (or one of its trivial permutations) is ensured
by the complete set of constraints F = C = A = J = 0, which may be written as the single
ﬂavour-symmetric condition:
F 2 + C 2 + A2 + J 2 = 0.
(14)
Tribimaximal mixing is manifestly not ﬂavour symmetric. The ﬂavour-symmetry of our
constraint, Eq. (14), is spontaneously broken by its tribimaximal solutions. The symmetry is
manifested by the existence of a complete set of solutions of the generalised tribimaximal form,
each related to the other by a member of the ﬂavour permutation group.
Of course, generalisations of the tribimaximal form 6 possessing subsets of its three symmetries may be similarly deﬁned, and their corresponding ﬂavour-symmetric constraints may
be obtained by analogy to the above. These, and those of other special mixing forms 14 15 are
tabulated in Ref. 3 .
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7

Application 2: A Partially Uniﬁed, Flavour-Symmetric Description of Quark
and Lepton Mixings

A uniﬁed understanding of quark and lepton mixings is highly desirable. This is diﬃcult because
their mixing matrices have starkly diﬀerent forms: the quark mixing matrix is characterised by
small mixing angles, 12 while the lepton mixing matrix is characterised mostly by large ones. 13
Many authors have ascribed this diﬀerence to the eﬀect of the heavy majorana mass matrix
in the leptonic case, via the see-saw mechanism. 17 Notwithstanding the attractiveness of this
explanation, it is clearly still worthwhile to ask if there are any features of the respective mixings
which the quark and lepton sectors have in common.
Neutrino oscillation data 13 require that |Ue3 |2 <
∼ 0.05, signiﬁcantly less than the other MNS
matrix elements-squared. At least one small mixing element is hence a common feature of both
quark and lepton mixing matrices. We are thus led ﬁrst to ask the question: “what is the
ﬂavour-symmetric condition for at least one zero element in the mixing matrix?” We should
perhaps anticipate two constraints, as the condition implies that both real and imaginary parts
vanish. A zero mixing element implies CP conservation, so that J = 0. A clue to the second
constraint is that with µ-τ -reﬂection symmetry, J = 0 ensures a zero somewhere in the νe row
of the MNS matrix. However, µ-τ -reﬂection symmetry implies two more constraints, Eq. (12).
In order to ﬁnd a single additional constraint we consider the K matrix 16 10 with elements:
∗
∗
Kγk = Re(Uαi Uαj
Uβi
Uβj ),

(15)

which is the CP -conserving analogue of J (cf. the deﬁnition of J, Eq. (1)). K should be familiar:
in the leptonic case, its elements are often used to write the magnitudes of the oscilliatory terms
in neutrino appearance probabilities; 10 in the quark case, its elements are just the CKM factors
of the CP -conserving parts of the interference terms in penguin-dominated decay rates. A single
zero in the mixing matrix leads to four zeroes in a plaquette of K and this clearly implies:
Det K = 0,

(16)

which is our suﬃcient second condition, along with J = 0. h We note that Eq. (16) can easily
be cast in terms of our complete set of FSMOs, since 54 Det K ≡ 2A + F(F 2 − 2C − 1). Hence,
µ-τ -reﬂection symmetry, Eq. (12), is a special case of Eq. (16).
Experimentally, there is no exactly zero element in the CKM matrix, so that Det K = 0
and J = 0 cannot both be exact for quarks. Moreover, for leptons, despite there being no
experimental lower limit for |Ue3 |, there is no reason to suppose that the MNS matrix has an
exact zero either. In order to ensure a small, but non-zero element in the mixing matrices, we
need to consider a modest relaxation of either condition, or of both. For quarks, we know from
experiment that CP is slightly violated, with 12 |Jq /Jmax | ≃ 3 × 10−4 , while i for leptons, ﬁts
to oscillation data 13 imply a fairly loose upper bound on their CP violation: |Jℓ /Jmax | <
∼ 0.33.
−7
<
Turning to Det K, we ﬁnd that for quarks, |Det Kq /(Det K)max | ∼ 3 × 10 , while for leptons,
|Det Kℓ /(Det K)max | <
∼ 0.6 (the precision of lepton mixing data does not yet allow a strong
constraint). However, there is no experimental lower limit for |Det K| for quarks or for leptons,
each being compatible with zero, so that it is suﬃcient to relax only the condition on J.
We are thus led to conjecture that for both quarks and leptons:
Det K = 0;

|J/Jmax | = small

(17)

(it is not implied that the small quantity necessarily has the same value in both sectors). Equation (17) is a uniﬁed and ﬂavour-symmetric, partial description of both lepton and quark mixing
The
even be expressed as one, noting that the product of all nine elements of P is given
�two conditions may
2
1
P
=
(Det
K)
+
J 2 (2J 2 + R)2 , which is zero iﬀ Det K = 0 and J = 0 (as R > 0, as long as J =
� 0).
αi
144
αi
6
i
1
We note that Jmax = 6√3 ≃ 0.1 and (Det K)max = 239 ≃ 0.0033.

h

by
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matrices, being associated with the existence of at least one small element in each mixing matrix, Ue3 and Vub respectively (it is partial in the sense that only two degrees of freedom are
constrained for each matrix). However, in the case that J is not exactly zero, the condition
Det K = 0 also implies that in the limit, as J → 0, there is at least one unitarity triangle
angle which → 90◦ . This is rather obvious in the µ-τ -symmetry case, but is less obvious more
generally. While the ﬂavour symmetry prevents an a priori prediction of which angle is ≃ 90◦ ,
we know from experiment 12 that for quarks, α ≃ 90◦ . A detailed calculation shows that our
conjecture, Eq. (17), predicts, in terms of Wolfenstein parameters: 1
(90◦ − α) = ηλ2 = 1◦ ± 0.2◦

(18)

at leading order in small quantities, to be compared with its current experimental determination: 12
◦
(90◦ − α) = 0◦+3
(19)
−7◦ .

It will be interesting to test Eq. (18) more precisely in future experiments with B mesons, in
particular, at LHCb and at a possible future Super Flavour Factory. For leptons, experiment
tells us not only that it is the Ue3 MNS matrix element which is small but also that only the
unitarity triangle angles j φµ1 or φτ 1 can be close to 90◦ . Then Eq. (17) implies that:
√
π
4◦
(20)
|90◦ − δ| = 2 2 sin θ13 sin (θ23 − ) <
4 ∼
at leading order in small quantities (we use the PDG convention here). It thus requires a large
CP -violating phase in the MNS matrix, which is promising for the discovery of leptonic CP
violation at eg. a future Neutrino Factory.
8

Discussion and Conclusions

Given that our ﬂavour-symmetric variables are deﬁned (essentially) uniquely by their ﬂavour
symmetry properties and by their order in P , it is remarkable that the leptonic data may be
described simply by the constraints F = A = C = J = 0. This is suggestive that these variables
may be fundamental in some way. It is furthermore tantalising that the smallness of one element
in each mixing matrix, the approximate µ-τ -symmetry in lepton mixing and the existence of a
right unitarity triangle may all be related to each other, through our simple partially-uniﬁed
constraint, Eq. (17). The precision of the resulting prediction, Eq. (18), motivates more sensitive
tests at future B physics facilities, while the synergy with tests at a neutrino factory is manifest.
All elements of the Standard Model, apart from the Yukawa couplings of the fermions to
the Higgs, treat each fermion of any given charge on an equal footing - they are already ﬂavoursymmetric. The Yukawa couplings, on the other hand, depend on ﬂavour in such a way that each
ﬂavour has unique mass and mixing matrix elements. Using our ﬂavour-symmetric observables,
or combinations of them appropriately chosen, we have shown how it is also possible to specify
the ﬂavour-dependent mixings in a ﬂavour-independent way. k This recovers ﬂavour symmetry
at the level of the mixing description, the symmetry being broken only spontaneously by its
solutions, which deﬁne and diﬀerentiate the ﬂavours in terms of their mixings.
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Lepton ﬂavour violation in constrained MSSM-seesaw models
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de Madrid, Cantoblanco, E-28049 Madrid, Spain
We calculate the predictions for lepton ﬂavour violating (LFV) tau and muon decays, lj → li γ,
lj → 3li , µ − e conversion in nuclei and LFV semileptonic tau decays τ → µP P with
P P = π + π − , π 0 π 0 , K + K − , K 0 K̄ 0 τ → µP with P = π 0 , η, η ′ and τ → µV with V = ρ0 , φ,
performing the hadronisation of quark bilinears within the chiral framework. We work within
a SUSY-seesaw context where the particle content of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model is extended by three right-handed neutrinos plus their corresponding SUSY partners,
and where a seesaw mechanism for neutrino mass generation is implemented. Two diﬀerent
scenarios with either universal or non-universal soft supersymmetry breaking Higgs masses
at the gauge coupling uniﬁcation scale are considered. After comparing the predictions with
present experimental bounds and future sensitivities, the most promising processes are particularly emphasised.

1

LFV within SUSY-seesaw models

The current knowlegde of neutrino mass diﬀerences and mixing angles clearly indicates that
lepton ﬂavour number is not a conserved quantum number in Nature. However, the lepton
ﬂavour violation (LFV) has so far been observed only in the neutrino sector. One challenging
task for the present and future experiments will then be to test if there is or there is not LFV
in the charged lepton sector as well.
Here we focus in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) enlarged by three
right-handed neutrinos and their SUSY partners where potentially observable LFV eﬀects in the
charge lepton sector are expected to occur. We further assume a seesaw mechanism for neutrino
mass generation and use, in particular, the parameterisation
proposed in 1 where the solution
�
�
to the seesaw equation is written as mD = Yν v2 =

mdiag
N R

†
UMNS
. Here, R is deﬁned
mdiag
ν

by θi (i = 1, 2, 3); v1(2) = v cos(sin)β, v = 174 GeV; mdiag
= diag (mν1 , mν2 , mν3 ) denotes the
ν
diag
three light neutrino masses, and mN = diag (mN1 , mN2 , mN3 ) the three heavy ones. UMNS is
given by the three (light) neutrino mixing angles θ12 , θ23 and θ13 , and three phases, δ, φ1 and
φ2 . With this parameterisation is easy to accommodate the neutrino data, while leaving room
for extra neutrino mixings (from the right-handed sector). It further allows for large Yukawa
couplings Yν ∼ O(1) by choosing large entries in mdiag
and/or θi .
N
The predictions in the following are for two diﬀerent constrained MSSM-seesaw scenarios,
with universal and non-universal Higgs soft masses and with respective parameters (in addition to the previous neutrino sector parameters): 1) CMSSM-seesaw: M0 , M1/2 , A0 tan β,
and sign(µ), and 2) NUHM-seesaw: M0 , M1/2 , A0 tan β, sign(µ), MH1 = M0 (1 + δ1 )1/2 and
MH2 = M0 (1 + δ2 )1/2 . All the predictions presented here include the full set of SUSY one-loop
contributing diagrams, mediated by γ, Z, and Higgs bosons, as well as boxes, and do not use
the Leading Logarithmic (LLog) nor the mass insertion approximations. The hadronisation of
quark bilinears is performed within the chiral framework. This is a very short summary of
several publications 2,3,4,5 to which we refer the reader for more details.
2

Results and Discussion

We focus on the dependence on the most relevant parameters which, for the case of hierarchical
(degenerate) heavy neutrinos, are: the neutrino mass mN3 (mN ), tan β, θ1 and θ2 . We also
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Figure 1: τ → µγ and CR(µ − e, Ti) as a function of mN3 . The predictions for SPS 1a (dots), 1b (crosses),
2 (asterisks), 3 (triangles), 4 (circles) and 5 (times) are included. On the upper horizontal axis we display the
associated value of (Yν )33 . In each case, we set θ13 = 5◦ , and θi = 0. The upper (lower) horizontal line denotes
the present experimental bound (future sensitivity).

study the sensitivity of the BRs to θ13 . The other input seesaw parameters mN1 , mN2 and
θ3 , play a secondary role since the BRs do not strongly depend on them. The light neutrino
parameters are ﬁxed to: m2ν2 = ∆m2sol + m2ν1 , m2ν3 = ∆m2atm + m2ν1 , ∆m2sol = 8 × 10−5 eV2 ,
∆m2atm = 2.5 × 10−3 eV2 , mν1 = 10−3 eV, θ12 = 30◦ , θ23 = 45◦ , θ13 � 10◦ and δ = φ1 = φ2 = 0.
The results for the CMSSM-seesaw scenario are collected in Figs. 1 through 5. In Fig. 1,
we display the predictions of BR(τ → µγ) and CR(µ − e, Ti) as a function of the heaviest
neutrino mass mN3 for the various SPS points, and for the particular choice θi = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3)
and θ13 = 5◦ . We have also considered the case of degenerate heavy neutrino spectra (not
shown here). In both scenarios for degenerate and hierarchical heavy neutrinos, we ﬁnd a strong
dependence on the the heavy neutrino masses, with the expected behaviour |mN log mN |2 of the
LLog approximation, except for SPS 5 point, which fails by a factor of ∼ 104 . The rates for the
various SPS points exhibit the following hierarchy, BR4 > BR1b � BR1a > BR3 � BR2 > BR5 .
This behaviour can be understood in terms of the growth of the BRs with tan β, and from the
diﬀerent mass spectra associated with each point. Most of the studied processes reach their
experimental limit at mN3 ∈ [1013 , 1015 ] which corresponds to Yν33,32 ∼ 0.1 − 1. At present,
the most restrictive one is µ → eγ (which sets bounds for SPS 1a of mN3 < 1013 − 1014 GeV),
although µ − e conversion will be the best one in future, with a sensitivity to mN3 > 1012 GeV.
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Figure 2: Dependence of LFV τ and µ decays with |θ1 | for SPS 4 case with arg(θ1 ) = 0, π/10, π/8, π/6, π/4 in
radians (lower to upper lines), (mN1 , mN2 , mN3 ) = (108 , 2 × 108 , 1014 ) GeV, θ2 = θ3 = 0, θ13 = 0 and mν1 = 0.
The horizontal lines are the present experimental bounds.
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Fig. 2 shows the behaviour of the six considered LFV τ and µ decays, for SPS 4 point, as
a function of |θ1 |, for various values of argθ1 . We see clearly that the BRs for 0 < |θ1 | < π and
0 < argθ1 < π/2 can increase up to a factor 102 − 104 with respect to θi = 0. Similar results have
been found for θ2 , while BRs are nearly constant with θ3 in the case of hierarchical neutrinos.
The behaviour of CR(µ − e, Ti) with θi is very similar to that of BR(µ → eγ) and BR(µ → 3e).
For instance, Fig. 3 shows the dependence of CR(µ − e, Ti) with θ2 , and illustrates that for large
θ2 , rates up to a factor ∼ 104 larger than in the θi = 0 case can be obtained.
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Figure 3: CR(µ − e, Ti) as a function of |θ2 |, for SPS 1a case with arg θ2 = {0, π/8 , π/4 , 3π/8, π/2} (dots,
crosses, asterisks, triangles and circles, respectively), mNi = (1010 , 1011 , 1013 ) GeV, θ13 = 5◦ . The upper (lower)
horizontal line denotes the present experimental bound (future sensitivity).

In Fig. 4 we show the dependence of µ → eγ, µ → 3e and µ − e conversion on the light
neutrino mixing angle θ13 . These ﬁgures clearly manifest the very strong sensitivity of their
rates to the θ13 mixing angle for hierarchical heavy neutrinos. Indeed, varying θ13 from 0 to 10◦
leads to an increase in the rates by as much as ﬁve orders of magnitude.
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Figure 4: BR(µ → eγ), BR(µ → 3e) and CR(µ − e, Ti) as a function of θ13 (in degrees), for SPS 1a (dots), 1b
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upper (lower) horizontal line denotes the present experimental bound (future sensitivity).

On the other hand, since µ → e γ is very sensitive to θ13 , but BR(τ → µ γ) is clearly not,
and since both BRs display the same approximate behaviour with mN3 and tan β, one can study
the impact that a potential future measurement of θ13 and these two rates can have on the
knowledge of the otherwise unreacheable heavy neutrino parameters. The correlation of these
two observables as a function of mN3 , is shown in Fig. 5 for SPS 1a. Comparing these predictions
for the shaded areas along the expected diagonal “corridor”, with the allowed experimental
region, allows to conclude about the impact of a θ13 measurement on the allowed/excluded mN3
values. The most important conclusion from Fig. 5 is that for SPS 1a, and for the parameter
space deﬁned in the caption, an hypothetical θ13 measurement larger than 1◦ , together with
the present experimental bound on the BR(µ → e γ), will have the impact of excluding values
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Figure 5: Correlation between BR(µ → e γ) and BR(τ → µ γ) as a function of mN3 , for SPS 1a, and impact
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θ13 = 1◦ , 3◦ , 5◦ and 10◦ (red, green, blue and pink, respectively). Horizontal and vertical dashed (dotted) lines
denote the experimental bounds (future sensitivities).

of mN3 � 1014 GeV. Moreover, with the planned MEG sensitivity, the same θ13 measurement
could further exclude mN3 � 3 × 1012 GeV.
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Figure 6: Left panel: Mass of mH 0 as a function of M0 = M1/2 , for ﬁxed values of δ1 = {−1.8, −1.6, −1, 0}
(respectively crosses, asterisks, triangles and circles), with mNi = (1010 , 1011 , 1014 ) GeV, θi = 0, A0 = 0, tan β =
50 and θ13 = 5◦ . Right panel: Contributions to CR(µ − e, Ti): total (dots), γ-penguins (diamonds), Z-penguins
(asterisks), H-penguins (crosses) and box diagrams (times) as a function of M0 (= M1/2 ) for the NUHM case with
δ1 = −1.8, δ2 = 0, tan β = 50, mNi = (1010 , 1011 , 1014 ) GeV, θ13 = 5◦ and R = 1 (θi = 0). The upper (lower)
horizontal line denotes the present experimental bound (future sensitivity).

The numerical results for the NUHM-seesaw scenario as a function of M0 = M1/2 = MSUSY
are collected in Figs. 6 and 7. The behaviour of the predicted mH 0 as a function of MSUSY is
shown in Fig. 6 (left panel). The most interesting solutions with important phenomenological
implications are found for negative δ1 and positive δ2 . Notice that, for all the explored δ1,2
values, we ﬁnd a value of mH 0 that is signiﬁcantly smaller than in the universal case (δ1,2 = 0).
In Fig. 6 (right panel) the various contributions from the γ-, Z-, Higgs mediated penguins
and box diagrams as a function of MSUSY are shown. Here, we choose δ1 = −1.8 and δ2 = 0. We
observe a very distinct behaviour with MSUSY of the Higgs-mediated contributions compared
to those of the CMSSM case. In fact, the Higgs-mediated contribution can equal, or even
exceed that of the photon, dominating the total conversion rate in the large M0 = M1/2 region.
These larger Higgs contributions are the consequence of their exclusive SUSY non-decoupling
behaviour for large MSUSY , and of the lighter Higgs boson mass values encountered in this
region, as previously illustrated in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 7 we display the predicted µ − e conversion rates for other nuclei, concretely Al, Ti,
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Figure 7: µ − e conversion rates as a function of M0 = M1/2 in the NUHM-seesaw for various nuclei: Sb, Sr,
Ti, Au, Pb and Al nuclei (diamonds, triangles, dots, asterisks, times and crosses, respectively), with mNi =
(1010 , 1011 , 1014 ) GeV, A0 = 0, tan β = 50, θ13 = 5◦ , θi = 0, δ1 = −1.8 and δ2 = 0. From top to bottom, the
horizontal dashed lines denote the present experimental bounds for CR(µ − e, Ti) and CR(µ − e, Au).

Sr, Sb, Au and Pb, as a function of MSUSY . We clearly see that CR(µ − e, Sb) > CR(µ −
e, Sr) > CR(µ − e, Ti) > CR(µ − e, Au) > CR(µ − e, Pb) > CR(µ − e, Al). The most
important conclusion from Fig. 7 is that we have found predictions for Gold nuclei which, for
the input parameters in this plot, are above its present experimental bound throughout the
explored MSUSY interval. Finally, althought not shown here for shortness, we have also found
an interesting loss of correlation between the predicted CR(µ − e, Ti) and BR(µ → eγ) in the
NUHM-seesaw scenario compared to the universal case where these are known to be strongly
correlated. This loss of correlation occurs when the Higgs-contributions dominate the photoncontributions and could be tested if the announced future sensitivities in these quantities are
reached.
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Figure 8: Predictions of BR(τ → µP P ) and BR(τ → µP ) as a function of MSUSY in the NUHM scenario for a
large τ − µ mixing driven by θ2 = 2.9eiπ/4 .

The corresponding predictions for θ2 = 2.9eiπ/4 of the nine LFV semileptonic τ decays
studied in this work as a function of MSUSY are shown in Fig. 8. In this case, we work with
δ1 = −2.4 and δ2 = 0.2, that drive us to Higgs boson masses around 150 GeV even for heavy
SUSY spectra. In this Fig. 8 we can see that, the choice of θ2 increase all the rates about two
orders of magnitude respect to the case θi = 0, not shown here for brevitiy. BR(τ → µπ + π − )
and BR(τ → µρ) the largest rates and, indeed, the predictions of these two latter channels reach
their present experimental sensitivities at the low MSUSY region, below 200 GeV and 250 GeV
respectively, for this particular choice of input parameters.
In Fig. 9 we plot ﬁnally the predictions for BR(τ → µK + K − ) and BR(τ → µη) as a
function of one the most relevant parameters for these Higgs-mediated processes which is the
corresponding Higgs boson mass.
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Figure 9: Predictions for BR(τ → µK + K − ) and BR(τ → µη) as a function of mH 0 in the NUHM scenario.

Firstly, we see that the approximate and exact results of the Higgs contribution agree within
a factor of two for both channels, but the agreement of the full result with respect to the Higgs
contribution is clearly worse in the case of τ → µK + K − than in τ → µη. In the latter, the
agreement is quite good because the Z-mediated contribution is negligible, and this holds for
all MSUSY values in the studied interval, 250 GeV < MSUSY < 750 GeV . In the ﬁrst, it is only
for large MSUSY that the H-mediated contribution competes with the γ-mediated one and the
Higgs rates approach the total rates. For instance, the predictions for BR(τ → µK + K − ) shows
that for MSUSY = 750 GeV and mH 0 = 160 GeV the total rate is about a factor 2 above the
Higgs rate, but for mH 0 = 240 GeV it is already more than a factor 5 above.
In this ﬁgure we have also explored larger values of mN3 and tan β, by using in those cases the
approximate formula, and in order to conclude about the values that predict rates comparable
with the present experimental sensitivity. We can conclude then that, at present, it is certainly
τ → µη the most competitive LFV semileptonic tau decay channel. The paremeter values that
provide rates being comparable to the present sensitivities in this channel are tan β = 60 and
mN3 = 1015 GeV which correspond to |δ32 | ≃ 2.
Interestingly, the most competitive channels to explore simultaneously LFV τ − µ transitions
and the Higgs sector are τ → µη, τ → µη ′ and also τ → µK + K − . Otherwise, the golden channels
to tackle the Higgs sector are undoubtly τ → µη and τ → µη ′ . On the other hand, the rest of
the studied semileptonic channels, τ → µπ + π − , etc., will not provide additional information on
LFV with respect to that provided by τ → µγ.
In conclusion, we believe that a joint measurement of the LFV branching ratios, the µ − e
conversion rates, θ13 and the SUSY spectrum will be a powerful tool for shedding some light
on the otherwise unreachable heavy neutrino parameters. Futhermore, in the case of a NUHM
scenario, it may also provide interesting information on the Higgs sector. It is clear from this
study that the connection between LFV and neutrino physics will play a relevant role for the
searches of new physics beyond the SM.
We aknowledge Ana M. Teixeira, Stefan Antusch and Jorge Portolés for their participation
in our works. E. Arganda thanks the organizors for his invitation to this fruitful conference.
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TOP PAIR PRODUCTION
M.Besançon
CEA-Saclay, DSM/Irfu/SPP,
bat. 141, 91191 Gif sur Yvette, France

We review the most recent results on top quark pair production at the Tevatron including production mechanism, cross sections, forward-backward asymmetry measurements and searches
for resonances decaying to top quarks which were available at the time of the 2008 electroweak
session of the Rencontres de Moriond conference.

1

Introduction

Since its discovery by the CDF and D0 experiments 1 the Tevatron is the only place where the
top quark (t) can be studied. The year 2008 will certainly be the last possible year for such a
statement due to the advent of the LHC.
Doing top quark physics means covering a wide spectrum of diﬀerent subjects including
studies of the t (single and pair) production, decay and properties. The present mini-review
focuses on top quark pair (tt̄) production and the emphasis is put on recent results concerning
the tt̄ production mechanism, cross section measurements and top quark mass (m t ) measurements from cross sections measurements, forward backward measurement and ﬁnally searches
of resonances decaying into t quarks. Recent results concerning m t direct measurements as well
as other properties (W helicity, t charge) and the single t production can be found in these
proceedings 2 . The Tevatron is performing well and the results reported here correspond to
Tevatron integrated luminosities ranging from 1 to 2 fb −1 .
At the Tevatron, within the Standard Model (SM), t t̄ production is expected to occur via
strong interactions namely through q q̄ annihilation (85%) and gluon gluon (gg) fusion (15%).
Typical next-to-leading (NLO) predictions range from σ(pp̄) → t t̄ ≈ 6.7 ± 0.4 pb for mt =
175 GeV to σ(pp̄) → tt̄ ≈ 7.8 ± 0.5 pb for mt = 170 GeV 3,4 . The t is expected to decay
before it hadronizes. The t decays into a b quark and an on-shell W gauge boson (t → W b)
with a branching ratio close to 1. The ﬁnal states corresponding to t t̄ production are classiﬁed
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according to the decay of the W gauge boson from the t. The results reported here concentrate
on the lepton+jets channels where one W gauge boson decays leptonically i.e. W → lν where
l = µ or e (amounting to 30% of all the t t̄ channels) and dilepton channels where both W decay
leptonically (5%). Other channels include all hadronic channels where both W gauge bosons
decay hadronically (W → qq � , 45%) as well as tauonic channels where both W decay leptonically
into tau leptons (20%).
The main physics backgrounds from SM processes are also decay channel dependent. The
main SM physics backgrounds for tt̄ signals in the lepton+jets channel come from W +jets
production as well as multijets production where one jet fakes an electron or a muon. In the
dilepton channel the main physics backgrounds come from Z gauge boson production decaying
into a lepton pair, Drell Yan processes and gauge boson pair production. Typical event selections
require high pT lepton (> 15 to 20 GeV), large missing transverse energy (> 15 to 20 GeV)
and jets with large transverse energies (> 15 to 20 GeV). They also include cuts on several
kinematical variables. In several analyses the selection uses of b-quark jets identiﬁcation based
either on displaced vertices (with eﬃciencies ranging from 50 to 60 %) or soft lepton taggers.
2

Production mechanism

The evaluation of the gg fusion process in t t̄ production suﬀers from theoretical uncertainties
and can vary up to a factor of 2. This motivates the CDF experiment to perform a measurement
of the relative fraction Cf of gluon gluon fusion (tt̄gg ) versus quark antiquark annihilation (t t̄qq̄ )
by combining two complementary methods which were already reported elsewhere before this
conference. The new CDF result presented at this conference concerns the combination.
The ﬁrst method is a data driven method based on low p t tracks 5 . Because gluons can
radiate other partons and gluons, (t t̄gg ) should have more low pt tracks. The shapes of the
track pt distributions of the two components (t t̄gg and tt̄qq̄ ) are derived from inclusive dijets
and W + n jets (where n = 0, 1, 2) data samples. The background shape is then constructed
as a combination of the tt̄gg and tt̄qq̄ shapes. The three shapes are then ﬁt to the data sample
selected for the t signal in the lepton+jets channel. The second method uses the kinematics of
the production and the decay of the t t̄ to diﬀerentiate the two production mechanisms 6 . The
kinematic variables are used to train a neural network (NN) to increase the sensitivity of the
method. This analysis relies on Monte Carlo (MC). A large ensemble of pseudo-experiments
(PSE) are generated to calculate the statistical and systematical uncertainties and the FeldmanCousins (FC) 7 method is used to make the measurement. The track method and the NN
method are then combined into a combined PSE method 8 . Using a total integrated luminosity
of 995 pb−1 the CDF experiment ﬁnds: Cf = 0.07+0.15
−0.07 at 68 % conﬁdence level.
3

3.1

Top quark pair production cross section and top quark mass from cross sections
measurements
Top quark pair production cross section measurements

The D0 experiment performed a new measurement of the t t̄ production cross section in the
lepton+jets channel employing two complementary methods for discrimination between signal
and background namely using a likelihood discriminant and b-tagging 9 . This new measurement
is based on about 0.9 fb−1 of data.
Events with tt̄ decays diﬀer in their event kinematics from background events. However no
single kinematic quantity can separate signal and background very well. This motivates the
development of the likelihood discriminant method which uses up to 6 kinematical quantities 9
in each channel to discriminate the t t̄ signal from the backgrounds. Four channels are deﬁned
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Figure 1: Summary of tt̄ production cross-section measurements from the D0 experiment available at the time of
the 2008 EW session of the Recnontres de Moriond conference.

by lepton ﬂavor (e, µ) and jet multiplicity (3,≥ 4).
The probability density functions of the likelihood discriminant is determined from MC for t t̄
signal and prompt lepton backgrounds and from a control data sample for multijets backgrounds
(backgrounds without prompt leptons) both using the TMVA method 10 . A maximum likelihood
ﬁt to the distribution of the likelihood discriminant from the data is then performed in all four
channels simultaneously with the t t̄ production cross section as a free parameter.
The b-tagging method exploits the fact that every t t̄ decay produces two b quark to distinguish them from the backgrounds. The signal over background ratio is enhanced by requiring
at least one b-tagged jet. The tt̄ signal and prompt lepton backgrounds are modeled with the
MC and the backgrounds from multijets events are determined from the data. The cross section
is calculated using a maximum likelihood ﬁt to the number of events in eight diﬀerent channels
deﬁned by the lepton ﬂavor (e, µ), jet multiplicity (3, ≥ 4) and b-tag multiplicity (1, ≥ 2).
Combining the likelihood discriminant and the b-tagging methods with the help of the
method described in 11 , the D0 experiment measures the tt̄ production cross section in the
lepton+jets channel using a total integrated luminosity of 910 pb −1 σ(pp̄) → tt̄) = 7.77 ±
0.54(stat.)±0.47(syst.)±0.47(lumi.) pb for m t = 170 GeV and σ(pp̄) → tt̄) = 7.42±0.53(stat.)±
0.46(syst.) ± 0.45(lumi.) pb for m t = 175 GeV.
Figure 1 shows that the measurements are consistent with each other and consistent with
the SM predictions. New physics would show up as inconsistencies.
3.2

Top quark mass from cross sections measurements

The value of mt can vary signiﬁcantly depending on its diﬀerent possible (and related) deﬁnitions
from the running mt deﬁnition in the (for example) M¯S scheme (from the 1-loop up to the 3loop level) to the mt pole 12 which is itself deﬁned up to some ambiguities such as the known
renormalon ambiguity 13 .
At the Tevatron, the mt measurements are performed by using template, ideogram, neutrino
weighting or matrix element ’direct’ methods 14 . They rely on the detailed description of the t t̄
production in the MC simulations which currently contain only matrix elements at the leading
order (LO) of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and higher orders are simulated by applying
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parton showers thus leaving in principle the m t convention unknown. Therefore the world
average of mt is extracted in a not very well-deﬁned scheme. The t quark mass can also be
measured from the tt̄ production cross section measurements. These ’indirect’ measurements
will thus provide valuable complementary informations on the value of m t . Although eﬀorts are
put in improving their accuracy they are not meant to compete in precision with the ’direct’
mt measurements. The measurement of m t from the most recent tt̄ production cross section
measurement from the D0 experiment reported in subsection 3.1 was not available at the time
of the 2008 EW session of this conference but can be found in its QCD session 15 . Therefore
we will only mention the results obtained with the previous set of cross-section measurements
of summer 2007 16 corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 910 pb −1 for the lepton+jets
channel and 1.05 fb−1 for the dilepton channel. Comparing the cross section measurements in the
lepton+jets channel 17 with the predictions of 3 , and 4 respectively, leads to mt = 166.9+5.9
−5.2 (stat.+
+6.1
+4.9
syst.)+3.7
(theory)
GeV,
and
m
=
166.1
(stat.
+
syst.)
(theory)
GeV
respectively.
This
t
−3.8
−5.3
−6.7
can be compared with the direct measurement from the D0 experiment with the matrix element
method 19 mt = 170.5 ± 2.4(stat. + JES) ± 1.2(syst.) GeV and with the 2007 world average
mtop = 170.9 ± 1.1(stat.) ± 1.5(syst.) GeV.
Comparing the measurements in the dilepton channel 18 and predictions leads to mt =
+3.7
+9.8
+4.2
174.5+10.5
−8.2 (stat. + syst.)−3.6 (theory) GeV and mt = 174.1−8.4 (stat. + syst.)−6.0 (theory) GeV
respectively. This can be compared with the direct measurement from the D0 experiment with
the neutrino weighting method 20 mt = 172.5 ± 5.8(stat.) ± 5.5(syst.) GeV.
The CDF experiment performed a new m t measurement using the tt̄ production cross section
measurement in the dilepton channel, with an integrated luminosity of 1.2 fb −1 , as a constraint.
Since the number of tt̄ signal events depends on mt , the observed number of events can therefore
be used to measure mt .
The kinematics of the tt̄ system in the dilepton channel data sample is solved using the
information on the momentum z-component of the t t̄ system taken from the tt̄ data sample
in the lepton+jets channel. Solving the kinematics of the t t̄ system in the dilepton channel
allows to reconstruct mt . The CDF experiment then uses a likelihood ﬁt to get the ﬁnal m t
measurement. The reconstructed m t distribution from data is compared to MC signal and
backgrounds templates and the number of events is compared to the expected number of events.
The result of the likelihood ﬁt gives: m t = 170.7+4.2
−3.9 (stat.) ± 2.6(syst.) ± 2.4(theory) GeV.
4

Forward backward asymmetry

At the Tevatron the tt̄ production is predicted to be charge symmetric at LO in QCD. However
NLO calculations predicts asymmetries in the 5%-10% range 23 and next-to-next-to-leading
order (NNLO) calculations predict signiﬁcant corrections for t t̄ production in association with a
jet 24 . The charge asymmetry arises from the interferences between symmetric and antisymetric
contributions under the exchange t ↔ t̄. The charge asymmetry depends on the region of phase
space being and, in particular, on the production of an additional jet. The small asymmetries
expected in the SM makes this a sensitive probe for new physics 25 .
Using a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of about 0.9 fb −1 , the D0
experiment performed the ﬁrst measurement of the forward-backward charge asymmetry in t t̄
production in the lepton+jets channel 26 . The forward-backward charge asymmetry can be
obtained from the signed diﬀerence between the rapidities of the t and t̄, ∆y = yt − yt̄ where the
rapidity y is deﬁned as function of the polar angle θ and the ratio of the particle’s momentum
to its energy β as y(θ, β) = 21 ln[(1 + βcosθ)/(1 − βcosθ)]. The asymmetry is deﬁned as:

Af b =
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where N ∆y>0 (N ∆y<0 ) is the number of event with positive (negative) ∆y.
Using a data sample with one lepton+ n jets,where n ≥ 4 one jet at least being b-tagged in
order to enhance the signal, the kinematics of the t t̄ is reconstructed wiht the help a kinematic
ﬁtter which varies the 4-momenta of the detected objects within their resolutions and minimizes
a χ2 statistics, constraining both the known W gauge boson mass (M W ) and mt .
The sample composition, including t t̄ signal and W+jets from MC simulations and multijet
background from data samples that fail lepton identiﬁcation, as well as A f b are then extracted
from a simultaneous maximum-likelihood ﬁt to data.
The observed asymmetry, uncorrected for acceptance and reconstruction eﬀects, are A obs
fb =
obs
0.12 ± 0.08(stat.) ± 0.01(syst.) for n jets ≥ 4, Af b = 0.19 ± 0.09(stat.) ± 0.02(syst.) for n jets = 4
and Af b = −0.16+0.15
−0.17 (stat.) ± 0.03(syst.) for n jets ≥ 5.
Using a lepton+(at least 4) jets sample, where at least one jet is b-tagged, corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of 1.9 fb −1 and containing 484 candidates events, the CDF experiment
performed a forward-backward asymmetry deﬁned by 27 :
Af b =

N−Ql CosΘ>0 − N−Ql CosΘ<0
,
N−Ql CosΘ>0 + N−Ql CosΘ<0

(2)

where Θ is the production angle of the t i.e. the angle between the t and the proton beam,
and Ql is the charge of the lepton.
The t production angle in the lepton+jets ﬁnal state is reconstructed by using a kinematic
ﬁtter. In order to compare to the theoretical prediction any bias and smear of the t t̄ asymmetry
due to backgrounds, acceptance, and reconstruction have to be taken into account. The CDF
experiment uses MC simulations to simulate these eﬀects.
Including the reconstruction and acceptance corrections the forward backward asymmetry
is measured to be Af b = 0.17 ± 0.07(stat.) ± 0.04(syst.)
The measured is consistent (at the 2σ) level with the prediction 0.04 from the NLO MC
generator MC@NLO 28 .
The CDF experiment performed a cross-check to the measurement by reweighting the t t̄ MC
signal distribution to have a ’true’ Af b = 0.17. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test has been performed
to compare the shape of the reweighted distribution with backgrounds and data resulting into
a probability of 45.6% showing a good agreement.
Due to diﬀerent Af b deﬁnitions and due to the usage (CDF) or not (D0) of acceptance and
reconstruction corrections, the D0 and CDF results on A f b are not to be compared.
5

Searches for resonances

The t is known so far as being the heaviest elementary particle. The production of t t̄ can be
sensitive to physics beyond standard model in particular top-color and unknown heavy resonances 29 , heavy Higgs boson decaying to t 30 , tt̄ condensation 31 , massive Z gauge boson in
extended gauge theories 32 , Kaluza-Klein states of the Z gauge boson or gluon 33 and axigluons 34 .
Such new eﬀects may produce resonances in the t t̄ invariant mass distribution or may interfere
with SM processes and cause distortion to the shape of this invariant mass distribution.
Using the same data sample in the lepton+jets channel as described in section 4 allowing
also for a second b-tagged jet, the CDF experiment performed a measurement of the t t̄ diﬀerential cross section with respect to the invariant t t̄ mass dσ/dMtt̄ 35 . The tt̄ invariant mass is
reconstructed by combining the 4-momenta of the 4 leading jets, lepton and missing transverse
energy. The neutrino momentum is taken from the missing transverse energy, the longitudinal component pz of the neutrino being obtained by constraining the lepton and the neutrino
invariant mass to be equal to MW .
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The reconstructed Mtt̄ distribution is distorted from the true distribution by detector effects, resolutions and acceptances. These eﬀects are corrected by using a regularized unfolding
technique i.e. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 36 . The CDF experiment then uses an
Anderson-Darling 37 statistic to test for discrepancies from the standard model expectation. No
evidence of inconsistencies with the Standard Model is seen, with an observed p-value of 0.45.
Using the same data sample as above the CDF experiment also searched for massive gluons
decaying into tt̄ 38 . In this search Mtt̄ is reconstructed event-by-event using the Dynamical
Likelihood Method (DLM) 39 also used for one of the CDF experiment m t measurement 40 . After
reconstructing Mtt̄ , an unbinned likelihood ﬁt is performed to extract the coupling strength. The
ﬁtted coupling strengths are consistent with the SM prediction within 1.7σ in the width over
coupling ratio range from 0.05 to 0.5 for a massive gluon mass range from 400 to 800 GeV.
The D0 experiment searched for a narrow-width heavy resonance X decaying into t t̄ using
a lepton+jets sample with at least one b-tagged jet corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 0.9 pb−1 41 . The tt̄ invariant mass is reconstructed in the same way as described above
for the CDF dσ/dMtt̄ measurement. Model independent upper limits on σ X Br(X → tt̄) have
been obtained using a bayesian method 42 . Within a top-color-assisted technicolor model, the
existence of a leptophobic Z � boson with MZ � < 690 GeV and width ΓZ � = 0.012MZ � is excluded
at 95% conﬁdence level.
An updated result was just available for the 2008 QCD session of the Rencontres de Moriond
conference 43 . With a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 2.1 pb −1 , the
the existence of a leptophobic Z � boson with MZ � < 690 GeV and width ΓZ � = 0.012MZ � is
excluded at 95% conﬁdence level.
6

Conclusions

We review the most recent results on t t̄ production at the Tevatron which were available at the
time of the 2008 electroweak session of the Rencontres de Moriond conference and corresponding to about 1 to 2 fb−1 of integrated luminosity for each of the CDF and D0 experiments.
These results include production mechanism, cross sections and forward-backward asymmetry
measurements which are found to be consistent with the SM expectations. The t t̄ production
cross section measurements allow for complementary m t measurements which can be compared
to direct measurements. There are no evidence so far for resonances decaying into t and model
independent limits on masses as well as parameters of the diﬀerent possible theoretical frameworks have been set. More data and results are expected to come after the winter 2008 as the
Tevatron is continuing to perform very well.
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CDF Top Quark Mass Combination
(*Preliminary)

All-hadronic
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Single top quark production at the Tevatron
R. Schwienhorsta
Michigan State University, 3234BPS, East Lansing, MI 48824, USA

The Tevatron experiments D0 and CDF have found evidence for single top quark production,
based on datasets between 0.9 fb−1 and 2.2 fb−1 . Several diﬀerent multivariate techniques are
used to extract the single top quark signal out of the large backgrounds. The cross section
measurements are also used to provide the ﬁrst direct measurement of the CKM matrix element
|Vtb |.

1

Introduction

Evidence for single top quark production at the Tevatron and a ﬁrst direct measurement of
the CKM matrix element |Vtb | was ﬁrst reported by the D0 collaboration 1 . In contrast to top
quark pair production through the strong interaction, which was observed in 1995 2,3 , single
top quarks are produced via the weak interaction. The Feynman diagrams for standard model
(SM) s-channel (tb) and t-channel (tqb) single top quark production are shown in Fig. 1. There
is third production mode, associated production of a top quark and a W boson, but its cross
section is so small that it will not be considered further. The SM cross section for the s-channel
process pp̄→tb̄ + X, t̄b + X is 0.88 ± 0.14 pb at NLO for mtop = 175 GeV 4,5 . At the same order
and mass, the cross section for the t-channel process pp̄→tq b̄ + X, t̄q̄b + X is 1.98 ± 0.30 pb 4,6 .
Measuring the single top quark production cross section provides a direct measurement of
the CKM matrix element |Vtb |. The single top quark ﬁnal state also allows for studies of the top
quark polarization, and it is sensitive to many models of new physics, for example ﬂavor changing
neutral currents via the gluon 7 or heavy new bosons W ′ that only couple to quarks 8 . The schannel process is also an important background to Higgs searches in the associated production
mode, and the advanced analysis techniques used in the single top searches will be applicable
to Higgs searches as well.
a

On behalf of the D0 and CDF collaborations.
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for s-channel (left) and t-channel (right) single top quark production at the Tevatron.

The D0 collaboration has updated two of their analysis methods using a dataset of 0.9 fb−1 .
The updated results, including a combination of diﬀerent methods are presented below. The
CDF collaboration has analyzed a dataset of 2.2 fb−1 and signiﬁcantly improved the sensitivity
to single top quark production. These new results are presented below.
2
2.1

D0 results
Event selection

The D0 analysis selects electron+jets and muon+jets events in 0.9 fb−1 of data with the following
requirements: One high-pT lepton (electron (pT > 15 GeV ) or muon (pT > 18 GeV )), missing
transverse energy E
� T > 15GeV , and between two and four jets with jet pT > 15 GeV and
jet 1 pT > 25GeV , at least one is tagged with a neural-network based b-tagging algorithm.
Additional cuts remove fake-lepton background events. Events are collected by lepton+jets
trigger requirements.
The number of events observed in data and expected from the background model and SM
signal is shown in Table 1. The largest sources of systematic uncertainty are the background
normalization, jet energy scale, as well as b-tag and trigger modelling.
Table 1: Numbers of events expected by D0 in 0.9 fb−1 for electron and muon, 1 b-tag and 2 b-tag channels
combined.

s-channel
t-channel
tt̄
W +jets
Multijets
Total background
Data

2 jets
16±3
20±4
59±14
531±129
96±19
686±131
697

3 jets
7±2
12±3
134±32
248±64
77±15
460±75
455

4 jets
2±1
4±1
155±36
70±20
29±6
253±42
246

Table 1 shows that after selection cuts, the expected SM single top signal is small compared
to the background sum, and in fact the signal is signiﬁcantly smaller than the background
uncertainty. Thus, more advanced techniques are required to extract the signal.
2.2

Multivariate techniques

The D0 analysis employs three diﬀerent multivariate techniques to extract the single top quark
signal out of the large backgrounds. The boosted decision tree (BDT) analysis has not changed
since the publication of evidence for single top quark production 7 . Here we focus on the Bayesian
neutral network analysis and the matrix element analysis, both of which have been re-optimized.
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Figure 2: Comparison between data and background sum for the Bayesian neural network output. Shown is
the full distribution (left), and the high-discriminant region (right). The signal has been normalized to the SM
expectation.

In a conventional neural network, the network parameters and weights are determined in an
optimization (training) procedure. Rather than optimizing for these network parameters once
and then ﬁxing them, the optimal network conﬁguration can be obtained as an average over
many diﬀerent values for the network parameters. In this Bayesian procedure, an integration
over all of the possible network parameter space is performed. The network architecture is ﬁxed,
and the weight of each set of parameters is obtained through a Bayesian integration. The ﬁnal
network discriminant is then the weighted average over all the individual networks. Fig. 2 shows
the output of the BNN for the D0 data.
The Matrix element analysis starts from the Feynman diagrams for the single top quark
processes and uses transfer functions to relate the parton level quark-level information to the
reconstructed jet and other information. Matrix elements for the single top quark signal as
well as the W +jets backgrounds are included. For 3-jet events, a top pair matrix element is
also included. For each event, an integration over the phase space is performed, employing the
transfer functions to compute the probability for this particular event to arise from a speciﬁc
matrix element. A likelihood function is then formed as the ratio of the signal and signal plus
background probabilities.
2.3

D0 summary

The cross section is measured as the peak of the Bayesian posterior probability density, shown
in Fig. 3 for the ME analysis. The three diﬀerent methods measure the following cross sections
for the sum of s- and t-channel:
σ obs (pp̄ → tb + X, tqb + X) = 4.9+1.4
−1.4 pb (DT)
= 4.4+1.6
−1.4 pb (BNN)
= 4.8+1.6
−1.4 pb (ME).
The measured cross sections are consistent with each other and above the SM expectation.
The decision tree analysis has also measured the s- and t-channel cross sections separately,
σ obs (pp̄ → tb + X) = 1.0 ± 0.9 pb
σ obs (pp̄ → tqb + X) = 4.2+1.8
−1.4 pb,
where the standard model cross section is used for the single top process not being measured.
Removing the constraint of the standard model ratio allows to form the posterior probability
density as a function of both the tb and tqb cross sections. This model-independent posterior is
shown in Fig. 3 (right)for the DT analysis, using the tb+tqb discriminant. The most probable
value corresponds to cross sections of σ(tb) = 0.9 pb and σ(tqb) = 3.8 pb. Also shown are
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Figure 3: Posterior probability density for the matrix element analysis as a function of the sum of s-channel and
t-channel cross sections (left), and for the BDT analysis as a function of both the s-channel and t-channel cross
sections (right).

the one, two, and three standard deviation contours. While this result favors a higher value for
the t-channel contribution than the SM expectation, the diﬀerence is not statistically signiﬁcant.
Several models of new physics that are also consistent with this result are shown in Ref. 9 . These
updated results have recently been published 10 .
3
3.1

CDF results
Event selection

The CDF analysis selects electron+jets and muon+jets events in 2.2 fb−1 of data with the
following requirements: One high-pT lepton (pT > 20 GeV ), E
� T > 25GeV , and two or three jets
with jet pT > 20 GeV , at least one of which is tagged by a displaced vertex tagging algorithm.
Additional cuts remove fake-lepton background events. Events are collected by single-lepton
trigger requirements. The matrix element analysis uses additional triggers in the muon channel
to increase the acceptance.
The number of events observed in data and expected from the background model and SM
signal is shown in Table 2. The largest sources of systematic uncertainty are the background
normalization, jet energy scale, and b-tag modelling. Again, it is clear that a advanced analysis
Table 2: Numbers of events expected by CDF in 2.2 fb−1 for electron and muon, 1 b-tag and 2 b-tag channels
combined.

s-channel
t-channel
tt̄
W +bottom
W +charm
W +light
Z+jets
diboson
Multijets
Total background
Data
techniques are required to extract the signal.

200

2 jets
41±6
62±9
146±21
462±139
395±122
340±56
27±4
63±6
60±24
1492±269
1535

3 jets
14±2
18±3
339±48
141±43
109±34
102±17
11±2
22±2
21±9
755±91
752
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Figure 4: Comparison between data and background sum for the t-channel likelihood discriminant (left), the
neural network discriminant (center), and the light quark jet pseudorapidity in the high-discriminant region for
the neural network analysis (right). The signal has been normalized to the SM expectation.

3.2

CDF Likelihood Function

A multivariate likelihood is built from several kinematic variables that each separate the single
top quark signal from the backgrounds. One special variable is a specially developed b-tagging
neural network that aids in separating b-quark jets from light quark and c-quark jets. An
additional special variable is a kinematic solver using constraints from the W boson mass and
the top quark mass to determine if an event is well reconstructed. Another special variable is
the t-channel matrix element, which uses the kinematic information provided by the kinematic
solver. The likelihood discriminant for the t-channel likelihood is shown in Fig. 4 (left).
The measured cross section is obtained as the peak of a Bayesian posterior probability. The
likelihood analysis measures a cross section of σ(tb+tqb) = 1.8+0.9
−0.8 pb, below the SM expectation.

3.3

CDF Neural Network

Several kinematic variables as well as the b-tagging neural network output are combined in a
neural network. Four diﬀerent networks are built with 10-14 variables each, trained separately
for 2-jet and 3-jet as well as 1-tag and 2-tag events. The full neural network output distribution
is shown in Fig. 4 (center), and the signal region is shown in Fig. 4 (right). The neural network
analysis measures a cross section of σ(tb + tqb) = 2.0+0.9
−0.8 pb, below the SM expectation but
consistent with the SM within uncertainties.

3.4

CDF Matrix Element

The matrix element analysis uses the same approach as described above, but also includes a top
pair matrix element in the 2-jet bin. The matrix element for top quark pair events has more ﬁnal
state particles than the single top process, and these additional particles have to be integrated
out. This is done by integrating over the kinematics of the hadronically decaying W -boson in a
lepton+jets top pair event.
The Bayesian posterior probability density for the Matrix element analysis is shown in Fig. 5,
showing the measured cross section and the measurement uncertainty. The mesured cross section
is σ(tb + tqb) = 2.2+0.8
−0.7 pb, again below the SM expectation but consistent with the SM within
uncertainties. The CKM matrix element |Vtb | is also extracted from the posterior probability
and a lower limit is found to be |Vtb | > 0.59 at the 95% conﬁdence level.
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Figure 5: Data-background comparison for the matrix element discriminant (left) and Bayesian posterior density
distribution observed by the Matrix element analysis.

4

Summary

Both Tevatron experiments have found better than 3 sigma evidence for single top quark production and have made the ﬁrst direct measurement of the CKM matrix element |Vtb | using
advanced multivariate techniques. The CKM matrix element |Vtb | can be measured to better
than 15%. Further improvements to the analyses are in progress and both experiments are
working towards observation of single top quark production at the 5 sigma level.
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MEASUREMENTS OF φ1 AND φ2 BY BELLE AND BABAR
T.A.-Kh. Aushev a 1,2
for the Belle Collaboration
1
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology of Lausanne, EPFL
2
Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Moscow, ITEP
Lausanne, Switzerland

We report recent measurements of the Unitarity triangle angles φ1 and φ2 using large data
samples collected with Belle and BaBar detectors at e+ e− asymmetric-energy colliders.

1

Introduction

In the Standard Model (SM), CP violation in B 0 meson decays originates from an irreducible
complex phase in the 3 × 3 Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix 1 . The angles
φ1 and φ2 of the CKM unitarity triangle have been measured in several B decay modes 2,3,4,5 .
Extra studies in diﬀerent decay modes are important to check the self-consistence between
measurements to probe the existence of New Physics.
The results reported in this paper were obtained by two experiments, Belle and BaBar,
working at e+ e− asymmetric-energy colliders, KEKB 6 and PEP-II, correspondingly, with the
√
center-of-mass (CM) energy at Υ(4S) resonance ( s = 10.58 GeV). The Belle detector 7 is a
large-solid-angle magnetic spectrometer that consists of a silicon vertex detector (SVD), a 50layer central drift chamber (CDC), a mosaic of aerogel threshold Cherenkov counters (ACC),
time-of-ﬂight scintillation counters (TOF), and an array of CsI(Tl) crystals (ECL) located inside
a superconducting solenoid coil that provides a 1.5 T magnetic ﬁeld. An iron ﬂux-return located
outside of the coil is instrumented to detect KL mesons and to identify muons (KLM). For the
results from Belle experiment the data sample of 657 million B B̄ pairs is used.
The BaBar detector is described in detail elsewhere 8 . Charged particle momenta are measured with a tracking system consisting of a ﬁve-layer silicon vertex tracker (SVT) and a 40-layer
a

e-mail: aushev@itep.ru
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drift chamber (DCH) surrounded by a 1.5 T solenoidal magnet. An electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) comprising 6580 CsI(Tl) crystals is used to measure photon energies and positions.
Charged hadrons are identiﬁed with a detector of internally reﬂected Cherenkov light (DIRC)
and ionization measurements in the tracking detectors. The results from BaBar experiment are
based on 383 million B B̄ pairs data sample.
2

Study of B + → D+ D̄ 0 and search for B 0 → D 0 D̄0

200

Events/ 2 MeV/c

2

Events/ 5 MeV

Recently, evidence of direct CP violation in the decay B 0 → D + D − was observed by Belle 9 ,
while BaBar measured an asymmetry consistent with zero 10 . A similar eﬀect might occur in the
charged mode B + → D + D̄0 11 . This decay has already been observed by Belle 12 and conﬁrmed
by BaBar 13 .
Now, Belle updated their result with larger data sample 14 . 366 ± 32 events were found
from
the ﬁt to the ∆E − Mbc distribution (Fig. 1(a,b)), where ∆E = EB − Ebeam , Mbc =
�
∗
2
Ebeam − p∗2
B , EB (pB ) is the energy (momentum) of B candidate in the CM system, Ebeam
is the CM beam energy. The branching fraction of B + → D+ D̄ 0 is measured to be B(B + →
D+ D̄ 0 ) = (3.85 ± 0.31 ± 0.38) × 10−4 , where the ﬁrst error is statistical and the second one
is systematic. The charge asymmetry for this decay is measured to be consistent with zero:
ACP (B + → D + D̄ 0 ) = 0.00 ± 0.08 ± 0.02. Belle also searched for the decay B 0 → D0 D̄0 . An
upper limit is established for the branching fraction: B(B 0 → D 0 D̄0 ) < 0.43×10−4 (Fig. 1(c,d)).
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Figure 1: ∆E (a,c) and Mbc (b,d) distributions for the B + → D+ D̄0 (a,b) and B 0 → D0 D̄0 (c,d) candidates.
Each distribution is the projection of the signal region of the other parameter. Points with errors represent
the experimental data, open curves show projections from the 2D ﬁts and cross-hatched curves show the B B̄
background component only.
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3

Study of B 0 → D ∗+ D ∗−

Another interesting decay mode to study the CP asymmetry is B 0 → D ∗+ D∗− . Both experiments have updated their results for this decay mode and obtained high statistics signals shown
in Fig. 2(a,c) 15 . The time-dependent decay rates of B 0 and B̄ 0 to a CP eigenstate, like D∗+ D ∗− ,
is given by formula:
�
��
e−∆t/τB0 �
1 + q SfCP sin(∆md ∆tB 0 ) + AfCP cos(∆md ∆tB 0 ) ,
4τB 0

P(∆t) =

250

Events / 0.1

Events / 2 MeV/c 2

where q is the b-ﬂavor charge: q = +1(−1) when the tagging B meson is a B 0 (B̄ 0 ), τB 0 is
the neutral B lifetime, ∆md is the mass diﬀerence between two B 0 mass eigenstates, ∆tB 0 =
tCP − ttag . The tree diagram dominates in this decay mode, which according to the SM gives
SfCP = ξD∗+ D∗− sin 2φ1 and AfCP = 0. The parameter ξD∗+ D∗− is the CP eigenvalue of the
D∗+ D ∗− , which is +1 when the decay proceeds via S and D waves, or −1 for a P wave.
Therefore, the CP measurement requires helicity study to obtain the CP -odd fraction Rodd
of the decay. It is done in both analyses from Belle and BaBar in the so-called transversity
basis. The ﬁt results are presented in Fig. 2(b,d). The parameter Rodd is found to be equal to
0.143 ± 0.034(stat) ± 0.008(syst) by BaBar and 0.116 ± 0.042(stat) ± 0.004(syst) by Belle.
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Figure 2: Measured distributions of Mbc (a, c) and cos θtr in the region Mbc > 5.27 GeV/c2 (b, d) for BaBar (a, b)
and Belle (c, d) of B 0 → D∗+ D∗− events. The solid lines are the projections of the ﬁt results. The dotted lines
represent the background components.

Finally, the unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁt was performed to obtain the CP -violating
parameters. The results of the ﬁts are summarized in Table 1 and presented in Fig. 3. Both
experiments obtained the results well consistent with each other in both the CP -odd fraction
and the CP -violating parameters. Note that in the BaBar parametrization A = −C. The Belle
results are preliminary.
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Table 1: Results for B 0 → D∗+ D∗− decay mode.
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Rodd
0.116 ± 0.042 ± 0.004
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Figure 3: The ∆t distributions of B 0 → D∗+ D∗− events in the region Mbc > 5.27 GeV/c2 for B 0 (B̄ 0 ) tagged
candidates (a, c) and the raw asymmetry (NB0 − NB̄0 )/(NB0 + NB̄0 ), as a function of ∆t (b, d) for BaBar (a, b)
and Belle (c, d). The lines represent the ﬁt results.

4

CP -violation in B 0 → KS π 0 π 0 and B 0 → KS π 0

In the SM, the CP violation parameters in b → s “penguin” and b → c “tree” transitions are
predicted to be the same, Sf ≈ −ξf sin 2φ1 and Af ≈ 0, with small theoretical uncertainties.
Recent measurements however, indicate that the eﬀective sin 2φ1 value, sin 2φeﬀ
1 , measured with
penguin processes is diﬀerent from sin 2φ1 = 0.687 ± 0.025 measured in tree decays by 2.6σ 16 .
New particles in loop diagrams may shift the weak phase.
Recently, Belle and BaBar measured the CP asymmetry in B 0 → KS0 π 0 π 0 and B 0 → KS π 0
decays that proceed through b → sq̄q(q = u, d) transitions 17,18,19,20 . The results of CP -violating
parameters measurements are presented in Table 2. Both experiments are perfectly consistent
with each other. In the case of B 0 → KS0 π 0 π 0 the central value of S has a sign opposite to
what we expect from the SM, but the errors are still too large to claim the contradiction. The
estimated deviation of the average value from the SM is more than 2σ. The ﬁt to the data
for Belle for B 0 → KS0 π 0 π 0 is presented in Fig. 4(a-c) and the BaBar result for B 0 → KS0 π 0 is
shown in Fig. 4(d-f).

Table 2: Results for B 0 → KS0 π 0 π 0 and B 0 → KS0 π 0 decay modes.

B0

KS0 π 0 π 0

→
Belle
BaBar
Average
B 0 → KS0 π 0
Belle
BaBar

208

A = −C

S = − sin 2φ1

−0.17 ± 0.24 ± 0.06
−0.23 ± 0.52 ± 0.13
−0.18 ± 0.22

+0.43 ± 0.49 ± 0.09
+0.72 ± 0.71 ± 0.08
+0.52 ± 0.41

−0.05 ± 0.14 ± 0.05
−0.24 ± 0.15 ± 0.03

+0.33 ± 0.35 ± 0.08
+0.40 ± 0.23 ± 0.03
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Figure 4: Distributions for the Mbc (a), the ∆t (b) and the raw asymmetry (c) for B 0 → KS0 π 0 π 0 decay mode
from Belle. ∆t distributions for the B 0 (d) and B̄ 0 (e) tagged events and the raw asymmetry (f) for the decay
B 0 → KS0 π 0 from BaBar. The lines represent the ﬁt result.

5

φ2 measurements

The CKM angle φ2 have been measured in decay modes like B 0 → ππ, ρρ, ρπ 21 . Addition of
new decay modes allows to improve an accuracy of φ2 measurement and to check a consistency
∓
of measurements in diﬀerent ﬁnal states. The decay B 0 → a±
1 (1260)π proceeds through b → u
transitions, hence its time-dependent CP violation is also sensitive to φ2 . Belle measured the
±
∓
± ± ∓
branching fraction for this decay mode to be B(B 0 → a±
1 (1260)π )B(a1 (1260) → π π π ) =
−6
22
(14.9 ± 1.6 ± 2.3) × 10
, while BaBar has updated their previous measurements now with
CP violation study: ACP = −0.07 ± 0.07 ± 0.02 and S = +0.37 ± 0.21 ± 0.07 23 . The angle φ2
o
o
was measured to be φeﬀ
2 = 78.6 ± 7.3 . The result is presented in Fig. 5(a-c).
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Figure 5: ∆t distributions of the decay B 0 → a±
for B 0 (a) and B̄ 0 (b) tagged events, and the raw asymmetry
1 π
(c). The solid lines show the ﬁt results, while the dotted lines show the background component. Projection of
the signal region onto (d) ∆E and (e) Mbc for B 0 → ρ0 ρ0 candidates. The ﬁt result is shown as the thick solid
curve; the hatched region represents the signal component. The dotted, dot-dashed and dashed curves represent,
respectively, the cumulative background contributions from continuum processes, b → c decays, and charmless B
decays.

Belle also performed the search for the decay B 0 → ρ0 ρ0 and other decay modes with four
pions in the ﬁnal state. In the absence of the signals, the upper limits on the branching fraction
were established. The signal distributions for the B 0 → ρ0 ρ0 are shown in Fig. 5(a,b). All
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Table 3: Fit results for decays relevant to φ2 measurements.

Mode
Belle results
ρ0 ρ0
ρ0 π + π −
4π ±
ρ0 f 0
f 0f 0
f 0π+ π−
BaBar results
b01 π +
b01 K +
±
b∓
1π
− +
b1 K
a01 π +
0
a−
1K
+ 0
a1 π
+
a−
1K

Yield

ǫ (%)

S(σ)

B(×10−6 )

UL(×10−6 )@90% C.L.

24.5+23.6+9.7
−22.1−9.9
112.5+67.4+51.5
−65.6−53.7
161.2+61.2+26.0
−59.4−28.5
−11.8+14.5+4.9
−12.9−3.6
−7.7+4.7+3.0
−3.5−2.9
6.3+37.0+18.0
−34.7−18.1

9.16
2.90
1.98
5.10
2.75
1.55

1.0
1.3
2.5
−
−
−

0.4 ± 0.4+0.2
−0.2
5.9+3.5+2.7
−3.4−2.8
12.4+4.7+2.0
−4.6−2.2
−
−
+3.6
0.6−3.4
± 1.8

< 1.0
< 11.9
< 19.0
< 0.6
< 0.4
< 7.3

178+39
−37
219+38
−36
387+41
−39
267+33
−32
382 ± 79
241 ± 32
459 ± 78
272 ± 44

6.78
6.73
9.54
9.43
7.2
9.6
12.5
7.9

4.0
5.3
8.9
6.1
3.8
6.2
4.2
5.1

6.7 ± 1.7 ± 1.0
9.1 ± 1.7 ± 1.0
10.9 ± 1.2 ± 0.9
7.4 ± 1.0 ± 1.0
20.4 ± 4.7 ± 3.4
34.9 ± 5.0 ± 4.4
26.4 ± 5.4 ± 4.2
16.3 ± 2.9 ± 2.3

results are preliminary.
Also a number of the decay modes potentially usable for the φ2 measurements have been
studied by BaBar 24,25,26 . All the results of these studies are summarized in Table 3.
6

CP -violation in Υ(4S) decays

In the decay Υ(4S) → B 0 B̄ 0 → f1 f2 , where f1 and f2 are CP eigenstates, the CP eigenvalue of
the ﬁnal state f1 f2 is ξ = −ξ1 ξ2 . Here the minus sign corresponds to odd parity from the angular
momentum between f1 and f2 . If f1 and f2 have the same CP eigenvalue, i.e. (ξ1 , ξ2 ) = (+1, +1)
or (−1, −1), ξ is equal to −1. Such decays, for example (f1 , f2 ) = (J/ψKS0 , J/ψKS0 ), violate CP
conservation since the Υ(4S) meson has J P C = 1−− and thus has ξΥ(4S) = +1. The branching
fraction within the SM is suppressed by the factor
F ≈

x2
(2 sin 2φ1 )2 = 0.68 ± 0.05,
1 + x2

where x = ∆md /Γ = 0.776 ± 0.008 27 .
This decay was studied by Belle. Due to a small branching fractions to the ﬁnal state
and low reconstruction eﬃciencies the expected yield is very small, 0.04 events. In order to
increase the signal yield, a partial reconstruction technique was used 28 . One B 0 was fully
reconstructed, while only KS0 was reconstructed from another one. The signal was searched
in the recoil mass distribution to the reconstructed particles where, in principle, signals from
ηc , J/ψ, χc1 , or ψ(2S) can be seen. The method was checked using charged B decay control
samples, Υ(4S) → B + B − → (fB + , J/ψ tag K − and ηctag K − ), where fB + stands for J/ψK + and
D̄0 π + . Also neutral B decays were examined in the decay Υ(4S) → B 0 B̄ 0 → (fB 0 , J/ψ tag KS0
and ηctag KS0 ) with fB 0 = B 0 → D (∗)− h+ . The ﬁt yields 206 ± 57 for charged B and 35 ± 16
for neutral B signal events, which is in good agreement with the MC expectation (Fig. 6(a,b)).
The results of the ﬁnal ﬁt are shown in Fig. 6(c). The extracted signal yield, −1.5+3.6
−2.8 events,
is consistent with zero as well as with the SM prediction (1.7 events). An upper limit for the
branching fraction was obtained B(Υ(4S) → B 0 B̄ 0 → J/ψKS0 , (J/ψ, ηc )KS0 ) < 4 × 10−7 at the
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90% conﬁdence level, where the SM prediction is 1.4 × 10−7 . This corresponds to F < 2 at the
90% conﬁdence level.
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Figure 6: Recoil mass distributions for samples reconstructed as Υ(4S) → (B + , (J/ψ, ηc )tag K − ) (a), (B 0 →
D(∗)− h+ , (J/ψ, ηc )tag KS0 ) (b) and (J/ψKS0 , (J/ψ, ηc )tag KS0 ) (c). The solid lines show the ﬁts to signal plus background distributions while the dashed lines show the background distributions.

7

Summary

The CP violating parameters have been measured in various decay modes. Most of the measurements are in a good agreement with the SM expectations. Although a room for New Physics
becomes smaller and smaller, there is still some sign that it can be found in b → s transitions.
More statistics is necessary to test these possibilities.
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Improved Measurement of Inclusive Radiative B-meson decays
A. LIMOSANI for the Belle Collaboration
School of Physics, Experimental Particle Physics,
University of Melbourne 3010, Australia

We report a fully inclusive measurement of the ﬂavor changing neutral current decay B → Xs γ in
the energy range 1.7 GeV ≤ Eγc.m.s ≤ 2.8 GeV, covering 97% of the total spectrum, where c.m.s
is the center of mass system. Using 605 fb−1 of data, we obtain in the rest frame of the B-meson
B(B → Xs γ : EγB > 1.7 GeV) = (3.31 ± 0.19 ± 0.37 ± 0.01) × 10−4 , where the errors are statistical,
systematic and from the boost correction needed to transform from the rest frame of the Υ(4S) (c.m.s)
to that of the B-meson, respectively. We also measure the ﬁrst and second moments of the photon
energy spectrum as functions of various energy thresholds, which extend down to 1.7 GeV. The results
are preliminary.

1

Introduction

Radiative B-meson decays may oﬀer a view of phenomena beyond the Standard Model of particle physics
(SM). In the SM, these decays proceed via a ﬂavor changing neutral current (FCNC) decay, which consists
of a loop process. Yet to be discovered particles, such as charged Higgs or supersymmetric particles, may
be produced virtually in the loop and produce a measureable deviation from the branching fraction
predicted by the SM.
The predictions of the branching fraction at order α2s (NNLO - next to next to leading order)
(3.15 ± 0.23)×10−4 1 , (2.98 ± 0.26)×10−4 2 and the average of experiment measured values (3.55 ± 0.26)×
10−4 3 are in tacit agreement. An updated experimental measurement would further test this agreement,
and, moreover, give stronger constraints on extensions to the SM e.g. Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model 4 and left-right symmetric models 5,6 . The photon energy spectrum is also of great importance.
At the parton level, the photon is monochromatic with energy E ≈ mb /2 in the b-quark rest frame. The
energy is smeared by the motion of the b-quark inside the B meson and gluon emission. A measurement
of the moments of this spectrum allows for a determination of the b-quark mass and of its Fermi motion. This information can then be used in the extraction of the CKM matrix elements |Vcb | and |Vub |
from inclusive semileptonic B decays 7 . A measurement of the low-energy tail of the photon spectrum is
important in this context 8 .
Belle has previously measured the B → Xs γ branching fraction with 5.8 fb−1 and 140 fb−1 of data
using semi-inclusive 9 and fully inclusive approaches 10 , respectively. Other measurements include those
from CLEO 11 and BaBar 12,13,14 .
Here we present an update of our fully inclusive measurement 10 , based on a much larger dataset and
with signiﬁcant reﬁnements, which includes an unfolding of detector eﬀects on the measured spectrum
that improve the measurements of the branching fraction and spectral moments, respectively. We also
extend the photon energy range to Eγc.m.s > 1.7 GeV, covering more of the spectrum than ever before,
where c.m.s refers to the centre of mass system, which is equivalent to the rest frame of the Υ(4S).
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2

Detector and Data sample

The B → Xs γ decay is studied using the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric e+ e− storage ring 15 .
The data consists a of sample of 604.6 fb−1 taken at the Υ(4S) resonance corresponding to (656.7 ± 8.9) ×
106 B B̄ pairs. Another 68.3 fb−1 sample has been taken at an energy 60 MeV below the resonance and
is used to measure the non-B B̄ background. Throughout this manuscript, we refer to these data samples
as the ON and OFF samples, respectively.
The Belle detector is a large-solid-angle magnetic spectrometer described in detail elsewhere 16 . The
main component relevant for this analysis is the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL) made of 16.2 radiation
lengths long CsI(Tl) crystals. The photon energy resolution is about 2% for the energy range relevant in
this analysis.
3

Analysis Strategy

The strategy to extract the signal B → Xs γ spectrum is to collect all high-energy photons, vetoing
those originating from π 0 and η decays to two photons. The contribution from continuum e+ e− → q q̄
(q = u, d, s, c) and QED type events is subtracted using the OFF sample. The remaining backgrounds
from B B̄ events are subtracted using Monte Carlo (MC) distributions scaled by data control samples.
Photon candidates are selected from ECL clusters of 5 × 5 crystals in the barrel region (−0.35 ≤
cos θ ≤ 0.70, where θ is the polar angle with respect to the beam axis, subtended from the direction
opposite the positron beam. They are required to have an energy Eγc.m.s larger than 1.4 GeV. We require
95% of the energy to be deposited in the central 3 × 3 crystal array and use isolation cuts to veto photons
from bremsstrahlung and interaction with matter. The center of the cluster has to be displaced from
any other ECL cluster with E > 20 MeV by at least 30 cm at the surface of the calorimeter, and from
any reconstructed track by 30 cm, or by 50 cm for tracks with a measured momentum above 1 GeV/c.
Moreover, the angle between the photon and the highest energy lepton in the event has to be larger than
0.3 radians at the interaction point.
In the Belle detector, a non-negligible background (1%) is due to the overlap of a hadronic event with
energy deposits left in the calorimeter by previous QED interactions (mainly Bhabha scattering). Such
composite events are completely removed using timing information for calorimeter clusters associated
with the candidate photons. The cluster timing information is stored in the raw data, and is available in
the reduced format used for analysis only for data processed after the summer of 2004. This divides our
data set into 253.7 fb−1 and 350.9 fb−1 samples of reprocessed data without and with timing information,
respectively. To minimise composite background due to Bhabha scattering and two-photon processes
that contaminate both Υ(4S) and continuum data samples, we veto any candidate that contains an ECL
cluster with energy exceeding 1 GeV within a cone of 0.2 radians in the direction opposite our photon
candidate as measured in the c.m.s frame. In the second data set only photons that are in time with the
rest of the event are retained. The eﬃciency of this selection on signal events is larger than 99.5%. We
veto candidate photons from π 0 and η decays to two photons by combining each B → Xs γ candidate
photon with all other photons in the event. We reject the photon candidate if the likelihood of being a
π 0 or η is larger than 0.1 and 0.2, respectively, these yield, on average, background suppression factors
of 4 and 2, respectively. These likelihoods are determined from MC and are functions of the laboratory
energy of the other photon, its polar angle θ and the mass of the two-photon system.
In order to reduce the contribution from continuum events, we use two Fisher discriminants calculated
in the c.m.s frame. The ﬁrst discriminant exploits the topology of B → Xs γ events and combines three
energy ﬂows around the photon axis. These energy ﬂow variables are obtained using all particles, except
for the photon candidate, we measure the energy in the three regions deﬁned by Θ < 30◦ , 30◦ ≤ Θ ≤ 140◦ ,
Θ > 140◦, where Θ is the angle of the particle to the candidate photon. The second exploits the spherical
shape of B B̄ events and is built using ten event-shape variables including Fox-Wolfram moments 17 for
the full event and for the partial event with the photon removed, the full- and partial-event thrusts and
the angles of the thrust axis with respect to the beam and the photon direction. To optimise these
selection criteria, we use a MC simulation 18 containing large samples of B B̄, q q̄ and signal weighted
according to the luminosities of the ON and OFF samples. In the optimisation step the signal MC used
is generated as inclusive B → Xs γ and exclusive B → K ∗ γ. The inclusive component Xs is deﬁned as
a resonance of spin-1 with a Breit-Wigner form and a mass of 2.4 GeV/c2 and width 1.5 GeV/c2 . The
Xs system is hadronised by JETSET and subsequently reweighted to match the prediction of the DGE
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model 21 a with mb (MS) = 4.20 GeV/c2 , with the mass extending no lower than 1.18 GeV/c2 to agree
with the corresponding world average branching fractions 3 . To improve the understanding of the photon
energy spectrum at low energies, the selection criteria are optimised to maximize the sensitivity to the
signal in the energy bin 1.8 GeV < Eγc.m.s < 1.9 GeV.
After these selection criteria we observe 4.15 × 106 and 0.25 × 106 photon candidates in the ON and
OFF data samples, respectively.
4

Background subtraction

The spectrum measured in OFF data is scaled by luminosity to the expected number of non-B B̄ events
in ON data and subtracted. The formula used to subtract continuum background is as follows:
N B B̄ (Eγc.m.s(ON) ) = N ON (Eγc.m.s(ON) ) − α ·

ǫON
ǫON
B→Xs γ
Hadronic
·
· FN · N OFF (FE Eγc.m.s(OFF) )
OFF
ǫOFF
ǫ
B→Xs γ
Hadronic

(1)

19
where ǫ is the eﬃciency of Belle’s hadronic selection
or of this analysis’ (B → Xs γ)√selection criteria
√
in continuum events at either ON resonance ( s = 10.58 GeV) or OFF resonance ( s = 10.52 GeV)
energies, and α is the ratio of ON to OFF resonance integrated luminosity corrected for the energy
diﬀerence (α = 8.7557(±0.3%)). The factors FE and FN compensate for the slightly lower mean energy
and multiplicity of particles in OFF compared to ON events. We ﬁnd FN = 1.0009 ± 0.0001, FE =

1.0036 ± 0.0001,

ǫON
Hadronic
ǫOFF
Hadronic

= 0.9986 ± 0.0001, and

ǫON
B→Xs γ
ǫOFF
B→Xs γ

= 0.9871 ± 0.0014. The ON and scaled OFF

spectra and their diﬀerence are shown in Fig. 1.
We then subtract the backgrounds from B decays from the obtained spectrum. Six background
categories are considered: (i) photons from π 0 → γγ; (ii) photons from η → γγ; (iii) other real photons
(mainly decays of ω, η ′ , and J/ψ, and bremsstrahlung, including the short distance radiative correction
(modelled with PHOTOS 22 ); (iv) ECL clusters not due to single photons (mainly KL0 ’s and n̄’s); (v)
Electrons misidentiﬁed as photons and; (vi) beam background. The spectra of the background of photons
from B-meson decays with respect to the expected signal is shown in Fig. 2, their relative contributions
are also listed. The net background of this type is a factor ﬁve greater than the signal.
For each of these categories we take the predicted background from MC and scale it according to
measured yields wherever possible. The inclusive B → π 0 X and B → ηX spectra are measured in
data using pairs of photons with well-balanced energies and applying the same ON−OFF subtraction
procedure. The yields obtained in data are on average 10% larger and 5% lower for π 0 and η than MC
expectations. The observed discrepancy between the measured and simulated π 0 η spectra is attributed
to the branching fraction assumptions used for the generator 23 . Beam background is measured using a
sample of randomly triggered events and added to the B B̄ MC.
For each selection criterion and each background category we determine the Eγc.m.s -dependent selection eﬃciency in OFF-subtracted ON data and MC using appropriate control samples. We then scale the
MC background sample according to the ratio of these eﬃciencies. The eﬃciencies of the π 0 and η vetoes
for photons not from π 0 and η are measured in data using one photon from a reconstructed π 0 , where
the other photon of the π 0 is excluded from the search over the remaining photons for the next best π 0
or η candidate (highest π 0 or η likelihood). Consequently the best formed π 0 or η candidate used in the
calculation of the likelihoods is most likely a random combination, and therefore suited to measuring the
eﬀect of the vetoes. The π 0 veto eﬃciency is measured using a sample of photons coming from measured
π 0 decays. We use partially reconstructed D∗+ → D0 π + , D0 → K − π + π 0 decays where the π 0 is replaced by the candidate photon in the reconstruction. The η veto eﬃciency for photons from π 0 ’s and
event-shape criteria eﬃciencies are measured using a π 0 anti-veto sample, which is made of photons with
a π 0 likelihood larger than 0.75 (i.e, no π 0 veto) and passing all other selection criteria. Other eﬃciencies
are measured using the signal sample. Beam background is negligible after the application of the OFF
time veto. In the sample of data where the veto is unavailable we scale the background according to a
comparison of yields between MC and data for high energy (Eγc.m.s > 2.8 GeV) photon candidates found
in the endcaps of the ECL. This sample after continuum subtraction is a clean sample of ECL clusters
from beam backgrounds.
a In the optimisation step the choice of signal model has a negligible eﬀect on the measure of optimisation, suﬃce to say
the choice of signal model should not be construed as preferential.
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The ratios of data and MC eﬃciencies versus Eγc.m.s are ﬁtted using ﬁrst or second order polynomials,
which are used to scale the background MC. Most are found to be statistically compatible with unity. An
example is the eﬀect of the π 0 veto on photons from π 0 s that escape the veto in the partially reconstructed
D∗ sample, which is shown in Fig. 3.
An exception is the eﬃciency of the requirement that 95% of the energy be deposited in the central
nine cells of the 5×5 cluster, which is found to be poorly modelled by our MC for non-photon backgrounds.
We estimate the eﬃciency for data using a sample of candidate photons in OFF-subtracted ON data after
subtracting the known contribution from real photons. This increases the yield of background (iv) by
50%. The yield from the six background categories, after having been properly scaled by the above
described procedures, are subtracted from the OFF-subtracted spectrum. The result is shown in Fig. 1.
After these subtractions the yield in the spectrum above the endpoint of B decays is compatible with
zero, 1245 ± 4349 candidates.
5

Correction for Acceptance

To measure the branching fraction and the moments we correct the raw spectrum using a three step
procedure: (i) divide by the eﬃciency of the selection criteria i.e. the probability of a photon candidate
passing cuts given a cluster has been found in the ECL, as a function of the measured energy in the
c.m.s frame; (ii) perform an unfolding procedure based on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm 24 , which maps the spectrum from measured energy to true energy thereby undoing the distortion
caused by the ECL; (iii) divide by the eﬃciency of detection i.e. the probability that a photon originating
at the interaction point is reconstructed in the ECL, as a function of the true energy. Data are divided
into 50 MeV wide bins. Step (ii), which was not performed in our previous analysis, is essential for a
consistent extraction of partial branching fractions and moments as a function of lower energy thresholds.
The unfolding matrix, derived from signal MC, is calibrated to data using the results of a study of radiative di-muon events, which gave the ECL response in data and MC in an energy and acceptance range
consistent with our analysis. We use ﬁve signal models: KN 25 , BLNP 26,27 , DGE 20 , BBU 28 and GG 29 .
Values of the parameters of the signal model used in the signal MC are derived from ﬁts to the signal
spectrum shown in Fig 1. The two error bars for each point show the statistical and the total error, including the systematic error which is correlated among the points. In order to obtain the total B → Xs γ
branching fraction we apply corrections for the contribution from Cabibbo suppressed B → Xd γ decays.
The ratio of the B → Xs γ and B → Xd γ branching fractions is assumed to be Rd/s = (4.0 ± 0.4)% 30 . We
apply corrections to derive the measurements in the B-meson rest frame, using a toy MC approach. We
generate photon 4-momentum in the rest frame of the B-meson using signal models referred to earlier,
and generate B-meson 4-momentum using their known ﬁxed energy and 1 − cos θ2 distribution in the
c.m.s. Repeating this exercise many times yields photon energy spectra in the rest frame of the B-meson
and the c.m.s, from which we extract corrections used to yield measurements in the B-meson frame.
The correction is derived as a mean over all signal models while the root-mean-square is assigned as the
uncertainty. After correcting for the acceptance we derive distributions of the partial branching fraction,
ﬁrst moment (mean) and second central moment (variance) of B → Xs γ as measured in the c.m.s and
B rest frame for lower energy thresholds as shown in Fig. 1. In the range from 1.7 to 2.8 GeV in the rest
frame of the B-meson, we obtain a partial branching fraction, and the ﬁrst two moments of the energy
spectrum:
B (B → Xs γ) = (3.31 ± 0.19 ± 0.37 ± 0.01) × 10−4
(2)
�Eγ � = 2.281 ± 0.032 ± 0.053 ± 0.002 GeV
� 2�
2
Eγ − �Eγ � = 0.0396 ± 0.0156 ± 0.0214 ± 0.0012 GeV2 ,

(3)
(4)

where the errors are statistical, systematic and from the boost correction, respectively.
6

Results

The full results, the systematic error budget and correlation coeﬃcients for ﬁve lower energy thresholds
(EγB = 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1 GeV) are listed in Table 1. The total systematic error is derived from a sum
in quadrature over all sources. We vary the number of B B̄, the ON to OFF ratio of integrated luminosities
and the correction factors applied to the OFF data photon candidates and assign the observed variation
as the systematic associated with continuum subtraction. The parameters of the correction functions
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Figure 1: (1ST ROW-left) ON data (open circle), scaled OFF data (open square) and continuum background subtracted
(ﬁlled circle) photon energy spectra of candidates in the c.m.s frame. (1ST ROW-right) The extracted photon energy
spectrum of B → Xs,d γ. The two error bars show the statistical and total errors. (2ND ROW) Partial branching fractions,
(3RD ROW) mean, and (4TH ROW) variance of B → Xs γ in the (LEFT) c.m.s and (RIGHT) and in the rest frame of the
B-meson for lower energy thresholds. The two error bars show the statistical and total errors.
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Table 1: The measurements and correlation coeﬃcients of the branching fraction, mean and variance of the photon energy
spectrum for various lower energy thresolds, EγB , as measured in the rest frame of the B-meson and the contributions to
the systematic uncertainty.
� �
EγB

[GeV]
Value
±statistical
±systematic
±boost

1.7
3.31
0.19
0.37
0.01

Continuum
Selection
π 0 /η
Other B
Beam
resolution
Unfolding
Model
γ Detection
B → Xd γ

0.18
0.20
0.07
0.24
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.01

0.11
0.15
0.05
0.13
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.02
0.01

0.08
0.11
0.04
0.06
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01

1.7
1.000

1.8
0.959
1.000

∆B
1.9
0.811
0.942
1.000

1.7
1.8
∆B 1.9
2.0
2.1
1.7
1.8
�Eγ � 1.9
2.0
2.1
1.7
1.8
∆Eγ2 1.9
2.0
2.1
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B(B → Xs γ) (10−4 )
1.8
1.9
2.0
3.24
3.12
2.94
0.17
0.15
0.14
0.24
0.16
0.12
0.01
0.02
0.02

�Eγ � (GeV)
2.1
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.62
2.281
2.290
2.305
2.326
0.12
0.032
0.025
0.019
0.015
0.10
0.053
0.028
0.014
0.007
0.05
0.002
0.002
0.004
0.005
Systematic Uncertainties
0.07
0.07
0.030
0.016
0.008
0.004
0.08
0.06
0.023
0.012
0.006
0.003
0.02
0.01
0.012
0.006
0.003
0.002
0.02
0.01
0.033
0.016
0.007
0.002
0.01
0.01
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.02
0.03
0.006
0.005
0.005
0.004
0.01
0.01
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.00
0.00
0.005
0.003
0.002
0.001
0.00
0.00
0.005
0.003
0.002
0.001
0.01
0.01
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
Correlation coeﬃcients (combined statistical and
�Eγ �
2.0
2.1
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
0.699 0.604
0.455
0.322
0.114 -0.083
0.839 0.720
0.269
0.129 -0.073 -0.251
0.939 0.823
0.031 -0.107 -0.291 -0.442
1.000 0.959 -0.004 -0.143 -0.332 -0.494
1.000
0.023 -0.107 -0.296 -0.476
1.000
0.967
0.838
0.636
1.000
0.946
0.793
1.000
0.942
1.000

2.1
2.350
0.011
0.005
0.006

∆Eγ2 ≡ Eγ2 − �Eγ �2 (GeV2 )
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.1
0.0396 0.0350 0.0292 0.0227 0.0170
0.0156 0.0096 0.0058 0.0033 0.0017
0.0214 0.0081 0.0027 0.0009 0.0006
0.0012 0.0005 0.0008 0.0009 0.0012

0.002 0.0101
0.001 0.0114
0.001 0.0075
0.000 0.0124
0.000 0.0006
0.004 0.0009
0.002 0.0014
0.000 0.0014
0.000 0.0014
0.000 0.0001
systematic)

0.0040
0.0039
0.0023
0.0051
0.0003
0.0006
0.0008
0.0006
0.0006
0.0000

0.0012
0.0014
0.0007
0.0017
0.0001
0.0005
0.0006
0.0002
0.0002
0.0000

2.1
-0.142
-0.291
-0.464
-0.531
-0.548
0.489
0.645
0.824
0.954
1.000

1.8
0.857
0.878
0.817
0.767
0.689
0.149
-0.047
-0.280
-0.438
-0.438
0.945
1.000

∆Eγ2
1.9
0.722
0.822
0.869
0.863
0.795
-0.094
-0.290
-0.516
-0.660
-0.642
0.782
0.935
1.000

1.7
0.848
0.807
0.680
0.612
0.546
0.342
0.155
-0.066
-0.230
-0.252
1.000

0.0004
0.0005
0.0003
0.0004
0.0000
0.0004
0.0003
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0004
0.0001
0.0001
0.0000
0.0000
0.0004
0.0001
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

2.0
0.528
0.678
0.814
0.870
0.848
-0.252
-0.431
-0.640
-0.779
-0.777
0.581
0.782
0.946
1.000

2.1
0.445
0.568
0.700
0.846
0.910
-0.174
-0.329
-0.530
-0.696
-0.751
0.497
0.677
0.840
0.942
1.000
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Figure 2: Relative contributions of the BB backgrounds after selection in the 1.7 < Eγc.m.s /( GeV) < 2.8 range. The spectra
of photons from B-meson decays passing selection criteria as predicted using a MC sample.
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Figure 3: (LEFT) The π 0 veto eﬃciency in the partially reconstructed D ∗ sample for both Data (circles) and MC (squares)
and (RIGHT) their ratio ﬁtted with a ﬁrst order polynomial.

applied to the π 0 and η yields are varied taking into account their correlations. As we do not measure the
yields of photons from sources other than π 0 ’s and η’s in B B̄ events, we independently vary the expected
yields of these additional sources by ±20%. For the model dependence in correcting for the acceptance
we use four signal models in addition to the default model, and assign the maximum deviation from the
default as the uncertainty. The error on the photon detection eﬃciency in the ECL is measured to be 2%
using radiative µ-pair events, and also aﬀects the estimation of photons from B B̄. For the uncertainties
related to the unfolding procedure, we vary the eﬀective rank parameter up and down by one in the SVD
algorithm.
7

Summary

In conclusion, we have measured the branching fraction and photon energy spectrum of B → Xs γ in the
energy range 1.7 GeV ≤ Eγc.m.s ≤ 2.8 GeV in a fully inclusive way. For the ﬁrst time 97% of the spectrum
is measured 31 allowing the theoretical uncertainties to be reduced to a very low level. Using 605 fb−1
of data taken at the Υ(4S) and 68 fb−1 taken below the resonance, we obtain B(B → Xs γ : EγB >
1.7 GeV) = (3.31 ± 0.19 ± 0.37 ± 0.01) × 10−4 , where the errors are statistical, systematic and due to the
boost correction, respectively. This result is in agreement with the latest theoretical calculations 1,2,20 .
The results can be used to place constraints on new physics 32 and determine SM parameters such as the
b-quark mass 33 .
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New Results on Leptonic B meson decays at BABAR
Kim Hojeong
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, 2575 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park, CA, 94025, USA

We present selected new results on leptonic B meson decays from the BABAR experiment:
searches for the decays B 0 → �+ �− , B + → �+ ν and B 0 → �+ τ − , and B → Kνν, where � =
e or µ 1 . We observe no evidence for these decays and set upper limits on their branching
fractions.

1

Introduction

Leptonic B meson decays provide an important tool to investigate the Standard Model (SM)
and physics beyond the SM. They are highly suppressed in the SM, because they involve a
b → d transition, require an internal quark annihilation, and there are also helicity suppression
for B 0 → �+ �− and B + → �+ ν modes, and because the ﬂavor-changing neutral-currents are
forbidden at the tree level for B → Kνν mode. The decay rates can be enhanced or reduced
when heavy virtual particles like Higgs or super-symmetric 2 (SUSY) particles replace the W
boson or show up at higher orders in loop diagrams. Constraints on these decays can provide
information on important SM parameters, such as B meson decay constant. They have identiﬁable ﬁnal states with low multipliticy, but they are mostly below our sensitivity. These decay
modes will play an important role at the future colliders, such as a Super-B factory, ILC, and
LHC (for muon modes).
The analyses described in this paper use data recorded with the BABAR detector at the
PEP-II asymmetric energy e+ e− storage rings. A detailed description of the BABAR detector
can be found elsewhere 3 . A full BABAR Monte Carlo (MC) simulation using GEANT4 4 is used to
evaluate signal eﬃciencies and to identify and study background sources.
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Table 1: Result of B 0 → �+ �− analysis. Eﬃciency (�), number of signal events (Nsig ) from ML ﬁt, and 90%
conﬁdence level upper limit on the branching fraction (UL(BF)) for the three leptonic decays B 0 → e+ e− ,
B 0 → µ+ µ− , and B 0 → e± µ∓ are shown.

B0

e+ e−

→
→ µ + µ−
0
B → e± µ∓

B0

2

� (%)
16.6 ± 0.3
15.7 ± 0.2
17.1 ± 0.2

Nsig
0.6 ± 2.1
−4.9 ± 1.4
1.1 ± 1.8

UL(BF)×10−8
11.3
5.2
9.2

B 0 → � + �−

The leptonic decays B 0 → �+ �− are studied using 383.6 × 106 BB events. The SM prediction
on the branching fractions (BFs) are 1.9 × 10 −15 (8.0 × 10−11 ) for the e+ e− (µ+ µ− ) mode, and
the B 0 → e± µ∓ decay is forbidden. The best upper limits (UL) on the BFs have been set at
the order of 10−8 by the BABAR 5 experiment for e+ e− and e± µ∓ modes using 111fb−1 , and by
CDF 6 experiment for µ+ µ− mode with 2fb−1 .
The B 0 candidate is reconstructed by combining two oppositely charged
� ∗ tracks originating
from a common vertex. We use two kinematic quantities: m ES = (Ebeam )2 − (Σi p∗i )2 and
� �
∗
∗
∆E = i m2i + (p∗i )2 − Ebeam
, where Ebeam
is the beam energy in the CM frame, p∗i and
mi are the momenta in the CM frame and the masses of the daughter particles i of B meson.
∗
∗
Ebeam
is used instead of the measured B meson energy in the CM frame because E beam
is more
0
precisely known. For correctly reconstructed B mesons, the mES distribution has a maximum
at the B 0 mass with a standard deviation of about 2.5 MeV/c 2 and the ∆E distribution has a
maximum near zero with a standard deviation of about 25 MeV.
Stringent requirements on particle identiﬁcation 7 are made to reduce the contamination
from misidentiﬁed hadrons and leptons. We retain about 93% (73%) of the electrons (muons),
with a misidentiﬁcation rate for pions of less than about 0.1% (3%). The main background
are continuum processes where e+ e− → f f, (f = u, d, s, c, τ ). A Fisher discriminant 8 (F) is
constructed, using their diﬀerent event topology with respect to that of the signal events.
A maximum likelihood (ML) ﬁt is performed based on the variables m ES , ∆E and F. The
results are summarized in Table 1. The event and background sP lot 9 distributions are shown in
Figure 1. Using a Bayesian approach, a 90% conﬁdence level (CL) UL on the BF is calculated.
The systematic uncertainties are included as a Gaussian into the likelihood calculation.
3

B + → �+ ν and B 0 → �+ τ −

We present searches for the decays B + → �+ ν and the lepton ﬂavor violating decays B 0 → �+ τ − ,
where � = e or µ using 378×106 BB events. The SM predictions of the BFs are of the order
of 10−11 (10−7 ) for B + → e+ ν (B + → µ+ ν), and B 0 → �+ τ − modes are forbidden. The UL on
the BFs have been measured by BABAR 10 , Belle 11 , and CLEO 12 . The best published limits are
from Belle for B + → �+ ν, at the order of 10−6 with 253fb−1 , and CLEO for B 0 → �+ τ − , at the
order of 10−4∼−5 with 9.6 × 106 BB events.
We fully reconstruct one of the two B mesons (B tag ) in the event: Btag → D (∗) Xhad , Xhad
decays in combinations of K’s and π’s. This method has not been used for searches for these
modes. To suppress the continuum backgrounds, we use their diﬀerent event topologies with
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Figure 1: The distributions of events in mES (a,b,c), ∆E (d,e,f) and F (g,h,i) for B 0 → e+ e− (left), B 0 → µ+ µ−
(middle), B 0 → e± µ∓ (right) are shown. The points with error bars are data. The overlaid solid curve in each plot
is the background sP lot distribution obtained by maximizing the likelihood not using the information from the
corresponding component. The dotted line, representing the signal probability density function with an arbitrary
scaling, indicates where the signal is expected.
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Figure 2: The unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁts and the distributions of the lepton momentum for B + → �+ ν
and B 0 → �+ τ − analyses. The points with error bars are data, the solid line represents the ML ﬁt. The dashed
line, representing the signal probability density function with an arbitrary scaling, indicates where the signal is
expected.

respect to that of the signal events. After all selection criteria are applied, it results in a yield of
approximately 2500 (2000) correctly reconstructed B + (B 0 ) candidates per fb−1 of data. This
hadronic tagging method yields lower statistics than other methods but it provides an almost
background-free environment.
All particles not used in the Btag reconstruction are included in the reconstruction of the
signal B meson. From the two-body kinematics, we expect a mono-energetic lepton in the signal
B rest frame: lepton momentum (p∗ ) of 2.64 (2.34) GeV/c for the B + → �+ ν (B 0 → �+ τ − )
modes.
We reconstruct τ in the following modes: e − ν e ντ , µ− ν µ ντ , π − ντ , π − π 0 ντ , π − π 0 π 0 ντ , and
π − π − π + ντ . The second highest momentum track in the event excluding the B tag daughters is assumed to be a τ daughter, and is required to have a charge opposite to the primary signal lepton.
The signal yields are extracted from unbinned ML ﬁts to the signal lepton momentum
distributions, as measured in the signal B rest frame. The ﬁts are restricted to the ranges
in p∗ shown in Fig. 2. Using a Bayesian approach, a 90% CL UL on the BF is determined.
The dominant systematic uncertainties are due to the ﬁtting procedure and the determination
of Btag eﬃciencies. The total uncertainty is between 10 and 16% depending on the modes.
The uncertainties are incorporated into the ﬁnal results by varying the BF assumption by its
uncertainty when integrating likelihood for the 90% CL UL. The results are summarized in
Table 2.
4

B → Kνν

The B → Kνν decays are studied using 319 fb −1 of data. The SM prediction of this mode 13 is
(3.8±1.2)×10−6 and the best published UL is at 1.4×10−5 from Belle 14 with 535×106 BB events.
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Table 2: Result of B + → �+ ν and B 0 → �+ τ − anayses. The eﬃciency (�), number of signal events (Nsig ) and
90% CL UL on the BF (UL(BF)) for the decay modes are shown.

B + → e+ ν
B + → µ+ ν
B 0 → e+ τ −
B 0 → µ+ τ −

� (×10−5 )
135 ± 4
120 ± 4
32 ± 2
27 ± 2

Nsig
−0.07 ± 0.03
−0.11 ± 0.05
0.02 ± 0.01
0.01 ± 0.01

UL(BF)×10−6
5.2
5.6
28
22

We reconstruct one of the two B mesons in the event, where it decays semileptonically:
B + → D (∗)0 �+ ν. Compared to hadronic tagging method used in in B + → �+ ν and B 0 → �+ τ −
analyses, this semileptonic tagging method yields higher statistics with more background.
A multivariate classiﬁer, the Random Forest (RF) tool from StatPatternRecognition 15 is
used to optimize signal separation from background. Several regions of the parameter space
(terminal leaf size, maximum number of input variables randomly selected for decision
splits)
√
16
are explored with the RF classiﬁer. We use the Punzi Figure of Merit , S/(Nσ /2+ b), where s
is signal, b is background and Nσ is the sigma level of discovery (we take N σ = 3), and found the
optimal Punzi Figure of Merit with a terminal leaf size of 35 events, after growing 100 decision
trees, and sampling on at most 20 variables. The variables include number of tracks in the event
(excluding tracks from the Btag reconstruction), transverse momentum of tracks, event topology
variables, missing energy in the event, total energy in the event, total energy deposit in the
detector that are not associated with any charged or neutral particles.
The signal box is deﬁned in the 2-dimensional space of D 0 mass and the RF output, which
is blinded until we ﬁnish with all selections and estimations. The RF output ranges between
0 and 1. The signal box is RF output bigger than 0.82 and near D 0 mass peak which varies
depends on the D modes. We estimate the background level in the signal box using MC events
as well as data outside of the signal box.
While 30.71 ± 10.71 events are expected 38 events are observed as shown in Figure 3. The
systematic uncertainties, which are estimated using double tag events, in where both B mesons
decay semileptonically, are incorporated in the UL BF calculation. We set 90% UL BF at
4.2 × 10−5 , using a modiﬁed frequentist method 17 .
5

Summary

New leptonic B meson decays from BABAR are presented: B 0 → �+ �− , B + → �+ ν, B 0 → �+ τ −
and B → Kνν decays. We have not observed signal and set upper limits on all of these decays.
With much more statistics from Super-B factory or ILC, exploiting the hadronic tagging method
may be powerful. The leptonic B meson decays will provide us important information on nature
with more data.
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B-hadron lifetimes and rare decays at Tevatron
N. Parua
Department of Physics, Indiana University, Swain Hall West
Bloomington, Indiana, USA

Here we present most recent results on the measurements of b-hadron lifetimes, and rare
decays using data collected by both CDF and DØ experiments at Fermilab Tevatron. With
large dataset collected by both experiments, most stringent limits on some of the rare decays
are set.

1

Introduction

Accelarator division at Fermilab Tevatron has so far done an excellent job in delivering large
amount of data. Both CDF, and DØ experiments have accumulated more that 3 f b −1 of data
(at the time of the conference). A large number of measurements of b-hadron lifetimes, and rare
decays are performed by these experiments. b-physics program at Tevatron is complementary to
the one at B factories, where clear understanding of B 0 , and B + has been achieved. Although
pp̄ collision environment is not as clean, Tevatron enjoys having high b b̄ production cross section,
high integrated luminosity, and the possibility of producing heavier b-hadrons, thus a rich bphysics program.
2

Measurement of lifetimes

Lifetime measurement of b hadrons serve as a tool to understand the interaction between heavy
and light quarks. Theoretical model known as Heavy Quark Eﬀective Theory (HQET) 1 , considers in the leading order, all light quarks as spectator and predicts all b hadrons having same
lifetime. Up to about 10% diﬀerence between lifetimes of b-hadrons is predicted by HQET originating from the higher order corrections that are proportional to 1/m b 2 . In order to measure
lifetime of b hadron experimentally ﬁrst we determine the distance traveled by the b hadron in
the plane transverse to the beam direction, and correct it for Lorentz boost. We then deﬁne
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Figure 1: Λb mass (left), and Proper Decay Length distribution for Λb → J/ψΛ in the signal region (right).

Figure 2: Status of τ (Λb ) measurement.

proper decay length as
λ=

Lxy
(βγ)B
T

= Lxy

cMB
pT

(1)

here (βγ)B
T and MB are the transverse boost and the mass of the b hadron. Finally the lifetime is obtained by performing a simultaneous unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁt to the mass
and proper decay length. Both CDF and DØ reported measurement of Λ b lifetime in exclusive
decay channel Λb → J/ψ(→ µ+ µ− )Λ(→ pπ). Figure 1 shows proper decay length distribution
for Λb decay at CDF using 1.0 f b−1 of data. Measurement of lifetime of Λb is also presented
as a ratio with the lifetime of Bd0 decay that has very similar event topology. CDF measurement 2 of lifetime of Λb , τ (Λb ) is 1.580 ± 0.077 (stat) ± 0.012 (syst) ps and τ ( Λb )/τ (B 0 ) =
1.018 ± 0.062(stat) ± 0.007(syst). This measurement is about 3σ higher than the theoretical prediction and world average. DØ measurement 3 of τ( Λb ) in the same channel using 1.2 f b−1 of data
+0.096
0
is 1.218+0.130
−0.115 (stat) ± 0.042(syst) ps, and τ ( Λb )/τ (B ) = 0.811−0.034 . DØ had also done a measurement of Λb lifetime in the semileptonic decay channel Λ b → µνΛc (→ Ks0 p)X. This measurement 4 beneﬁts from having large statistics, but as full reconstruction is not possible one cannot
+0.087
observe Λb peak. The measured lifetime in this channel is τ (Λ b ) = 1.290+0.119
−0.110 (stat)−0.091 (syst)
ps. The most recent status of all τ (Λb ) measurement is summarized in Figure 2 5 . CDF has
looked into the exclusive decay channels for B + → J/ψK + , B 0 → J/ψK ∗0 , and B 0 → J/ψKs0 .
The measured lifetimes are 2 τ (B + ) = 1.630 ± 0.016(stat) ± 0.011(syst) ps, and τ (B 0 ) =
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Figure 3: Bc± mass signal following lifetime cut, demonstrating signal, and Pseudo-Proper Decay Length distribution for Bc± → J/ψµν in the signal region (right).

1.551 ± 0.019(stat) ± 0.011(syst) ps. From these measurements τ (B + )/τ (B 0 ) is found to be
1.015 ± 0.023(stat) ± 0.004(syst). These measurements are in good agreement with theoretical
prediction 1 .
DØ has recently reported on the measurement of the lifetime of B c± meson. Bc± is one of the
most interesting meson studied at Tevatron in that it comprises of two diﬀerent heavy quarks
competing each other for decay. Bc± has the shortest lifetime of weakly decaying b-hadron with
explicit predictions of its lifetime to be 0.55± 0.15 ps using Operator Product Expansion (OPE),
and 0.48 ± 0.05 using QCD sum rules 6 . This is about 1/3 of the lifetime of other B mesons.
DØ has looked into the decay of Bc± → J/ψµν using 1.3 f b−1 of data. Due to the escaping
ν DØ measured the pseudo-proper decay length (PPDL), and corrected it by using a factor
that takes boost into account. Finally the lifetime is determined by using simultaneous ﬁt to
three-muon invariant mass and PPDL. Presence of B c signal in the sample is demonstrated in
Figure 3(left) that shows the ﬁt to the three muon invariant mass distribution after subtracting
J/ψ sideband component and B + component. A requirement is put on the transverse decay
length signiﬁcance, Lxy /σ(Lxy ) > 4, where σ(Lxy ) is the uncertainty on the measurement of L xy .
The probability of background ﬂuctuating up to the signal is found to be more than 5σ. It is
important to note that the transverse decay length cut that would bias the lifetime measurement
is not applied in the full simultaneous mass and PPDL ﬁt. Figure 3(right) shows the PPDL
+0.039
distribution. DØ measured 7 τ (Bc± ) = 0.444+0.039
−0.036 (stat)−0.034 (syst) ps. This result is in good
agreement with earlier CDF measurement 8 , and theoretical prediction 6 .
Measurements of BS lifetimes are recently done by CDF, and DØ experiment. Flavor speciﬁc
lifetime measurement of BS is done by CDF experiment using the decays of B s → Ds− (φπ − )π + ,
and Bs → Ds− ρ+ (π + π 0 ). The second decay channel cannot be fully reconstructed due to the
presence of π 0 . Both fully and partially reconstructed channels yields about 1100 events each
in 1.3 f b−1 of data. The lifetime measurement depends on two ﬁts done sequentially. First
relative fraction of events from diﬀerent signal, and background decay modes is determined by
performing a ﬁt on the reconstructed mass of B s candidates. Then using the fractions obtained
from the ﬁrst ﬁt, a maximum likelihood ﬁt for B s meson lifetime is performed. The values
of the lifetimes obtained in the fully reconstructed and partially reconstructed channels are
1.456 ± 0.067 ps, and 1.545 ± 0.051 ps respectively. Result of the combination of these two
modes is τ (Bs ) = 1.518 ± 0.041 ± 0.025 ps 9 .
DØ experiment has measured the average lifetime of B s , B̄s states in the decay of Bs → J/ψφ,
using 2.8 f b−1 of data. Value of τ (Bs ) is found to be 1.52 ± 0.05 ± 0.01 ps 10 . CDF measurement
in the same decay channel using 1.7 f b −1 of data is τ (Bs ) = 1.52 ± 0.04 ± 0.02 ps 11 .
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3

Rare Decays

Flavor Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) processes are excellent place to study new physics
beyond Standard model. The FCNC decays of B s (Bd0 ) → µ+ µ− can only go through higher
order Feynman diagrams, and are suppressed by the helicity factor (m µ /mB )2 . The decay of Bd0
is further suppressed with respect to the decay of B s by the ratio of CKM elements, |Vtd /Vts |2 .
The predicted branching ratios for B s → µ+ µ− , and Bd0 → µ+ µ− are (3.42 ± 0.54) × 10−9 , and
(1.00 ± 0.14) × 10−10 respectively 12 . Various extensions of the SM predicts branching ratios that
are up to 3 orders magnitude higher 13 . For instance Minimal supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM) predicts enhancement proportional to tan 6 β. CDF experiment has analyzed 2 f b−1
of data to look for Bs → µ+ µ− , and Bd0 → µ+ µ− . To achieve best separation between signal
and background, at the ﬁnal stage of the analysis CDF has used a neural network variable,
comprising of proper decay length, proper decay length signiﬁcance, 3D opening angle between
dimuon system and the displacement vector between primary vertex and dimuon vertex, and
the track isolation of the B candidate. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the neural network
output vs invariant mass of the dimuon. Indicated in the boxes are signal windows for B s , and
Bd0 . No excess of signal over background estimation is observed. CDF has put the worlds best
limits on the branching ratio (Br) of B s (Bd0 ) → µ+ µ− 14 . These limits at 95%(90%) C.L are
Br(Bs → µ+ µ− ) < 5.8 × 10−8 (4.7 × 10−8 ), and Br(Bd0 → µ+ µ− ) < 1.8 × 10−8 (1.5 × 10−8 ). DØ
has used 2 f b−1 of data also and did not ﬁnd any excess in their search for B s → µ+ µ− signal.
Limits obtained by DØ experiment are Br(B s → µ+ µ− ) < 9.3 × 10−8 (7.5 × 10−8 ) at 95%(90%)
C.L. 15 .
FCNC decays are further suppressed through GIM mechanism 16 in charmed mesons like D,
where the standard model expectation of the branching ratio for D + → π + µ+ µ− is less than
10−9 17 . DØ experiment has performed a search for the continuum decay of D + → π + µ+ µ− .
In order to exclude events coming from the decays D + , Ds+ → φ(→ µ+ µ− )π + the region where
dimuon invariant mass is consistent with φ mass is excluded. In 1.3 fb −1 of data sample 19
candidate events are observed, whereas 25 ± 4.6 events from background sources are expected.
This leads to the limit of Br(D + → π + µ+ µ− ) < 3.9×10−6 (6.1×10−6 ) at 90% (95%) C.L. 18 . This
is currently the world’s most stringent limit on the decay mediated by c → uµ + µ− transition.
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4

Summary

We have presented a lot of measurements on b-hadron lifetimes, and rare decays with improved
uncertainties. For some of the FCNC rare decays most stringent limits in the world have been
obtained. In some lifetime measurements uncertainties at the level of 1% have been achieved.
Many uncertainties are still dominated by statistics. As we expect to double our dataset by the
end of the Tevatron running, we look forward to exciting prospects on both precision lifetime
measurements, and rare decays. In fact for some of the FCNC rare decays we expect to get close
to the standard model prediction.
5
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Bs MIXING, ∆Γs AND CP VIOLATION
AT THE TEVATRON
Gian Piero DI GIOVANNI,
for the CDF and DØ Collaborations
LPNHE, Laboratoire de Physique Nucléaire et des Hautes Energies,
4 Place Jussieu, Tour 33 RdC, 75005,
Paris, France

We discuss the results from the Tevatron experiments on mixing and CP violation in the
Bs0 − B̄s0 system, with particular emphasis to the updated measurements of the decay-width
diﬀerence ∆Γs and the ﬁrst measurement of the CP-violating phase βs using ﬂavor tagging
information. We also brieﬂy review the charge asymmetry measurements in semileptonic Bs0
decays and in B ± → J/ψK ± decays.

1

Introduction

The Tevatron is a pp̄ collider operating at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. The
√
protons and anti-protons collide at a center-of-mass energy of s = 1.96 TeV in two interaction
points, where the CDF II and DØ detectors are located. The two experiments have collected
an integrated luminosity of 3 fb−1 and the measurements presented here span from 1.0 fb−1 to
2.8 fb−1 . The physics of the b quark is a very active research area to challenge the Standard
Model predictions. Precise measurements in B 0 and B + meson decays, performed at the B
factories, improved the understanding of ﬂavor dynamics and proved the Standard Model description very successful. On the other hand, a comparable experimental knowledge of Bs0 decays
has been lacking. The Bs0 oscillation observation at CDF 1 strongly constrained the magnitude of
New Physics contributions in the Bs0 mixing, while its phase, responsible for CP violating eﬀects,
is not precisely determined yet. The Bs0 sector oﬀers a large variety of interesting processes in
which large CP violation eﬀects are still allowed by the current experimental constraints, but are
negligible small in the Standard Model. Thus, the Tevatron collider, providing a simultaneous
access to large samples of strange and non-strange b-mesons necessary for precision measurements, oﬀers a great opportunity to study the Bs0 ﬂavor sector, before the start-up of CERN
Large Hadronic Collider (LHC).
2

Phenomenology of the Bs0 System

Flavor oscillation, or mixing, is a very well established phenomenon in particle physics. In
the Standard Model the mass and the ﬂavor eigenstates of neutral B mesons diﬀer. This give
rise to particle-antiparticle oscillations, which proceed through forth-order ﬂavor changing weak
interactions, whose phenomenology depends on the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark
mixing matrix. The rate at which the neutral B − B̄ transitions occur is governed by the mass
diﬀerence, ∆m of the two mass eigenstates, B L and B H , where the superscripts L and H stay for
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“light” and “heavy”. The phenomenology of mixing in Bs0 and B̄s0 mesons is, then, characterized
by the mass diﬀerence of the two mass eigenstates, ∆ms , as well as by the decay width-diﬀerence
H
∆Γs ≡ ΓL
s − Γs = 1/τBsL − 1/τBsH . The latter depends on the CP violating phase deﬁned as
φs = arg(−M12 /Γ12 ), through the relationship ∆Γs = 2|Γ12 | × cos(φs ). M12 and Γ12 are the
oﬀ-diagonal elements of the Bs0 − B̄s0 decay matrix from the Schröedinger equation describing
the time evolution of Bs0 mesons 2, 3 . While the Standard Model expectations are small 4 ,
φs = 4×10−3 , New Physics could signiﬁcantly modify the observed phase value contributing with
P
additional processes, φs = φSM
+ φN
s
s . The same phase would alter the observed phase between
P
the mixing and the b → cc̄s transitions, 2βs = 2βsSM − φN
s , in which the Standard Model
∗
V
V
ts
contribution is deﬁned as −2βsSM = −2 arg(− Vcs Vtb∗ ) ≈ O(0.04), where Vij are the elements of
cb

the CKM matrix. Since both φSM
and βsSM are tiny with respect to the current experimental
s
resolution, we can approximate φs = −2βs . A measurement of sizable value of 2βs (φs ) would
be a clear indication of New Physics 2, 3 .
3

Bs0 Mixing

While ∆md was precisely determined at the B factories 5, 6 , the Bs0 mixing frequency has been
ﬁrst measured at CDF experiment 1 . The Bs0 − B̄s0 oscillation observation was achieved through
a combination of several data-sets of 1 fb−1 , in integrated luminosity, which results in:
∆ms = 17.77 ± 0.10 (stat.) ± 0.07 (syst.) ps−1 ,

(1)

with a signiﬁcance greater than 5 standard deviations. Two independent types of ﬂavor
tags are used to identify the Bs0 ﬂavor at production: the Opposite Side Tagger (OST) and
the Same Side Kaon Tagger (SSKT). The performance of ﬂavor taggers are quantiﬁed by the
eﬃciency ǫ and the dilution D, deﬁned as the probability to correctly tag a candidate. The
tagging eﬀectiveness, ǫD 2 of the OST is 1.8%. The SSKT has ǫD 2 = 3.5% (hadronic) and
4.8% (semileptonic) and thus contributes most to the sensitivity of the CDF analysis. The
accurate measurement of the Bs0 − B̄s0 mixing frequency oﬀers a powerful constraint to the ratio
|Vts |2 /|Vtd |2 of CKM matrix elements:
|Vts |2
= 0.2060 ± 0.0007 (stat.)+0.0081
−0.0060 (theory) .
|Vtd |2

(2)

DØ recently reported a measurement of the Bs0 oscillation frequency 7 using a large sample
of semileptonic Bs0 decays and their ﬁrst hadronic mode, Bs0 → Ds− [→ φ(→ K + K − ) π − ] π + .
DØ combines the tagging algorithms using a likelihood-ratio method, obtaining a total eﬀective
tagging power ǫD 2 = (4.49 ± 0.88)%. With a data-set of approximately 2.4 fb−1 , they obtains:
∆ms = 18.56 ± 0.87 (stat.)ps−1 .

(3)

The result statistically exceeds the 3σ signiﬁcance and it is compatible with the CDF measurement. The ∆ms is well consistent with the Standard Model unitarity hypothesis for the
CKM matrix.
4

Phase of the Mixing Amplitude and Decay-Width Diﬀerence in the Bs0 System

We present the time-dependent angular analyses of Bs0 → J/ψ(→ µ+ µ− ) φ(→ K + K − ) decay
mode performed at the Tevatron experiments. The decay Bs0 → J/ψφ proceeds through the
b → cc̄s transition and gives rise to both CP-even and CP-odd ﬁnal states. Through the angular
distributions of the J/ψ and φ mesons, it is possible to statistically separate the two ﬁnal states
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Figure 1: Left: CDF 90% (solid) and 95% (dashed) conﬁdence level contour in the plane 2βs − ∆Γs , compared
with the SM prediction and the region allowed in New Physics model given by ∆Γs = 2|Γ12 |cos(2βs ), with
Γ12 = 0.048 ± 0.018 ps1 . Right: DØ point estimate in the plane ∆Γs − φs . The 39% CL contour (error ellipse)
is additionally drawn in the plane φs − ∆Γs . It is also shown the band representing the relation ∆Γs = ∆ΓSM ×
cos(φs ), with ∆ΓSM = 0.10 ± 0.03 ps1 . In DØ nomenclature φs = −2βs . The 4-fold ambiguity is discussed in the
text.

with diﬀerent CP eigenvalues, thus allowing to determine the phase βs and to separate lifetimes
for the mass eigenstates, so to measure the decay-width diﬀerence ∆Γs . After the DØ analysis 8
of untagged Bs0 → J/ψφ decay sample of 1.1 fb−1 , and reported at Moriond 2007, the CDF Collaboration presents a similar analysis with a sample of 1.7 fb−1 in integrated luminosity 9 . CDF
−1
measures ∆Γs = 0.076+0.059
−0.063 (stat.) ± 0.006 (syst.) ps , cτs = 456± 13 (stat.) ± 7 (syst.) µm, assuming CP conservation (βs = 0) results. To date, this is one of the most precise Bs0 lifetime measurements and it is in excellent agreement with both the DØ results and the theoretical expectations predicting τs = τd ± O(1%). Allowing CP violation, a bias and non-Gaussian ﬁt estimates
are observed in pseudo-experiments for statistics similar to the present data-sets. The observed
bias originates from the loss of degree of freedom of the likelihood for certain values of the parameters of interest and does not permit a point estimation of ∆Γs and βs . Thus, CDF provides
conﬁdence level regions in the 2βs −∆Γs plane using the likelihood ratio ordering of Feldman and
Cousins 10 . For the Standard Model expectation (∆Γs ≈ 0.096 ps−1 and 2βs = 0.04 rad 4 ), the
probability to get equal or greater likelihood ratio than the one observed in data is 22%, which
corresponds to 1.2 Gaussian standard deviations. Figure 1 shows the CDF and the DØ results
in the 2βs − ∆Γs plane. Furthermore, the CDF Collaboration performed an angular analysis on
the B 0 → J/ψ(→ µ+ µ− )K ∗0 (→ K + π − ) decay mode for the measurement of the transversity
amplitudes and strong phases. Such an analysis plays a key role in the validation of the entire
framework used for the Bs0 → J/ψφ angular analysis. The results obtained for the transverse
linear polarization amplitudes at t = 0, A� and A⊥ , corresponding to CP even and CP odd
ﬁnal states respectively, as well as the strong phases δ� = arg(A∗� A0 ) and δ⊥ = arg(A∗⊥ A0 ),
are |A� |2 = 0.569 ± 0.009 (stat.) ± 0.009 (syst.), |A⊥ |2 = 0.211 ± 0.012 (stat.) ± 0.006 (syst.),
δ� = −2.96 ± 0.08 (stat.) ± 0.03 (syst.) and δ⊥ = 2.97 ± 0.06 (stat.) ± 0.01 (syst.), which are in
agreement and competitive with the current B factories results 11 .
We present the ﬁrst Tevatron studies of the Bs0 → J/ψφ decay mode when the initial
state of the Bs0 meson is identiﬁed exploiting the ﬂavor tagging information. In fact, such
information allows to separate the time evolution of mesons originally produced as Bs0 or B̄s0 . The
angular analyses which do not use the ﬂavor tagging are sensitive to | cos(2βs )| and | sin(2βs )|,
leading to a 4-fold ambiguity in the likelihood for the determination of 2βs (see Figure 1). On
the other hand, utilizing ﬂavor tagging algorithms, the analyses gain sensitivity to the sign of
sin(2βs ) reducing by half the allowed region for βs . CDF performed a ﬂavor tagged analysis on a
1.35 fb−1 data-set of Bs0 → J/ψφ reconstructed events, which yields ≃ 2, 000 signal candidates12 .
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The measured eﬃciencies for OST and SSKT are ǫOST = (96 ± 1)% and ǫOST = (50 ± 1)%.
The dilutions are respectively DOST = (11 ± 2)% for the OST and DSSKT = (27 ± 4)% for
the SSKT. The addition of tagging information improves the regularity of the likelihood with
respect to the untagged case, but still non-Gaussian uncertainties and biases are observed in
simulated experiments with the available statistics. Thus, CDF reports a conﬁdence region
constructed according to the Feldman Cousins criterion with rigorous inclusion of systematics
uncertainties. In fact, any ∆Γs − βs pair is excluded at a given CL only if it can be excluded for
any choice of all other ﬁt parameters, sampled uniformly within ±5 σ of the values determined
in their estimate on data. Assuming the Standard Model predicted values of 2βs = 0.04 rad and
∆Γs = 0.096 ps−1 , the probability of a deviation as large as the observed data is 15%, which
corresponds to 1.5 Gaussian standard deviations. Moreover, if ∆Γs is treated as a nuisance
parameter, thus ﬁtting only for 2βs , CDF ﬁnds 2βs ∈ [0.31, 2.82] rad at the 68% conﬁdence
level. By exploiting the current experimental and theoretical information, CDF extracts tighter
bounds on the CP violation phase βs . Imposing the constraint on |Γ12 | = 0.048 ± 0.018 ps−1
in ∆Γs = 2|Γ12 | cos(2βs ) 4 , 2βs ∈ [0.24, 1.36] ∪ [1.78, 2.90] rad at the 68% CL. Additionally
constraining the strong phases δ� and δ⊥ to the B factories results on B 0 → J/ψK ∗0 11 and
the Bs0 mean width to the world average B 0 width 13 , it is found 2βs ∈ [0.40, 1.20] rad at the
68% CL. The DØ Collaboration reports an analysis 14 on 2, 000 signal Bs0 → J/ψφ candidates,
reconstructed in 2.8 fb−1 . DØ combines the tagging algorithms, as done in their Bs0 mixing
analysis. The total tagging power is ǫD 2 = (4.68 ± 0.54)% and a tag is deﬁned for 99.7% of the
events. To overcome the likelihood pathologies described above, DØ decides to vary the strong
phases around the world-averaged values for the B 0 → J/ψK ∗0 decay 15 , applying a Gaussian
constraint. This removes the 2-fold ambiguity, inherent the measurement for arbitrary strong
phases. The strong phases in B 0 → J/ψK ∗0 and Bs0 → J/ψφ cannot be exactly related in the
SU (3) limit, so the width of the Gaussian is chosen to be π/5, allowing for some degree of SU (3)
symmetry violation. The ﬁt with all ﬂoating parameters yields to the measurements
+0.07
φs = −0.57+0.24
−0.30 (stat.)−0.02 (syst.) rad,

−1
∆Γs = 0.19 ± 0.07 (stat.)+0.02
−0.01 (syst.) ps ,

τs = 1.52 ± 0.05 (stat.) ± 0.01 (syst.) ps.

(4)

The allowed ranges at the 90% CL for the parameters of interest are found to be φs ∈
[−1.20, 0.06] rad and ∆Γs ∈ [0.06, 0.30] ps−1 . The expected conﬁdence level contours in the
φs − βs plane at 68% and 90% CL are depicted in Figure 2. The level of agreement with the
Standard Model corresponds to 6.6%, which is obtained by generating pseudo-experiments with
the initial value for φs set to −0.04 rad and counting the events whose obtained ﬁtted value of the
phase is lower than the measured −0.57 rad. The results supersede the previous DØ untagged
analysis on a smaller Bs0 → J/ψφ sample.
5

Charge Asymmetry in Bs0 Semileptonic Decays

Another way of studying the CP violation induced by the Bs mixing, is to measure the charge
asymmetry in semileptonically decaying mesons. The charge asymmetry is connected to the CP
violating phase φs , through the relationship AsSL = ∆Γs /∆ms × tan(φs ). With the underlying
assumption of φs = −2βs (see Section 2), an independent measurements on charge asymmetry
could be used to constrain the CP violating phase βs 16 . DØ Collaboration performed two
independent analyses to extract AsSL . The ﬁrst result is based on the di-muon charge asymmetry
measurement 17 , deﬁned as
Aµµ
SL =
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Figure 2: Left: CDF conﬁdence level contour in the plane 2βs − ∆Γs when using ﬂavor tagging. It quotes the 68%
(solid) and 95% (dashed) C.L. The solution with ∆Γs > 0 corresponds to cos(δ⊥ ) < 0 and cos(δ⊥ − δ� ) > 0. The
opposite is true for the solution with ∆Γs < 0. Right: DØ conﬁdence level contours in the ∆Γs − φs plane. The
curves correspond to the expected 68% (dashed) and 90% (solid) CL. The cross represents the best estimate ﬁt with
the one-dimensional uncertainties. According to DØ nomenclature, φs = −2βs .

The following asymmetry gets its contributions from both B 0 and Bs0 : by using the world average
value for B 0 and Bs0 production fractions and the B 0 charge asymmetry measurements from the
B factories, DØ extracts the Bs0 charge asymmetry on a data-set of 1.0 fb−1 :
µµ,Bs0

ASL

= −0.0064 ± 0.0101 (stat. + syst.).

(6)

= 0.020 ± 0.021 (stat.) ± 0.016 (syst.) ± 0.009 (inputs) .

(7)

CDF Collaboration also released a similar measurement of the di-muon charge asymmetry 18
on a sample of 1.6 fb−1 data. In this analysis, the unbinned likelihood is performed using the
impact parameter information of the two muons, in order to separate the b − b̄ component of
the sample from the others which arise from prompt and charm sources:
µµ,Bs0

ASL

Additionally to the statistical and systematic uncertainties, the last uncertainty term comes
from the world average value for B 0 and Bs0 production fractions and the B 0 charge asymmetry
measurements already discussed in the description of DØ results. Compared to CDF, DØ analysis has strongly reduced systematics uncertainties thanks to a regular ﬂipping of the magnet
polarity. Such technique, removing most of the artiﬁcial asymmetry in the detector response, is
constantly used by DØ to measure all the charge asymmetries described along this paper.
The DØ Collaboration probes the φs phase also by measuring the charge asymmetry in an
untagged sample of Bs0 → µDs decays, with Ds → φ(→ K + K − )π. With a data-set of 1.3 fb−1
the charge asymmetry is found to be 19
s
AµD
SL = 0.0245 ± 0.0193 (stat.) ± 0.0035 (syst.).

6

(8)

Charge Asymmetry in B + → J/ψK + Decay

We present a search for direct CP violation in B + → J/ψK + decays 20 . The event sample is
selected from 2.8 fb−1 of pp̄ collisions recorded by DØ experiment. The charge asymmetry is
deﬁned as
ACP (B + → J/ψK + ) =

N (B − → J/ψK − ) − N (B + → J/ψK + )
.
N (B − → J/ψK − ) + N (B + → J/ψK + )

(9)

By using a sample of approximately 40, 000 B + → J/ψK + decays, the asymmetry is measured to be ACP = 0.0075 ± 0.0061 (stat.) ± 0.0027 (syst.). The result is consistent with the
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world average 13 and the Standard Model expectation ACP (B + → J/ψK + ) ≃ 0.003 21 , but
has a factor of two improvement in precision, thus representing the most stringent bound for
new models which predict large values of ACP (B + → J/ψK + ). Furthermore, DØ provides
the direct CP violating asymmetry measurement in B + → J/ψπ + , ACP (B + → J/ψπ + ) =
−0.09 ± 0.08 (stat.) ± 0.03 (syst.). The result agrees with the previous measurements of this
asymmetry 13 and has a competitive precision.
7

Conclusions

After the successful Bs0 oscillation observation, the CDF and DØ Collaboration directed their
eﬀort in the exploration of the mixing-induced CP violation eﬀect in the Bs0 system. We described
the ﬁrst tagged measurement in Bs0 → J/ψφ performed at the CDF II detector, which improved
the sensitivity to the CP violating phase βs , excluding negative and large values for the phase
itself. The DØ Collaboration promptly delivered a similar analysis conﬁrming the results. The
agreement of the analyses of Bs0 → J/ψφ decays, shows an interesting ﬂuctuations in the same
direction from CDF and DØ experiments and they will certainly need further investigations
to support an evidence, which would be possible exploiting the full Run II data sample, if
these ﬁrst indications are conﬁrmed in the future. We also reviewed the charge asymmetry
measurements of Bs0 semileptonic decays, which provide another independent test for the CP
violation in Bs0 mixing and can be combined with the analyses on Bs0 → J/ψφ to get a better
understanding of the CP violating phenomena. Finally, we presented the world most precise
direct CP violating asymmetry in the B + → J/ψK + decay mode. The Tevatron experiments are
becoming increasingly competitive with B factories results on B 0 /B + decays and complementary
to them in corresponding Bs0 modes. Since many of the analyses reported do not even use half
of the statistics available, signiﬁcant improvements are expected in the future, as the Tevatron
keeps producing data.
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BELLE NEW RESULTS ON B → D ∗∗ ℓν DECAYS
D. LIVENTSEV
Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics,
B. Cheremushkinskaya, 25, 117218 Moscow, Russia
(For the Belle collaboration)

We present a study of semileptonic B decays to P -wave D∗∗ mesons at Belle. Semileptonic
decay to a D2∗ meson is observed for the ﬁrst time and its product branching ratio is measured
to be B(B + → D̄2∗0 ℓ+ ν) × B(D̄2∗0 → D− π + ) = 0.22 ± 0.03(stat.) ± 0.04(syst.)%.

1

Introduction

Heavy Quark Eﬀective Theory (HQET) has proven to be very successful at describing semileptonic decays of B-mesons, especially inclusive transitions. However, some diﬃculties arise when
it is applied to exclusive decays. For example, certain sum rules (in particular, the Uraltsev
sum rule 1 ) imply the strong dominance of decays to the narrow excited D mesons over those
to the wide ones, while some experimental data show the opposite trend 2,3 . However, no complete experimental study of such semileptonic decays to excited D mesons exists, and thus no
direct comparison with theoretical predictions can be performed. Here we present Belle study of
B → D (∗) πℓν decays and measurement of the excited D contributions to the D (∗) π ﬁnal state 4 .
According to HQET there are two doublets of orbitally excited (P -wave) charmed mesons
∗∗
(D ), diﬀerentiated by their light quark angular momentum jq = 1/2 or jq = 3/2. Members of
the jq = 3/2 doublet are predicted to decay only via a D-wave and be relatively narrow, while
members of the jq = 1/2 doublet are predicted to decay only via an S-wave and be relatively
broad 5 . The D ∗∗ states with spin-parity and light quark angular momentum combinations
0+ (jq = 1/2), 1+ (jq = 1/2), 1+ (jq = 3/2) and 2+ (jq = 3/2) are usually labelled D0∗ , D1′ , D1
and D2∗ , respectively. The D ∗∗ states have previously been observed and studied in hadronic B
decays 6 . Semileptonic B decays to narrow D1 and D2∗ mesons have been studied by a number
of experiments 7 . The semileptonic branching fractions of B → D (∗) πℓν decays were measured
by Belle 8 and BaBar 9 .
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This measurement is based on a data sample that contains 657 million B B̄ pairs, which
corresponds to 605 fb−1 , collected at the Υ(4S) resonance with the Belle detector 11 operating
at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e+ e− collider 10 . An additional 68 fb−1 data sample taken
at a center-of-mass energy 60 MeV below the Υ(4S) resonance is used to study continuum
e+ e− → q q̄ (q = u, d, s, c) background.
2

Data analysis

To suppress the large combinatorial background expected in the reconstruction of ﬁnal states
including a neutrino, we use a full reconstruction tagging method. The ﬁrst B meson (denoted
as Bsl ) is reconstructed in the semileptonic mode of interest, i.e. as a combination of all ﬁnal
particles D (∗) πℓ except for the neutrino. The remainder of the event is combined into either
a D (∗) n π ± (n ≤ 6) or D (∗) ρ− combination to form the tagging B meson (referred to below as
Btag ). Semileptonic decays are identiﬁed by a peak around zero in the missing mass squared
spectrum, Mν2 = (Pbeams − Ptag − Psl )2 , where Pbeams is the total four-momentum of the beams
and Ptag and Psl are the reconstructed four-momenta of the Bsl and Btag , respectively. This
method provides signiﬁcantly improved resolution in the missing momentum in comparison with
non-tagging methods, thus allowing background suppression, separation of diﬀerent decay modes
and precise calculation of the decay kinematics. The Mν2 spectra for the four semileptonic decays
B → D (∗) πℓν are shown in Figs. 1, 1a)–1d) as points with error bars.
We divide the backgrounds into the following categories: (1) Continuum, (2) Backgrounds
with the Btag misreconstructed from particles belonging to the other B meson or fake tracks,
(3) Bsl backgrounds with the Btag reconstructed correctly, which can be further separated by
their source: (3a) Combinatorial background under the D (∗) signal from Bsl , (3b) Hadrons
misidentiﬁed as leptons, (3c) Feed-down from B → D ∗ πℓν reconstructed as B → Dπℓν with
lost neutral(s). All backgrounds except for (3c) are reliably determined and ﬁnally subtracted
directly from the data. Background (3c) is observed only in the B → Dπℓν channels and
is estimated from a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation with normalization ﬁxed to the data using
B → D ∗ (π)ℓν signal yields. This contribution is plotted in Figs. 1, 1a), 1c) as open histograms.
The background-subtracted Mν2 distributions are shown in Figs. 1, 2a)–2d). These distributions are ﬁtted with signal functions, the shapes of which are ﬁxed from MC studies. Fitted signal
yields, reconstruction eﬃciencies and branching ratios are summarized in Table 1. The branching
ratios are calculated relative to the normalization modes B → Dℓν to cancel out the Btag reconstruction eﬃciency according to the formula: B(mode) = B(norm)×Nmode/Nnorm ×ǫnorm /ǫmode ,
where Nnorm(mode) and ǫnorm(mode) are the signal yield and reconstruction eﬃciency of the normalization mode (mode of interest) and the normalization mode B is taken from the PDG 12 .
Relative eﬃciencies are obtained from MC simulation. Intermediate branching fractions are
included, while the tagging eﬃciency is not. The reconstruction and background subtraction
procedures for the B → Dℓν mode are identical to those applied for the studied channels. The
obtained branching fractions are in good agreement with our previous measurement 8 and with
BaBar results 9 .
Signals for semileptonic B decays to orbitally excited D ∗∗ are extracted from the D (∗) π
invariant mass distributions. We deﬁne a signal window for B → D (∗) πℓν decays by the requirement |Mν2 | < 0.1 GeV 2 /c4 . The backgrounds are estimated in the same way as in the Mν2
distribution study. The D (∗) π invariant mass spectra from the signal window after subtraction
of backgrounds (1-3) are shown in Fig. 2. The mass distributions before background subtraction,
restricted to the region near the jq = 3/2 states, are shown in the insets.
To extract the D ∗∗ signals we perform simultaneous unbinned likelihood ﬁts to the signal
and background D (∗) π mass spectra. The signal function includes all orbitally excited D ∗∗
contributing to the given ﬁnal state (D0 and D2∗ to Dπ and D1 , D1′ , D2∗ to D ∗ π), each of
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Figure 1: Mν2 spectra before (1) and after (2) background subtraction for: a) B + → D− π + ℓ+ ν, b) B + →
D∗− π + ℓ+ ν, c) B 0 → D̄0 π − ℓ+ ν, d) B 0 → D̄∗0 π − ℓ+ ν. The curves are the ﬁts, which are described in the text.

which is described by a relativistic Breit-Wigner function for a known orbital momenta, and a
non-resonant part described by the Goity-Roberts model 14 . D ∗∗ masses and widths are ﬁxed
to measured values 6 . To further investigate the Dπ mass spectrum we also test a Dv∗ + D2∗
hypothesis. Despite the D 0 π + mass region corresponding to D ∗+ being excluded from the
study, and while D ∗0 is below the D − π + threshold, a virtual Dv∗ can be produced oﬀ-shell. We
describe the Dv∗ contribution by a tail of the Breit-Wigner function with ﬂoating normalization.
Fit results are shown as a dashed line for this combination.
Fitted resonance yields and corresponding product branching ratios are listed in Table 2. The
∗∗
contribution of the non-resonant
�component in all cases is consistent with zero. The B → D ℓν
decay signiﬁcance is deﬁned as −2 ln Lmax /L0 , where L0 is the likelihood value returned by the
ﬁt to the D (∗) π distribution with the D ∗∗ contribution ﬁxed to zero. Our result for B → D̄1 ℓ+ ν
is in good agreement with previous measurements 7 . For a D0∗ + D2∗ hypothesis the branching

Table 1: Results for B → D(∗) πℓν where the ﬁrst error is statistical and the second is systematic.

Mode
B + → D̄ 0 ℓ+ ν
B + → D − π + ℓ+ ν
B + → D ∗− π + ℓ+ ν
B 0 → D − ℓ+ ν
B 0 → D̄ 0 π − ℓ+ ν
B 0 → D̄ ∗0 π − ℓ+ ν

Yield
2320 ± 60
192 ± 19
123 ± 14
760 ± 30
150 ± 20
22 ± 8

Eﬀ.,%
6.4
2.8
1.14
3.7
3.7
0.40

B(mode),%
2.15 ± 0.22 13
0.40 ± 0.04 ± 0.06
0.64 ± 0.08 ± 0.09
2.12 ± 0.20 13
0.42 ± 0.07 ± 0.06
0.56 ± 0.21 ± 0.08
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ratio of the decay to the wide D0∗ is large, in contrast to theoretical predictions 3 . However, the
present statistics do not deﬁnitely exclude an interpretation of broadly distributed Dπ + events
as the Dv∗ tail.
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Figure 2: Hadronic invariant mass distributions for: a) B + → D− π + ℓ+ ν, b) B + → D∗− π + ℓ+ ν, c) B 0 →
D̄0 π − ℓ+ ν, d) B 0 → D̄∗0 π − ℓ+ ν. Insets show the distributions before background subtraction in the region around
the narrow D∗∗ ’s. The background is shown as the hatched histogram. The curves are the ﬁts, which are described
in the text.

For D ∗,∗∗ ’s decaying into Dπ we perform a study of the helicity angle distributions, which
is the angle between π momentum and the direction opposite to Bsl -momentum in the D ∗,∗∗
rest frame. To extract the Dv∗ , D0∗ and the D2∗ helicity distributions we perform a combined
ﬁt of the M (Dπ) spectra for Dπ combinations from both B + and B 0 in bins of helicity angle.
The ﬁt procedure is identical to that used for the B(B → D ∗,∗∗ ℓν) calculation. The results
corrected for the eﬃciency are plotted in Fig. 3. D2∗ distributions for Dv∗ and D0∗ hypothesis
coincide within errors, so that only that for the D0∗ + D2∗ case is shown in Fig. 3 c. The D0∗
helicity distribution is consistent with the J = 0 hypothesis (χ2 /ndf = 6.0/4, where ndf is
the number of degrees of freedom). The D2∗ helicity distribution is ﬁtted with the function
a20 |Y20 |2 + 4a21 |Y21 |2 + 4a22 |Y22 |2 , where the Yji are spherical harmonics and a20 + 4a21 + 4a22 = 1. The
ﬁt yields a20 = 0.74±0.10, a21 = 0.04±0.02 and a22 = 0.02±0.02; the ﬁt quality is χ2 /ndf = 2.0/3.
The ﬁt is consistent with the assumed quantum numbers and demonstrates that the D2∗ from
semileptonic decay is dominantly in the sz = 0 spin projection. Helicity distributions, predicted
by theory, are shown as dashed lines. For evaluating the Dv∗ + D2∗ hypothesis, the obtained
Dv∗ helicity distribution (Fig. 3 b) is ﬁtted with the function b20 |Y10 |2 + b21 |Y11 |2 . This ﬁt yields
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Table 2: Results of the D(∗) π + pair invariant mass study. B(mode) ≡ B(B → D∗∗ ℓν) × B(D∗∗ → D(∗) π + ). The
ﬁrst error is statistical and the second is systematic.

Mode
→ D̄0∗0 ℓ+ ν
+
B → D̄2∗0 ℓ+ ν
B 0 → D0∗− ℓ+ ν

Yield
102 ± 19
94 ± 13
61 ± 22

B 0 → D2∗− ℓ+ ν
′
B + → D̄10 ℓ+ ν
B + → D̄10 ℓ+ ν
B + → D̄2∗0 ℓ+ ν
′
B 0 → D1− ℓ+ ν
B 0 → D1− ℓ+ ν

68 ± 13
−5 ± 11
81 ± 13
35 ± 11
4±8
20 ± 7

B 0 → D2∗− ℓ+ ν

1±6

B+

B(mode),%
0.24 ± 0.04 ± 0.06
0.22 ± 0.03 ± 0.04
0.20 ± 0.07 ± 0.05
< 0.4 @ 90% C.L.
0.22 ± 0.04 ± 0.04
< 0.07 @ 90% C.L.
0.42 ± 0.07 ± 0.07
0.18 ± 0.06 ± 0.03
< 0.5 @ 90% C.L.
0.54 ± 0.19 ± 0.09
< 0.9 @ 90% C.L.
< 0.3 @ 90% C.L.

Signif.
5.4
8.0
2.6
5.5
6.7
3.2
2.9

b20 = 0.15 ± 0.09, b21 = 0.85 ± 0.09 (χ2 /ndf = 18.8/4) in poor agreement with expectations from
theory, shown as a dashed line.
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Figure 3: Helicity distributions for a) D0∗ , b) Dv∗ , c) D2∗ . The curves represent the ﬁts, described in the text.

We also study the dependence of the B → D ∗∗ transition on q 2 or, equivalently, on the
conventional HQET variable w, which is the dot-product of B and D ∗∗ four-velocities: w =
vB · vD∗∗ . The w-dependence is obtained from ﬁts of Dπ invariant mass in bins of w. The
results are presented in Fig. 4. As with the helicity study the D2∗ distribution is shown only
for the D0∗ + D2∗ hypothesis in Fig. 4 c. The w distribution is ﬁtted according to the model
given in Ref. 15 . In HQET, the matrix elements between the B and D states to leading order
in ΛQCD /mQ are expressed in terms of three universal Isgur-Wise functions ξ(w), τ1/2 (w) and
τ3/2 (w) for (D, D ∗ ), (D0∗ , D1′ ) and (D1 , D2∗ ) doublets, respectively 15 . We assume a “pole” form
2
for ξ(w): ξ = (2/(1 + w))2ρ and a linear form for τi (w) functions: τi (w) = τi (1)[1 + τ̂i′ (w − 1)],
′
′ + 0.5 16 . A simultaneous ﬁt to the w-distributions for D ∗
and the following relation: τ̂1/2
= τ̂3/2
0
′
∗ ℓν, we also
= −1.8 ± 0.3. Using the measured branching ratios of B → D0,2
and D2∗ gives τ̂3/2
calculate τ3/2 (1) = 0.75 and τ1/2 (1) = 1.28. All parameters are in agreement with expectations
except for τ1/2 (1), which is larger than predicted due to the large value of B(B → D0∗ ℓν).
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Figure 4: w distributions for a) D0∗ , b) Dv∗ , c) D2∗ . The curves are the ﬁts, which are described in the text.

3

Conclusion

In conclusion, we measured the branching fractions for B → D (∗) πℓν decays. We also performed
an analysis of the ﬁnal state D (∗) π hadronic system and obtained branching ratios for the
B → D ∗∗ ℓν components. Semileptonic decay to D2∗ meson is observed and measured for the ﬁrst
time. Helicity and w distributions are studied for this decay. We observe a broad enhancement
in the Dπ mass distribution consistent with wide D0∗ production. The branching ratio of the
decay to B → D0∗ ℓν is found to be large, in contrast with theoretical predictions 3 . However
there is no indication of a broad D1′ in the B → D ∗ πℓν channel, which should be of the same
order. The combined likelihood of ﬁts to the Dπ mass, helicity and w distributions for D0∗ + D2∗
hypothesis is higher than that for the Dv∗ + D2∗ combination by 2.8σ. However, the present data
sample cannot exclude the interpretation of this enhancement as a Dv∗ tail.
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SEMILEPTONIC B AND D DECAYS — A REVIEW OF RECENT PROGRESS
M. MAZUR
Department of Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA 93106

We present a review of semileptonic decays of B and D mesons, highlighting recent results from
the B factories. We discuss measurements of both inclusive and exclusive decays, measurements of the CKM quark-mixing matrix elements |Vcb | and |Vub |, studies of nonperturbative
QCD eﬀects, and a search for new physics eﬀects using decays to τ leptons.

1

Introduction

Semileptonic decays provide an excellent laboratory in which to study electroweak physics, QCD,
and to search for physics beyond the Standard Model. We present recent results on semileptonic
B and D meson decays from the three B factories, BABAR, Belle, and CLEO.
2

|Vcb | and Heavy-quark Parameters from Inclusive B Decays

The inclusive decay mode B → Xc ℓ− ν ℓ 1 , where Xc indicates any charmed hadronic system, can
be used both to measure the CKM matrix element 2 |Vub | and to study nonperturbative QCD
eﬀects of quarks bound inside hadrons. The diﬀerential decay rate for this process is described
in Heavy Quark Eﬀective Theory (HQET) as an expansion in terms of αs , whose eﬀects are
perturbatively calculable, and in the b quark mass, mb , whose eﬀects are nonperturbative and
must be measured in data. At second order in 1/mb , two nonperturbative parameters arise,
corresponding to the kinetic energy and chromomagnetic moment of the b quark in the B meson
and denoted µ2π and µ2G , respectively 3 ; at third order in 1/mb , two further parameters arise,
ρ3LS and ρ3D . By measuring moments of the lepton energy spectrum and the Xc mass spectrum
in B → Xc ℓ− ν ℓ decays and the photon energy spectrum in B → Xs γ decays — and by studying
the variation of these moments as a function of a low-energy cut on the lepton (or photon, in
the case of B → Xs γ) energy — we can measure these nonperturbative heavy-quark expansion
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parameters. By measuring the total rate of B → Xx ℓ− ν ℓ decays, we can simultaneously extract
the value of |Vcb |.
The Belle and BABAR Collaborations recently presented measurements of the moments of
the Eℓ and mX spectra 4 . These measurements use a tagging technique where one of the two B
mesons in an Υ (4S) → BB event is fully reconstructed in a hadronic decay channel; by tagging
one B meson, the second B can be reconstructed with reduced background and additional
kinematic constraints, both of which are helpful when reconstructing decays with unobserved
neutrinos. Corrections are applied to the observed kinematic variables Eℓ and mX to account
for ﬁnite detector resolution and the eﬀects of unobserved particles. The Belle measurements
use an unfolding technique, based on the Singular Valued Decomposition technique 5 , while the
BABAR analysis uses a set of calibration curves to make event-by-event corrections.
A global ﬁt 6,7 for |Vcb | and the heavy-quark expansion parameters is shown in Figure 1. The
average includes the recent measurements from Belle and BABAR, as well as older measurements
from CLEO, CDF, and DELPHI, and includes up to the third Eℓ moment, the third mX moment,
and the second Eγ moment, all for a variety of lepton or photon energy cuts. The measured
moments are highly correlated with one another takes into account the individual covariance
matrices as well as a number of external constraints from theory and from other measurements.
The measured value of |Vcb | is (42.04 ± 0.34 ± 0.59) × 10−3 , with a total error less than 2%, and
the b quark mass is measured as (4.597 ± 0.034) GeV/c2 , with an error less than 1%.
Inclusion of the B → Xs γ photon energy moments in this global ﬁt is somewhat problematic,
both from a theoretical and an experimental point of view 8 . Theoretically, including these
moments is diﬃcult, in part because all calculations are model dependent to some degree, and
in part because the operator product expansion must take into account non-local operators
which are diﬃcult to estimate. Additionally, the experimental results display some tension,
with the B → Xs γ results pulling down the value of mb by about 1%. If the B → Xs γ
moments are excluded from the ﬁt, we instead obtain |Vcb | = (41.85 ± 0.38 ± 0.59) × 10−3 and
mb = (4.660 ± 0.053) GeV/c2 . While the eﬀect on |Vcb | is rather small, the eﬀect of this change
on the value of |Vub | is much larger, ≈ 10%; for this reason, the extraction of |Vub | presented
below uses only the B → Xc ℓ− ν ℓ moments.
3

|Vub | from Inclusive B Decays

Precision measurement of |Vub | is one of the main goals of the B factory physics program since,
together with the angle β, |Vub | helps determine the apex of the Unitarity Triangle 2 . The
most precise measurements of |Vub | come from the inclusive B → Xu ℓ− ν ℓ decay rate, which is
proportional to |Vub |2 .
The B → Xu ℓ− ν ℓ decay rate is diﬃcult to measure because background from B → Xc ℓ− ν ℓ
decays is 50 times larger than the signal. Measurements of |Vub | use cuts on kinematic variables
— including the lepton energy, mX , q 2 , and P+ ≡ EX −|pX | — to suppress this |Vcb | background,
taking advantage of the fact that the c quark is much heavier than the u. The partial decay rate
in this restricted phase space is then extrapolated back to the full decay rate using theoretical
models 9 based on heavy-quark parameters which are determined from B → Xc ℓ− ν ℓ decays as
described above.
BABAR presented a measurement 10 of |Vub | using three kinematic variables: mX , q 2 , and
P+ . One B meson is fully reconstructed and a high-momentum lepton is identiﬁed in the
recoil. Combinatorial backgrounds are subtracted by ﬁtting distributions of the tag B mass
in bins of the three kinematic variables, and a ﬁt to the resulting kinematic distributions is
used to distinguish B → Xu ℓ− ν ℓ signal from the residudual B → Xc ℓ− ν ℓ events and other
backgrounds. Several values of |Vub | are reported for diﬀerent kinematic cuts and in diﬀerent
theoretical frameworks. A global average of inclusive |Vub | measurements 6 , including this latest
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Figure 1: Projection of a global ﬁt for |Vcb | and heavy-quark expansion parameters using moments measurements,
showing the error ellipse in the mb − −µ2π plane. The ellipse is shown for three conﬁgurations of the ﬁt: including
all moments in the ﬁt, including just the B → Xc ℓ− ν ℓ moments, and including just the B → Xs γ moments.

one and a similar analysis from Belle 11 , is shown in Figure 2 for the BLNP framework; |Vub | is
measured to be (3.98 ± 0.15 ± 0.30) × 10−3 , with a total error of 8%, while similar results are
obtained in the other theoretical frameworks 9 .
4

Charm Semileptonic Decays and Form Factors

Studies of exclusive semileptonic decays, in which particular ﬁnal state hadronic systems are
selected, provide us with another approach to measuring CKM matrix elements and another way
to help shed light on perturbative QCD processes. The dynamics of exclusive semileptonic decays
are described by a set of form factors which are functions of the squared momentum transfer,
q 2 . A variety of theoretical techniques have been used to calculate these form factors 12 . Decays
of charm mesons provide a clean environment in which to measure the dynamics of semileptonic
decay and to study these form factors; testing form factor models in the charm sector also leads
to improved understanding of the form factors in the bottom sector, improving the extraction
of |Vcb | and |Vub |.
CLEO-c presented recent results on the semileptonic D decays D → πℓ− ν ℓ and D → Kℓ− ν ℓ
for both charged and neutral D mesons 13 . This analysis uses the missing four-momentum in
the event to estimate the neutrino momentum, taking advantage of the good hermeticity of the
detector. Signal events are required to have a squared missing mass, m2miss , consistent with
zero, indicating that a single neutrino was undetected. Signals are further discriminated from
background events using two kinematic variables, the mass and energy of the reconstructed D
candidate.
A ﬁt is performed in bins of q 2 in order to measure the branching fractions and to extract
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Figure 2: Global averages of inclusive |Vub | measurements (left) and the exclusive B 0 → π − ℓ+ νℓ branching
fraction (right), highlighting the consistency between many diﬀerent measurement techniques as well as the
precision obtained in recent years from the B factories.

information about the form factors. The branching fractions measured are B(D 0 → π + ℓ− ν ℓ ) =
(0.299 ± 0.011 ± 0.009)%, B(D− → π 0 ℓ− ν ℓ ) = (0.373 ± 0.022 ± 0.013)%, B(D0 → K + ℓ− ν ℓ ) =
(3.56 ± 0.03 ± 0.09)%, and B(D− → K 0 ℓ− ν ℓ ) = (8.53 ± 0.13 ± 0.23)%, consistent with similar
recent results from Belle and BABAR 14 . The form factors for these decays are measured using
both a model-independent series expansion and pole models. The expansion results are generally
consistent with previous measurements. While the pole models also consistent with previous
measurements, they only give a reasonable description of the data for unphysical parameter
values. By using lattice QCD calculations of the form factor normalizations, they measure
|Vcd | = 0.217 ± 0.009 ± 0.004 ± 0.023 and |Vcs | = 1.015 ± 0.010 ± 0.011 ± 0.106, in good agreement
with previous measurements.
5

|Vub | from Exclusive B Decays

Exclusive b → u decay modes, such as B → πℓ− ν ℓ , B → ρℓ− ν ℓ , B → ωℓ− ν ℓ , and B → η (′) ℓ− ν ℓ ,
allow us to measure |Vub | as well as to test form factor models in heavy-to-light meson decays.
The experimental and theoretical errors on |Vub | from exclusive decays are orthogonal to those
in inclusive decays, making these modes complementary to the inclusive studies discussed above.
The CLEO Collaboration recently published 15 a study of the exclusive modes B → hℓ− ν ℓ ,
where h = {π + /π 0 /ρ+ /ρ0 /ω/η/η ′ }. As in the previous analysis, the missing momentum in the
event must be consistent with a single neutrino, which is then used to reconstruct the B → hℓ− ν ℓ
candidate. Signal and background events are identiﬁed using two kinematic variables: mhℓ− ν ℓ ,
the mass of the hℓ− ν ℓ system after correcting for the neutrino energy resolution, and ∆E, the
diﬀerence between the observed energy of the hℓ− ν ℓ system and the beam energy. For the ρ
and ω modes, the invariant mass mh of the ρ or ω is also used to discriminate signal from
background. A binned ﬁt is performed to the joint distribution of mhℓ− ν ℓ , ∆E, q 2 , mh , and, for
the ρ mode, cos θW ℓ , the cosine of the angle between the lepton and the W in the B rest frame;
this last variable is sensitive to the helicity of the ρ.
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Using isospin to combine the π + with π 0 results and the ρ+ , ρ0 , and ω results, they obtain
B(B 0 → π + ℓ− ν ℓ ) = (1.31±0.15±0.11)×10−4 and B(B 0 → ρ+ ℓ− ν ℓ ) = (2.93±0.37±0.37)×10−4 ,
results which are among the most precise measurements to date. The branching fraction for
B 0 → π + ℓ− ν ℓ can be compared to the world average 6 , which is shown in Figure 2. From the π
−3
channel, they also measure |Vub | = (3.6 ± 0.4 ± 0.2+0.6
−0.4 ) × 10 , comparable in precision to recent
16
results from the BABAR and Belle Collaborations and consistent with the current world average.
They ﬁnd 3σ evidence for the η ′ mode with B(B − → η ′ ℓ− ν ℓ ) = (2.66 ± 0.80 ± 0.56) × 10−4 and
set a 90% upper limit B(B − → ηℓ− ν ℓ ) < 1.01×10−4 ; these results are consistent with a previous
BABAR upper limit at the 5% level, and may suggest a signiﬁcant singlet contribution to the η ′ .

6

B → Dℓ− ν ℓ , D∗ ℓ− ν ℓ , and D ∗∗ ℓ− ν ℓ

Understanding the exclusive b → c semileptonic decays is another important part of the B factory
physics program, particularly since these modes have among the largest B meson branching
fractions. The dominant decay modes B → Dℓ− ν ℓ and B → D ∗ ℓ− ν ℓ make up about 70% of
the total inclusive rate 6 , with the remaining 30% not yet well measured. These decay modes
provide us with complementary measurements of |Vcb | and allow us to study decay form factors
and HQET. Additionally, these processes are backgrounds in many other analyses, so improved
understanding of these decays will lead to improvements in extraction of |Vub | and |Vcb |.
The BABAR Collaboration has presented a simultaneous measurement of the branching fractions B → Dℓ− ν ℓ , B → D ∗ ℓ− ν ℓ , B → Dπ ± ℓ− ν ℓ , and B → D ∗ π ± ℓ− ν ℓ , for both charged and
neutral B mesons 17 . Each of these modes is reconstructed in the recoil of a fully reconstructed
B meson, and signals are extracted using a ﬁt to the m2miss distribution, where correctly reconstructed events with just one missing neutrino peak at zero m2miss . Each of these eight branching
fractions is the most precise measurement to date. The sum of these measurements, together
with the inclusive branching fraction, suggests that (11 ± 4)% of B → Xc ℓ− ν ℓ decays are still
unaccounted for, and may likely be due to B → D (∗) nπℓ− ν ℓ decays with n > 1 pions in the ﬁnal
state.
Studies of the decays B → D∗∗ ℓ− ν ℓ (where D ∗∗ means either a charm resonance heavier
than the D ∗ or a nonresonant D(∗) nπ system) are interesting because, as mentioned above, the
known exclusive decay modes do not saturate the inclusive decay rate, and D∗∗ is expected to
make up most of the remainder. These decays are also interesting because of what is known
as the 1/2–3/2 puzzle: HQET strongly favors production of resonances where the light quark
has angular momentum jq = 3/2 (the D1 and D2∗ states) over those with angular momentum
jq = 1/2 (the D0∗ and D1′ ), but experimental results 18 suggest that the rates of the two angular
momentum states are comparable.
Belle and BABAR recently presented studies of B → D∗∗ ℓ− ν ℓ decays where the individual D∗∗
states are distinguished 19 . Both analyses identify a clean sample of B → D(∗) π ± ℓ− ν ℓ decays by
reconstructing them in the recoil of a fully reconstructed B meson and using m2miss to identify
signal events. A ﬁt to the Dπ and D∗ π mass spectra is used to disentangle the individual
D∗∗ contributions, and the branching fractions are summarized in Table 1. The results of the
two analyses are largely consistent with one another and with previous results. The branching
fractions for the jq = 1/2 states are of the same magnitude as the jq = 3/2 states, conﬁrming
earlier results yet perpetuating the 1/2–3/2 puzzle in HQET. Neither measuement sees evidence
for a nonresonant B → D(∗) πℓ− ν ℓ state. The most signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the two sets
of results is in the B → D1′ ℓ− ν ℓ state. Belle sees no evidence for these decays and sets an
upper limit, while BABAR, with comparable sensitivity, sees a signiﬁcant signal (> 6σ). It is
diﬃcult to accomodate a large rate for the B → D0∗ ℓ− ν ℓ state without a similarly large rate in
B → D1′ ℓ− ν ℓ , so further study of these modes will help to resolve this discrepancy.
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Table 1: Measured product branching fractions B(B → D∗∗ ℓ− ν ℓ ) × B(D∗∗ → D(∗) π). Both analyses observe
nonresonant B → D(∗) πℓ− ν ℓ yields consistent with zero.

Mode

B − → D0∗0 ℓ− ν ℓ
B − → D2∗0 ℓ− ν ℓ
B 0 → D0∗+ ℓ− ν ℓ
B 0 → D2∗+ ℓ− ν ℓ
B − → D1′0 ℓ− ν ℓ
B − → D10 ℓ− ν ℓ
B − → D2∗0 ℓ− ν ℓ
B 0 → D1′+ ℓ− ν ℓ
B 0 → D1+ ℓ− ν ℓ
B 0 → D2∗+ ℓ− ν ℓ
7

B(B → D∗∗ ℓ− ν ℓ ) × B(D ∗∗ → D (∗) π) (%)
Belle
BABAR
Dπ invariant mass ﬁt
0.24 ± 0.04 ± 0.06
0.28 ± 0.05 ± 0.04
0.22 ± 0.03 ± 0.04
0.16 ± 0.03 ± 0.01
0.20 ± 0.07 ± 0.05
0.47 ± 0.09 ± 0.07
0.22 ± 0.04 ± 0.04
0.08 ± 0.04 ± 0.02
D∗ π invariant mass ﬁt
< 0.07 (90% CL)
0.27 ± 0.05 ± 0.05
0.42 ± 0.07 ± 0.07
0.29 ± 0.03 ± 0.03
0.18 ± 0.06 ± 0.03
0.07 ± 0.01 ± 0.01
< 0.5 (90% CL)
0.37 ± 0.07 ± 0.05
0.54 ± 0.19 ± 0.09
0.25 ± 0.05 ± 0.03
< 0.3 (90% CL)
0.04 ± 0.02 ± 0.01

B → D (∗) τ − ν τ

Semileptonic decays with τ leptons provide a new source of information on SM processes as
well as a window into physics beyond the SM since the large τ mass gives sensitivity to decays
mediated by a charged Higgs boson 20 . Because the corresponding decays to light leptons have
been studied and the form factors have been measured, theoretical predictions for the τ modes are
quite clean, making these modes attractive probes of new physics. These decays are extremely
challenging experimentally, however, due to the presence of multiple neutrinos in the ﬁnal state.
Belle and BABAR recently presented the ﬁrst results on exclusive semitauonic B decays 21 .
Both experiments fully reconstruct one of the two B mesons in the event and use the kinematic
constraints to measure the missing four-momentum from the second B. Care must be taken
to be sure that the decay products of both B mesons are correctly reconstructed and account
for all of the visible particles in the event, since mistakes tend to fake the missing momentum
signature of signal events.
The Belle analysis reconstructs B 0 → D ∗+ τ − ν τ with τ − → ℓ− ν ℓ ντ and τ − → π − ντ and
requires events to have a large value of Xmiss , a kinematic variable closely related to the missing
mass. This cut preferentially selects events in which multiple neutrinos have escaped detection.
The signal yield is then extracted by ﬁtting the tag B mass distribution, yielding the result
B(B 0 → D ∗+ τ − ν τ ) = (2.02+0.40
−0.37 ± 0.37)%.
The BABAR analysis reconstructs four modes, B − → D0 τ − ν τ , B − → D∗0 τ − ν τ , B 0 →
D+ τ − ν τ , and B 0 → D ∗+ τ − ν τ , with τ − → ℓ− ν ℓ ντ . The signal is extracted with a ﬁt to the
m2miss and lepton momentum distributions (for signal events, this lepton is secondary), performed
simultaneously in the D0 , D ∗0 , D + , and D∗+ ﬁnal states, as well as a set of control samples
which simultaneously constrain background from B → D∗∗ ℓ− ν ℓ decays. Combining results from
charged and neutral B modes, they obtain B(B 0 → D+ τ − ν τ ) = (0.86 ± 0.24 ± 0.11 ± 0.06)%
and B(B 0 → D∗+ τ − ν τ ) = (1.62 ± 0.31 ± 0.10 ± 0.05)%, where the D∗ result is consistent with
that of Belle.
Both the Belle and BABAR results are about one standard deviation higher than the SM
prediction. These measurements are statistically limited, however, and with increased statistics,
studies of these modes are expected to add signiﬁcant constraints to new physics models. In
addition to the branching fractions, several other observables are sensitive to possible non-SM
contributions, including q 2 distributions and D∗ and τ polarization 20 , which would add to the
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sensitivity of future studies of B → D(∗) τ − ν τ .
8

Conclusion

We have presented an overview of recent results in semileptonic decays from the B factories.
|Vub | has been measured with several diﬀerent techniques and is now known to better than 10%,
while |Vcb | is now known to better than 2%. Both of these measurements are fundamental to the
B factory goal of overconstraining the Unitarity Triangle. Work is ongoing to understand the
composition of the exclusive states which make up B → Xc ℓ− ν ℓ , particularly in disentangling
the various D∗∗ contributions. New decay modes with τ leptons have been observed for the ﬁrst
time, opening up a new window into physics beyond the Standard Model.
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Charm and tau decays at B factories
A. Zupanc
Jozef Stefan Institute, Experimental Particle Physics Department,
Jamova 39, 1001 Ljubljana, Slovenia

We discuss recent results on charm and tau physics obtained by the Belle and BaBar collaborations. In the charm section we present measurements of D0 – D̄0 mixing parameters,
measurements searches for CP violation in D0 decays and a measurement of Ds meson decay
constant. In the tau section the recent results on lepton ﬂavor violation in tau decays to three
leptons or a lepton and a vector meson are discussed.

1

Introduction

The cross-sections for cc̄ and τ pair production are very similar to the bb̄ production cross-section
at the B factories. The Belle 1 and BaBar 2 detectors at the KEKB 3 and PEP-II colliders have
accumulated together over 1 ab−1 of data and therefore provide large samples and an excellent
environment to study charm and τ decays.
2

0

D 0 – D mixing and search for CP violation in D 0 decays

Particle-antiparticle mixing has been observed in several systems of neutral mesons: neutral
0
kaons, Bd and Bs mesons. Last year at this conference the ﬁrst evidence for D 0 – D mixing 4,5
was presented by both Belle and BaBar collaborations. As in the kaon and B-meson systems,
0
the D0 – D are produced in ﬂavor eigenstates. The mixing occurs through weak interactions
between the quarks and gives rise to two diﬀerent mass eigenstates
|D1,2 >= p|D 0 > ±q|D̄ 0 >,

(1)

where |p|2 + |q|2 = 1. The time evolution of ﬂavor eigenstate is then given by
ix + y
q
ix + y
t + |D̄ 0 > sinh
t
|D (t) >= |D > cosh
2
p
2
0

�

0

�

�

�

��

1

× e− 2 (1+

im
)t
Γ

,

(2)
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Table 1: The mixing parameter yCP and CP violating parameter ∆Y measured by BaBar using the ratios of
lifetimes for the decays of D0 mesons to K − K + , π − π + and K − π + .

Sample
K −K +
π− π+
Combined

yCP
(+1.60 ± 0.46 ± 0.17)%
(+0.46 ± 0.65 ± 0.25)%
(+1.24 ± 0.39 ± 0.13)%

∆Y
(−0.40 ± 0.44 ± 0.12)%
(+0.05 ± 0.64 ± 0.32)%
(−0.26 ± 0.36 ± 0.08)%

0

where the two parameters that describe the D 0 – D mixing x and y,
x =
y =
Γ =

m1 − m2
,
Γ
Γ1 − Γ2
,
2Γ
Γ1 + Γ2
2

(3)
(4)
(5)

are the mass and width diﬀerence of the two mass eigenstates. In the Standard Model (SM), D0 –
0
D mixing is strongly GIM and CKM suppressed, and is dominated by long distance eﬀects 6 . As
the mixing rate is expected to be small within the SM, it is sensitive to the contribution of new,
as of now unobserved processes and particles. The largest SM predictions for the parameters x
and y, which include the impact of long distance dynamics, are of order 1% 6 .
CP violating eﬀects in decays of neutral D meson system would appear as a diﬀerence in
0
the partial decay widths of D0 and D mesons decaying to a CP eigenstate f
ACP =

Γ(D 0 → f ) − Γ(D̄0 → f¯)
.
Γ(D 0 → f ) + Γ(D̄0 → f¯)

(6)

The contribution to the time-integrated asymmetry in neutral D meson decays can be separated
into three parts: direct CP violation in decays to speciﬁc states, indirect CP violation in D 0 –
0
D mixing, and indirect CP violation in interference between mixing and decay. Indirect CP
violation is to a good approximation predicted to be universal for amplitudes with ﬁnal CP
eigenstates, but direct CP violation can be non-universal depending on the speciﬁcs of the new
physics. Within the SM the expected level of CP violation is below the current experimental
sensitivity 7 , therefore any positive signal would indicate physics beyond the SM.
0
BaBar measured D0 – D mixing parameters using the ratios of lifetimes for the decays of
neutral D mesons to CP even eigenstates K − K + and π − π + to the mixed-CP state K − π + 8 .
The ratio of lifetimes
τKπ
− 1, h = K, π,
(7)
yCP =
τhh
corresponds in the limit of conserved CP symmetry to the mixing parameter y deﬁned above.
0
By measuring the lifetime diﬀerence of D 0 and D mesons decaying to CP eigenstates the CP
violating parameter
0
τhh (D 0 ) − τhh (D )
τKπ
AΓ , AΓ =
∆Y =
(8)
0
< τhh >
τhh (D 0 ) + τhh (D )
is measured. In the limit of CP conservation ∆Y = 0.
The D0 meson is required to be produced in a D∗+ → D0 π + decay a . This requirement
suppresses the background and tags the ﬂavor of neutral D meson at the production with
the charge of the pion. The D0 lifetime is determined from an unbinned likelihood ﬁt to the
a
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Figure 1: The RM values of the four subsamples (e and µ, each for two diﬀerent Belle detector conﬁgurations).
Fit result to this four values is shown with dashed line, the dotted lines represent ±σ interval, and the solid line
corresponds to no mixing.

reconstructed decay time and its estimated error, determined by a vertex-constrained combined
ﬁt to the D0 decay and production vertices. The obtained value of yCP given in Table 1,
0
combined for both decay modes, represent evidence of D0 – D mixing at the 3σ level. It
conﬁrms the lifetime ratio measurement made by Belle 4 . The comparison of measured lifetimes
0
for D0 and D decaying to CP eigenstates K − K + , π − π + shows now evidence for CP violation
(Table 1).
0
Belle performed an improved search for D 0 – D mixing using semileptonic D 0 → K (∗)− ℓ+ νℓ
decays 9 , where the lepton is either an electron or a muon. Neutral D mesons from D ∗+ → D 0 π +
decays are used and tagged at production by the charge of the pion. The mixing parameter,
RM ≃

x2 + y 2
NWS
=
,
2
NRS

(9)

is determined by measuring the numbers of reconstructed wrong (WS) and right sign (RS) events.
The non-mixed decay results in a charge combination π + K − ℓ+ referred to as the RS charge
combination while the mixing process results in a charge combination π + K + ℓ− and is referred
to as the WS charge combination. The reconstructed masses of D 0 and D∗+ candidates are
smeared since the neutrino is not directly reconstructed. The RS and WS yields are determined
from the ﬁts to the RS and WS distributions of mass diﬀerence ∆M = M (Kℓνπ) − M (Kℓν),
in which the uncertainty due to the neutrino four momentum cancels to a large extent. No
signiﬁcant WS signal is found in either the electron or muon samples and the most stringent
experimental limit, obtained from semileptonic decays, on time time integrated mixing rate is
given, RM < 6.1 × 10−4 at 90% C.L. The RM values obtained for each subsample, e and µ, are
shown on Fig. 1.
The Belle and BaBar collaborations performed measurements searching for CP violation
in decays of neutral D mesons to K − K + , π − π + 10 , π − π + π 0 11,12 and K + K − π 0 12 . The main
experimental challenge in these analyses is precise tagging of a neutral D meson decaying to a
CP eigenstate. The ﬂavor of the D0 meson at production is tagged, as in the mixing analyses
described above, by reconstructing D ∗+ → D 0 π + decays. Beside the intrinsic asymmetry ACP ,
deﬁned by Eq. 6, there are two other contributions that create a diﬀerence in the numbers
0
of reconstructed D0 and D events. The ﬁrst one is the forward-backward (FB) asymmetry
in the production of D∗+ in e+ e− → cc̄ arising from γ–Z interference and higher order QED
eﬀects and is an odd function of the cosine of the D ∗+ production polar angle in the center-ofmass system (CMS) 13 . The second one is the asymmetry in the reconstruction eﬃciencies of
oppositely charged pions from D ∗+ decays. The eﬀect of the latter is evaluated and corrected for
by measuring the relative detection eﬃciency for tagging pions using the D 0 → K − π + decays
0
with and without ﬂavor tag. CP violation would appear as an asymmetry in the D0 – D yields
independent of any kinematic variable. However, the reconstruction eﬃciency of the tagging
pion is polar angle dependent, therefore the CP asymmetry, ACP =

N 0 −ND 0
D
N 0 +ND 0 ,

is measured

D
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Figure 2: CP -violating asymmetries in KK (BaBar (a) and Belle (e)) and ππ (BaBar (b) and Belle (f)), and
forward-backward asymmetries in KK (BaBar (c) and Belle (g)) and ππ (BaBar (d) and Belle (h)). In (a), (b),
(e), and (f) the horizontal lines represent the central values.

Table 2: Measured CP asymmetry by the BaBar and Belle Collaborations in D0 → K − K + and D0 → π − π +
decays.

Ahh
CP
K +K −
π+ π−

BaBar
( 0.00 ± 0.34(stat) ± 0.13(syst))%
(−0.24 ± 0.52(stat) ± 0.22(syst))%

Belle
(−0.43 ± 0.30(stat) ± 0.11(syst))%
(+0.43 ± 0.52(stat) ± 0.12(syst))%

in intervals of the cosine of the polar angle in the CMS. Any forward-backward asymmetry is
canceled by averaging over symmetric intervals in the cosine of the polar angle in the CMS.
In Table 2 the measured CP asymmetry by the BaBar and Belle Collaborations in D0 →
−
K K + and D 0 → π − π + decays is given. No CP violation is observed in either of the decay modes. The measurements are statistically limited. The main source of the systematic
uncertainty is the statistics of the D0 → K − π + samples, used to correct the charged pion
reconstruction eﬃciency asymmetry and will thus also reduce with larger data samples.
The three-body decays D0 → π − π + π 0 , K − K + π 0 proceed both via CP eigenstates and
ﬂavor states, making it possible to probe CP violation in both types of amplitudes and in the
interference between them. Measuring interference eﬀects in a Dalitz plot probes asymmetries in
both the magnitudes and phases of the amplitudes, not simply in the overall decay rates. Belle
measured time- and phase-space integrated CP asymmetry (Eq. 6) in D 0 → π − π + π 0 decays
and BaBar measured it in D 0 → π − π + π 0 and D0 → K − K + π 0 decays. Measured asymmetries
are given in Table 3. The asymmetry in reconstruction eﬃciency of tagging pions from D∗+
decays was evaluated using independent D∗+ → D 0 (KS π 0 )π + data and Monte Carlo simulated
samples at Belle, while in BaBar’s measurement it was evaluated using tagged and untagged data
samples of D0 → K − π + decays as described above. This diﬀerence explains the larger systematic
uncertainty on measured CP asymmetry from Belle. The phase-space integrated CP asymmetry
is insensitive to diﬀerences in the Dalitz plot shapes, so BaBar adopted three other approaches
to search for CP violation in D 0 → π − π + π 0 , K − K + π 0 decays. First they quantiﬁed diﬀerences
0
between the D0 and D Dalitz plots in two dimensions by ploting normalized residuals (shown
in Figure 3)
�
(10)
∆ = (nD0 − RnD0 )/ σn2 0 + R2 σn2 0
D

D

in the Dalitz plot area elements, and where n denotes the number of events, σ its uncertainty
�
and R is the eﬃciency corrected ratio. From the calculated χ2 /ν = ( DP ∆2 )/ν value, where ν
is the number of Dalitz plot elements, the one-sided Gaussian conﬁdence levels for consistency
with no CP violation are obtained: 32.8% for π − π + π 0 and 16.6% for K − K + π 0 . In BaBar’s
0
second approach diﬀerences in the angular moments of the D 0 and D intensity distributions
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Figure 3: Normalized residuals ∆ for D0 → π − π + π 0 (left) and D0 → K − K + π 0 (right) decays.
Table 3: Measured CP asymmetry by the Belle and BaBar Collaborations in D0 → π − π + π 0 and D0 → K − K + π 0
decays.
CP
AfCP
π+ π− π0
K + K − π0

Belle
(0.43 ± 0.41(stat) ± 1.23(syst))%
-

BaBar
(−0.31 ± 0.41(stat) ± 0.17(syst))%
(+1.00 ± 1.67(stat) ± 0.25(syst))%

are looked for. The angular moments of the cosine of the helicity angle of the D0 meson
decay products reﬂect the spin and mass structure of intermediate resonant and nonresonant
amplitudes. Similarly to the previous approach the one sided Gaussian conﬁdence levels for
consistency with no CP violation are obtained: 28.2% for the π + π − , 28.4% for the π + π 0 ,
63.1% for the K + K − , and 23.8% for the K + π 0 subsystems. In the third, model dependent
approach, BaBar searched for CP violation in the amplitudes describing intermediate states
0
in the D0 and D decays. The Dalitz plot amplitude A can be parametrized as a sum of
amplitudes Ar (s+ , s− ) for all relevant intermediate states r, each with a complex coeﬃcient,
�
i.e., A = r ar eiφr Ar (s+ , s− ), where ar and φr are real and s+ and s− are the squared invariant
masses of the pair of ﬁnal state particles with +1 and −1 net charge. In the absence of CP
0
violation the values of ar and φr are expected to be identical for D0 and D decay. Comparison
0
of amplitudes and relative phases, ar and φr , obtained for D0 and D decays showed, that the
CP asymmetry in any amplitude, relative to that of the whole decay, is no larger than a few
percent.
3

Measurement of B(Ds+ → µ+ νµ )

One of the more important goals of particle physics is the precise measurement and understanding of the CKM matrix. To interpret results on B meson decays, theoretical calculations of
form factors and decay constants are often needed (usually based on lattice gauge theory 14 ).
Decays of charmed hadrons in turn enable tests of the predictions for analogous quantities in
the charm sector. It is necessary to have accurate measurements in the charm sector to check
theoretical methods and predictions. In the SM the leptonic decays of mesons are mediated by
a single virtual W ± boson. The decay rate for e.g. Ds+ → ℓ+ νℓ is given by
Γ(Ds+ → ℓ+ νℓ ) =

m2
G2F 2 2
fDs mℓ mDs (1 − 2ℓ )2 |Vcs |2 ,
8π
m Ds

(11)

where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, Vcs is the corresponding CKM matrix element, mℓ
and mDs are the masses of the lepton and Ds meson, respectively. The eﬀects of the strong
interaction are accounted for by the decay constant fDs . Since the decay rate is very small for
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Figure 4: Recoil mass spectrum for Ds -tags for right-sign (left top) and wrong sign (left bottom) charge combinations of the D meson and kaon. (Right) Spectrum of missing mass squared for Ds+ → µ+ νµ candidates. The
signal peaks at zero, the background shape in red is obtained by reconstructing Ds+ → e+ νe decays, where no
signal is expected due to helicity suppression.

electrons due to helicity suppression and detection of τ ’s involves additional neutrinos, the muon
mode is experimentally the most accessible one.
The analysis performed at Belle uses events of the type e+ e− → Ds∗ D±,0 K ±,0 X, where X can
be any number of pions and up to one photon 15 . The particles in the ﬁnal state are divided into
a tag and signal side. The tag side consists of a D meson and a kaon in any charge combination
and tags the ﬂavor of the Ds meson. The signal side is a Ds∗ decaying to Ds γ. Reconstructing
the tag side, and allowing for any possible set of particles in X, the signal side is identiﬁed by
reconstruction of the recoil mass as shown in Figure 4. Within this sample of tagged inclusive
Ds decays, decays of Ds meson to muon and neutrino are selected by requiring another charged
track that is identiﬁed as a muon and has the same charge as the Ds candidate. The number
of reconstructed Ds+ → µ+ νµ decays is then determined from the ﬁt to the recoil mass squared
against all reconstructed particles, including the muon, as shown in Figure 4. Normalizing the
number of reconstructed Ds+ → µ+ νµ decays to the number of reconstructed tagged inclusive
Ds decays an absolute branching ratio is measured
B(Ds+ → µ+ νµ ) = [6.44 ± 0.76(stat) ± 0.57(syst)] × 10−3 ,

(12)

which is consistent with the world average 16 and Babar’s 17 and Cleo-c’s 18 measurements. The
obtained value of fDs using Eq. 11 is
fDs = (275 ± 16(stat) ± 12(syst)) MeV.

(13)

A simple average of the Ds meson decay constant obtained from the cited measurements has
an uncertainty of 11 MeV. Recently a lattice QCD calculation of signiﬁcantly improved precision
was performed, with preliminary result fDs = (241 ± 3) MeV 19 . This value is somewhat lower
than the experimental average and if it proves to be stable the comparison with the experimental
results may point to some inconsistency between the two. More precise measurements are needed
for a ﬁrm conclusion.
4

Search for lepton ﬂavor violating τ decays

One of the currently most interesting questions in τ physics is whether there is a sizable lepton
ﬂavor violation (LFV) or not. LFV decays are expected even in the SM extended with the
massive neutrinos 20 , but the expected rate is very small and far beyond the reach of B factories.
Many extensions of the SM however, predict LFV τ → ℓℓℓ decays at the level of 10−10 – 10−7
21 , which can be already probed at B factories with the current accumulated data. B factories
provide very clean environment for measurements searching for LFV τ decays. Candidate signal
events are required to have 1-3 topology, where the τ on the signal side yields three charged
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Table 4: Improved 90% C.L. upper limits (UL) on B(τ → ℓℓℓ).

Mode
τ − → e− e+ e−
τ − → µ− µ+ µ−
τ − → e− µ+ µ−
τ − → µ− e+ e−
τ − → e+ µ− µ−
τ − → µ+ e− e−
L (fb−1 )

Belle
90 (×10−8 )
BUL
3.6
3.2
4.1
2.7
2.3
2.0
535

BaBar
90 (×10−8 )
BUL
4.3
5.3
3.7
8.0
5.6
5.8
376

Table 5: Improved 90% C.L. upper limits (UL) on B(τ → ℓV 0 ).

Mode
τ − → e− φ
τ − → e− ω
τ − → e− K ∗0
τ − → e− K̄ ∗0
τ − → e− ρ0
L (fb−1 )

Belle
B90 (×10−8 )
7.3
18
7.8
7.7
6.3
543

BaBar
B90 (×10−8 )
–
11
–
–
–
384

Mode
τ − → µ− φ
τ − → µ− ω
τ − → µ− K ∗0
τ − → µ− K̄ ∗0
τ − → µ − ρ0
L (fb−1 )

Belle

BaBar

90 (×10−8 )
BUL

90 (×10−8 )
BUL

13
8.9
5.9
10
6.8
543

–
10
–
–
–
384

particles, while the second τ on the tag side yields one charged track. The event is easily divided
into two hemispheres in the CMS. The signal side does not include any neutrinos in the ﬁnal
state, therefore signal events should peak at the nominal mass of the tau and at zero in the two
dimensional distribution of the invariant mass versus energy diﬀerence.
Belle and BaBar reported improved upper limits on τ → ℓℓℓ branching ratios 22,23 , where
leptons in the ﬁnal state are either electrons or muons, leading to six distinct decay modes:
e− e+ e− , µ+ e− e− , µ− e+ e− , e+ µ− µ− , e− µ+ µ− and µ− µ+ µ− . In all cases the observed number
of events in the signal region is consistent with the expected background. The improved upper
limits on branching ratios, given in Table 4, are of order of 10−8 and they already restrict the
parameter space of some beyond the SM models.
Belle reported improved upper limits on LFV τ decays to a lepton and vector meson, where
∗0
the lepton is either an electron or a muon and vector meson is either φ, K ∗0 , K or ρ0 24 . For
the ﬁrst same a search for τ → ℓω (ℓ = e, µ) decays was performed by Belle and BaBar 24,25 . No
signiﬁcant signal was observed in any of the studied decay modes. The improved upper limits
on B(τ → ℓV 0 ) range from 5.9–10×10−8 and are given in Table 5.
5

Conclusions
0

Only one year after the ﬁrst observation of D 0 – D mixing, the mixing parameter yCP is known
with relatively high precision. The current world averages of the mixing parameters x and y
26 lie at the upper edge of still uncertain theoretical expectations, at the level of 1%, therefore
0
making it impossible to conclude whether D0 – D mixing is a purely SM eﬀect or receives
contributions from new physics. CP violation is expected to be small in the D meson system,
below the sensitivity of current experimental data. If large CP violating phases are present in yet
unknown processes the asymmetries could be increased to ∼ 1%. All measured CP asymmetries
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in D 0 decays observe no CP violation.
Further measurements of the Ds meson decay constant are needed to resolve the discrepancy
between the latest lattice QCD calculations and the experimental value.
The measurements searching for LF V tau decays are approaching the 10−8 level and already
restrict the parameter space of many beyond the SM models.
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0

I review constraints on possible New Physics interactions from D 0 −D mixing measurements.
I consider the most general low energy eﬀective Hamiltonian and include leading order QCD
running of eﬀective operators. I discuss constraints from an extensive list of popular New
Physics models, each of which could be discovered at the LHC, that can generate these operators. In most of the scenarios, strong constraints that surpass those from other search
techniques could be placed on the allowed parameter space using the existent evidence for
observation of D meson mixing.

1

Introduction

Meson-antimeson mixing has traditionally been of importance because it is sensitive to heavy
degrees of freedom that propagate in the underlying mixing amplitudes. Estimates of the charm
quark and top quark mass scales were inferred from the observation of mixing in the K 0 and Bd
systems, respectively, before these particles were discovered directly.
This success has motivated attempts to indirectly detect New Physics (NP) signals by com0
paring the observed meson mixing with predictions of the Standard Model (SM). K 0 -K mixing
has historically placed stringent constraints on the parameter space of theories beyond the SM
and provides an essential hurdle that must be passed in the construction of models with NP. The
large mixing signal in the Bd and Bs systems, observed at the B-factories and the Tevatron collider, can be precisely described in terms of the SM alone, which makes the parameter spaces of
various NP models increasingly constrained. These facts inﬂuenced theoretical and experimental studies of D 0 ﬂavor oscillations, where the SM mixing rate is suﬃciently small that the NP
component might be able to compete. There has been a ﬂurry of recent experimental activity
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regarding the detection of D 0 -D̄0 mixing, which marks the ﬁrst time Flavor Changing Neutral
Currents (FCNC) have been observed in the charged +2/3 quark sector. With the potential
window to discern large NP eﬀects in the charm sector and the anticipated improved accuracy for
future mixing measurements, the motivation for a comprehensive up-to-date theoretical analysis
of New Physics contributions to D meson mixing is compelling.
The phenomenon of meson-anti-meson mixing occurs in the presence of operators that change
quark ﬂavor by two units 1 . Those operators can be generated in both the Standard Model
and many possible extensions of it. They produce oﬀ-diagonal terms in the meson-anti-meson
mass matrix, so that the basis of ﬂavor eigenstates no longer coincide with the basis of mass
eigenstates. Those two bases, however, are related by a linear transformation,
0

|D 1 � = p|D 0 � ± q|D �,

(1)

2

where the complex parameters p and q are obtained
from diagonalizing the D 0 −D0 mass matrix.
√
Neglecting CP-violation leads to p = q = 1/ 2. The mass and width splittings between those
mass eigenstates are given by
xD =

m1 − m2
,
ΓD

yD =

Γ1 − Γ 2
.
2ΓD

(2)

It is expected that xD and yD should be rather small in the Standard Model, which is usually
attributed to the absence of superheavy quarks destroying Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM)
cancellation. In Eq. (2), ΓD is the average width of the two neutral D meson mass eigenstates.
The quantities which are actually measured in most experimental determinations of the mass
(CP)
� , are deﬁned as
and width diﬀerences, yD , x�D , and yD
(CP)

yD

x�D
�
yD

�

Am
− Aprod
2
= xD cos δKπ + yD sin δKπ ,
= yD cos φ − xD sin φ

�

�

,
(3)

= yD cos δKπ − xD sin δKπ ,

� �

�

where Aprod = ND0 − ND0 / ND0 + ND0 is the so-called production asymmetry of D 0 and
0

0

D (giving the relative weight of D 0 and D in the sample) and δKπ is the strong phase diﬀerence
between the Cabibbo favored and double Cabibbo suppressed amplitudes 2 , which is usually
measured in D → Kπ transitions. In what follows we shall neglect CP-violating parameters φ
(CP)
and Am . In this limit yD = yD . Please see recent reviews 1,3,4 for more complete analysis.
2

Experimental Constraints on Charm Mixing

The recent interest in D 0 -D̄0 mixing started with the almost simultaneous observations by the
BaBar 6 and Belle 7 collaborations of nonzero mixing signals at about the per cent level,
�
yD
= (0.97 ± 0.44 ± 0.31) · 10−2
(CP)
yD

= (1.31 ± 0.32 ± 0.25) · 10

(BaBar) ,
−2

(Belle) .

(4)
(5)

This was soon followed by the announcement by the Belle collaboration of mixing measurements
from the Dalitz plot analyses of D 0 → KS π + π − 8 ,
xD = (0.80 ± 0.29 ± 0.17) · 10−2 ,

yD = (0.33 ± 0.24 ± 0.15) · 10−2 .

(6)

A ﬁt to the current database by the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group (HFAG) gives 5
−3
xD = 9.8+2.6
,
−2.7 · 10
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yD = (7.5 ± 1.8) · 10−3 ,

(7)
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which is obtained assuming no CP-violation aﬀecting mixing. It is important to note that the
combined analysis of xD and yD excludes the ”no-mixing” point xD = yD = 0 by 6.7σ 5 . This fact
adds conﬁdence that charm mixing has indeed been observed. Then, a correct interpretation of
the results is important. In addition, as with any rare low-energy transition, the question arises
on how to use it to probe for physics beyond the Standard Model.
3

Standard Model ”background” in D 0 − D0 mixing

Theoretical predictions for xD and yD obtained in the framework of the Standard Model historically span several orders of magnitude. I will not discuss predictions of the SM for the charm
mixing rates here, instead referring the interested reader to recent reviews 1,3,4 . It might be
advantageous to note that there are two approaches to describe D 0 − D0 mixing, neither of
which give very reliable results because mc is in some sense intermediate between heavy and
light.
The inclusive approach 10,11 is based on the operator product expansion (OPE). In the formal
limit mc � Λ limit, where Λ is a scale characteristic of the strong interactions, x D and yD can
be expanded in terms of matrix elements of local operators. The use of the OPE relies on local
quark- hadron duality, and on Λ/mc being small enough to allow a truncation of the series after
the ﬁrst few terms. This, however, is not realized in charm mixing, as the leading term in 1/m c
is suppressed by four and six powers of the strange quark mass for xD and yD respectively. The
parametrically-suppressed higher order terms in 1/mc can have less powers of ms , thus being
more important numerically 11 . This results in reshuﬄing of the OPE series, making it a triple
expansion in 1/mc , ms , and αs . The (numerically) leading term contains over twenty matrix
elements of dimension-12, eight-quark operators, which are diﬃcult to compute reliably. A naive
power counting then yields xD , yD < 10−3 . The exclusive approach 12 sums over intermediate
hadronic states. Since there are cancellations between states within a given SU (3) multiplet,
one needs to know the contribution of each state with high precision. However, the D is not
light enough that its decays are dominated by a few ﬁnal states. In the absence of suﬃciently
precise data, one is forced to use some assumptions. Large eﬀects in yD appear for decays close
to D threshold, where an analytic expansion in SU (3)F violation is no longer possible. Thus,
even though theoretical calculations of xD and yD are quite uncertain, the values xD ∼ yD ∼ 1%
are quite natural in the Standard Model 13 .
It then appears that experimental results of Eq. (7) are consistent with the SM predictions. Yet, those predictions are quite uncertain to be subtracted from the experimental data to
precisely constrain possible NP contributions. In this situation the following approach can be
taken. One can neglect the SM contribution altogether and assume that NP saturates the result
reported by experimental collaborations. This way, however, only an upper bound on the NP
parameters can be placed. A subtlety of this method of constraining the NP component of the
mixing amplitude is related to the fact that the SM and NP contributions can have either the
same or opposite signs. While the sign of the SM contribution cannot be calculated reliably due
to hadronic uncertainties, xD computed entirely within a given NP model can be determined
rather precisely. This stems from the fact that NP contributions are generated by heavy degrees
of freedom making short-distance OPE reliable. This means that only the part of parameter
space of NP models that generate xD of the same sign as observed experimentally can be reliably
and unambiguously constrained.
4

New Physics contributions to D 0 − D0 mixing

Any NP degree of freedom will generally be associated with a generic heavy mass scale M ,
at which the NP interaction will be most naturally described. At the scale mc of the charm
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mass, this description will have been modiﬁed by the eﬀects of QCD, which should be taken into
account. In order to see how NP might aﬀect the mixing amplitude, it is instructive to consider
oﬀ-diagonal terms in the neutral D mass matrix,
�

M−

i
Γ
2

�
12

=

∆C=−1 |n� �n|H∆C=−1 |D 0 �
1
1 � �D0 |Hw
w
∆C=−2
�D0 |Hw
|D0 � +
2MD
2MD n
MD − En + i�

(8)

∆C=−2 , which is an eﬀective |∆C| = 2 hamiltonian, represented
where the ﬁrst term contains Hw
by a set of operators that are local at the µ � mD scale. Note that a b-quark also gives a
(negligible) contribution to this term. This term only aﬀects xD , but not yD .
The second term in Eq. (8) is given by a double insertion of the eﬀective |∆C| = 1 Hamil∆C=−1 . This term is believed to give dominant contribution to D 0 − D 0 mixing in the
tonian Hw
Standard Model, aﬀecting both x and y. It is generally believed that NP cannot give any siz∆C=−1 Hamiltonian also mediates non-leptonic D-decays,
able contribution to this term, since Hw
which should then also be aﬀected by this NP contribution. I will show that there is a welldeﬁned theoretical limit where NP contribution dominates lifetime diﬀerence y D and consider
implications of this limit in ”real world”.

4.1

New Phyiscs in |∆C| = 1 interactions.

Consider a non-leptonic D 0 decay amplitude, A[D 0 → n], which includes a small NP contri(SM)
(NP)
(NP)
bution, A[D 0 → n] = An
+ An . Here, An
is assumed to be smaller than the current
experimental uncertainties on those decay rates. This ensures that NP eﬀects cannot be seen in
the current experimental analyses of non-leptonic D-decays. One can then write y D as
� ρn
� ρn
yD �
A(SM)
A(SM)
+2
A(NP)
A(SM)
.
(9)
n
n
n
n
Γ
Γ
D
D
n
n
The ﬁrst term of Eq. (schematic) represents the SM contribution to yD . The SM contribution to
yD is known to vanish in the limit of exact ﬂavor SU (3). Moreover, the ﬁrst order correction is
also absent, so the SM contribution arises only as a second order eﬀect 13 . This means that in the
ﬂavor SU (3) limit the lifetime diﬀerence yD is dominated by the second term in Eq. (9), i.e. New
Physics contributions, even if their contibutions are tiny in the individual decay amplitudes 14 !
A calculation reveals that NP contribution to yD can be as large as several percent in R-parityviolating SUSY models 9 or as small as ∼ 10−10 in the models with interactions mediated by
charged Higgs particles 14 .
This wide range of theoretical predictions can be explained by two observations. First, many
NP aﬀecting |∆C| = 1 transitions also aﬀect |∆B| = 1 or |∆S| = 1 decays or kaon and B-meson
mixings, which are tightly constrained. Second, a detailed look at a given NP model that can
potentially aﬀect yD reveals that the NP contribution itself can vanish in the ﬂavor SU (3) limit.
For instance, the structure of the NP interaction might simply mimic the one of the SM. Eﬀects
like that can occur in some models with extra space dimensions. Also, the chiral structure
of a low-energy eﬀective lagrangian in a particular NP model could be such that the leading,
mass-independent contribution vanishes exactly, as in a left-right model (LRM). Finally, the NP
coupling might explicitly depend on the quark mass, as in a model with multiple Higgs doublets.
However, most of these models feature second order SU (3)-breaking already at leading order
in the 1/mc expansion. This should be contrasted with the SM, where the leading order is
suppressed by six powers of ms and term of order m2s only appear as a 1/m6c -order correction.
4.2

New Phyiscs in |∆C| = 2 interactions.

Though the particles present in models with New Physics may not be produced in charm quark
decays, their eﬀects can nonetheless be seen in the form of eﬀective operators generated by the
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exchanges of these new particles. Even without specifying the form of these new interactions,
we know that their eﬀect is to introduce several |∆C| = 2 eﬀective operators built out of the
SM degrees of freedom.
By integrating out new degrees of freedom associated with new interactions at a scale M ,
we are left with an eﬀective hamiltonian written in the form of a series of operators of increasing
dimension. Operator power counting then tells us the most important contributions are given
by the operators of the lowest possible dimension, d = 6 in this case. This means that they
must contain only quark degrees of freedom and no derivatives. Realizing this, we can write
the complete basis of these eﬀective operators, which can be done most conveniently in terms
of chiral quark ﬁelds,
�
�f |HN P |i� = G
Ci (µ) �f |Qi |i�(µ) ,
(10)
i=1

where the prefactor G has the dimension of inverse-squared mass, the Ci are dimensionless
Wilson coeﬃcients, and the Qi are the eﬀective operators:
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

= (uL γµ cL ) (uL γ µ cL ) ,
= (uL γµ cL ) (uR γ µ cR ) ,
= (uL cR ) (uR cL ) ,
= (uR cL ) (uR cL ) ,

Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8

= (uR σµν cL ) (uR σ µν cL ) ,
= (uR γµ cR ) (uR γ µ cR ) ,
= (uL cR ) (uL cR ) ,
= (uL σµν cR ) (uL σ µν cR ) .

(11)

In total, there are eight possible operator structures that exhaust the list of possible independent
contributions to |∆C| = 2 transitions. Since these operators are generated at the scale M where
the New Physics is integrated out, a non-trivial operator mixing can occur when one takes
into account renormalization group running of these operators between the scales M and µ,
with µ being the scale where the hadronic matrix elements are computed. We shall work at
the renormalization scale µ = mc � 1.3 GeV. This evolution is determined by solving the RG
equations obeyed by the Wilson coeﬃcients,
d �
�
C(µ) = γ̂ T C(µ)
,
d log µ

(12)

where γ̂ represents the matrix of anomalous dimensions of the operators in Eq. (11) 15 . Due to
the relatively simple structure of γ̂, one can easily write the evolution of each Wilson coeﬃcient
in Eq. (10) from the New Physics scale M down to the hadronic scale µ, taking into account
quark thresholds. Corresponding to each of the eight operators {Qi } (i = 1, . . . , 8) is an RG
factor ri (µ, M ). The ﬁrst of these, r1 (µ, M ), is given explicitly by
r1 (µ, M ) =

�

αs (M )
αs (mt )

�2/7 �

αs (mt )
αs (mb )

�6/23 �

αs (mb )
αs (µ)

�6/25

.

(13)

and the rest can be expressed in terms of r1 (µ, M ) as
r2 (µ, M ) = [r1 (µ, M )]1/2 ,
r3 (µ, M ) = [r1 (µ, M )]−4 √
,
(1+
r4 (µ, M ) = [r1 (µ, M )] √241)/6 ,
r5 (µ, M ) = [r1 (µ, M )](1− 241)/6 ,

r6 (µ, M ) = r1 (µ, M ) ,
r7 (µ, M ) = r4 (µ, M ) ,
r8 (µ, M ) = r5 (µ, M ) .

(14)

The RG factors are generally only weakly dependent on the NP scale M since it is taken to be
larger than the top quark mass, mt , and the evolution of αs is slow at these high mass scales. In
Table 1, we display numerical values for the ri (µ, M ) with M = 1, 2 TeV and µ = mc � 1.3 GeV.
Here, we compute αs using the one-loop evolution and matching expressions for perturbative
consistency with the RG evolution of the eﬀective hamiltonian. A contribution to D 0 − D0
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M (TeV)
1
2

r1 (mc , M )
0.72
0.71

r2 (mc , M )
0.85
0.84

r3 (mc , M )
3.7
4.0

r4 (mc , M )
0.41
0.39

r5 (mc , M )
2.2
2.3

Table 1: Dependence of the RG factors on the heavy mass scale M .

mixing from a particular NP model can be obtained by calculating matching conditions for the
Wilson coeﬃcients Ci at the scale M , running their values down to µ and computing the relevant
matrix elements of four-quark operators. A generic model of New Physics would then give the
following contribution xD ,
P
xN
D

f 2 BD mD 2
5
7
=G D
[C1 (mc ) + C6 (mc )] − [C4 (mc ) + C7 (mc ]) + C3 (mc )
ΓD
3
12
12
�
5C2 (mc )
−
+ [C5 (mc ) + C8 (mc )] .
6
�

(15)

Here we simpliﬁed the result by assuming that all non-perturbative (’bag’) parameters are equal
to BD � 0.82. The Wilson coeﬃcients at the scale µ are related to the Wilson coeﬃcients at
the scale M by renormalization group evolution,
C1 (mc ) = r1 (mc , M )C1 (M ) ,
C2 (mc ) = r2 (mc , M )C2 (M ) ,
2
C3 (mc ) =
[r2 (mc , M ) − r3 (mc , M )] C2 (M ) + r3 (mc , M )C3 (M ) ,
3
�
�
8
15
C4 (mc ) = √
[r5 (mc , M ) − r4 (mc , M )] C4 (M ) + C5 (M )
4
241
1
+ [r4 (mc , M ) + r5 (mc , M )] C4 (M ) ,
2
1
√
C5 (mc ) =
[r4 (mc , M ) − r5 (mc , M )] [C4 (M ) + 64C5 (M )]
8 241
1
+ [r4 (mc , M ) + r5 (mc , M )] C5 (M ) ,
2
C6 (mc ) = r6 (mc , M )C6 (M ) ,
�
�
8
15
C7 (mc ) = √
[r8 (mc , M ) − r7 (mc , M )] C7 (M ) + C8 (M )
4
241
1
+ [r7 (mc , M ) + r8 (mc , M )] C7 (M ) ,
2
1
√
[r7 (mc , M ) − r8 (mc , M )] [C7 (M ) + 64C8 (M )]
C8 (mc ) =
8 241
1
+ [r7 (mc , M ) + r8 (mc , M )] C8 (M ) ,
2

(16)

A contribution of each particular NP model can then be studied using Eq. (15). Even before
performing such an analysis, one can get some idea what energy scales can be probed by D 0 −D0
mixing. Setting G = 1/M 2 and Ci (M ) = 1, we obtain M ∼ 103 TeV. More realistic models
can be probed in the region of several TeV, which is very relevant for LHC phenomenology
applications.
A program described above has been recently executed 15 for 21 well-motivated NP models,
which will be actively studied at LHC. The results are presented in Table 2. As can be seen, out
of 21 models considered, only four received no useful constraints from D 0 − D0 mixing. More
informative exclusion plots can be found in that paper 15 as well. It is interesting to note that
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Model
Fourth Generation
Q = −1/3 Singlet Quark
Q = +2/3 Singlet Quark
Little Higgs
Generic Z �
Family Symmetries
Left-Right Symmetric
Alternate Left-Right Symmetric
Vector Leptoquark Bosons
Flavor Conserving Two-Higgs-Doublet
Flavor Changing Neutral Higgs
FC Neutral Higgs (Cheng-Sher)
Scalar Leptoquark Bosons
Higgsless
Universal Extra Dimensions
Split Fermion
Warped Geometries
MSSM
SUSY Alignment
Supersymmetry with RPV
Split Supersymmetry

Approximate Constraint
|Vub� Vcb� | · mb� < 0.5 (GeV)
s2 · mS < 0.27 (GeV)
|λuc | < 2.4 · 10−4
Tree: See entry for Q = −1/3 Singlet Quark
Box: Parameter space can reach observed xD
MZ � /C > 2.2 · 103 TeV
m1 /f > 1.2 · 103 TeV (with m1 /m2 = 0.5)
No constraint
MR > 1.2 TeV (mD1 = 0.5 TeV)
(∆m/mD1 )/MR > 0.4 TeV−1
MV LQ > 55(λP P /0.1) TeV
No constraint
mH /C > 2.4 · 103 TeV
mH /|∆uc | > 600 GeV
See entry for RPV SUSY
M > 100 TeV
No constraint
M/|∆y| > (6 · 102 GeV)
M1 > 3.5 TeV
u
|(δ12 )LR,RL | < 3.5 · 10−2 for m̃ ∼ 1 TeV
u )
|(δ12
LL,RR | < .25 for m̃ ∼ 1 TeV
m̃ > 2 TeV
λ�12k λ�11k /md˜R,k < 1.8 · 10−3 /100 GeV
No constraint

Table 2: Approximate constraints on NP models from D 0 mixing.

some models require large signals in the charm system if mixing and FCNCs in the strange and
beauty systems are to be small (as in, for example, the SUSY alignment model 16,17 ).

5

Conclusions

I reviewed implications of recent measurement of D 0 − D0 mixing rates for constraining models
of New Physics. A majority of considered models received competitive constraints from D 0 − D0
mixing measurements despite hadronic uncertainties that plague SM contributions. It should be
noted that vast majority of predictions of NP models do not suﬀer from this uncertainty, and
can be computed reliably, if lattice QCD community provides calculations of matrix elements of
four-fermion operators Eq. (11).
Another possible manifestation of new physics interactions in the charm system is associated
with the observation of (large) CP-violation 1,4,18 . This is due to the fact that all quarks that
build up the hadronic states in weak decays of charm mesons belong to the ﬁrst two generations.
Since 2×2 Cabbibo quark mixing matrix is real, no CP-violation is possible in the dominant treelevel diagrams which describe the decay amplitudes. CP-violating amplitudes can be introduced
in the Standard Model by including penguin or box operators induced by virtual b-quarks.
However, their contributions are strongly suppressed by the small combination of CKM matrix
∗ . It is thus widely believed that the observation of (large) CP violation in charm
elements Vcb Vub
decays or mixing would be an unambiguous sign for New Physics.
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γ/φ3 is the less precisely known of the Unitarity Triangle angles. The general problematics of
measurements of this parameter are discussed and recent experimental results from Babar and
Belle are presented.

1
1.1

Measurements of the CKM angle γ/φ3
Introduction

In the Standard Model, CP violation is described by the presence of an irreducible phase in the
CKM matrix, the unitary matrix that relates the weak interaction with the mass eigenstates.
The CKM can be written as:
VCKM





Vud Vus Vub


=  Vcd Vcs Vcb 
Vtd Vts Vtb

where Vq1 q2 is the coupling related to the transition q1 → q2 . Many parametrizations exist in
literature, we use here a generalization of the Wolfenstein parametrization 1 as presented in 2 ,
where the four independent parameters are λ, A, ρ̄ and η̄ (where the latter is the CP violating
phase). The matrix is written:

VCKM



2

1 − λ2
λ

2
=
−λ
1 − λ2
Aλ3 (1 − ρ̄ − iη̄) −Aλ2



Aλ3 (ρ̄ − iη̄)

4
 + O(λ )
Aλ2
1

(1)
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The unitarity of the VCKM matrix implies several relations between its elements that can be
∗ V + V ∗ V + V ∗ V = 0,
represented as triangles in the (ρ̄, η̄) plane. We choose the relation Vub
ud
cb cd
tb td
whose elements can be determined by B physics measurements. This triangle, represented in
ﬁg. 1, is particularly attracting from the experimental point of view, since it has all the sides
of order λ3 . The angles of the triangle are called either α, β and γ or φ2 , φ1 and φ3 , we adopt
A=(ρ,η)
α
ρ+i η

1−ρ−i η

γ

β

C=(0,0)

B=(1,0)

Figure 1: Unitarity Triangle, represented in the (ρ̄, η̄) plane.

here the ﬁrst notation.
In the Wolfenstein parametrization the only complex elements, up to terms of order O(λ5 ),
are Vub and Vtd and the phases γ and β can be directly related to them. In particular, for γ
it can be written Vub = |Vub |e−iγ . Several measurements, using diﬀerent methods, constrain
¯ (D(∗)0 )K (∗)+ and B 0 → D(∗)0
¯ (D(∗)0 )K (∗)0
the weak phase γ from the analyses of B + → D(∗)0
decays, exploiting the interference between b → u and b → c transitions whose decay amplitudes
will be proportional to the Vub and Vcb elements respectively.
1.2

Phenomenology of B → DK decays

The amplitudes for the B → DK decays of interest can be expressed:
0

0

A (B + → D K + ) = Vus Vcb∗ (T + C) , A (B 0 → D K 0 ) = Vus Vcb∗ C ,

∗
∗
A (B + → D0 K + ) = Vcs Vub
(C̄ + A) , A (B 0 → D0 K 0 ) = Vcs Vub
C̄ .

(2)
(3)

The T parameter will account for a tree diagram, C and C̄ forcolor-suppressed diagrams and A
for an annihilation diagram. For the neutral B → DK decays, both the diagrams for the b → c
and b → u transitions are color-suppressed and their amplitudes are described by the C and C̄
parameters respectively (see 3 for a complete treatment).
1.3

Measuring a phase

The idea of measuring a relative phase φ through the interference between two amplitudes A1
and A2 eiφ connecting the same initial and ﬁnal states is based on the fact that the decay rate
between these two states is proportional to: |A1 + A2 eiφ |2 = A21 + A22 + 2A1 A2 cos φ and hence
the interference term gives sensitivity to the relative phase φ.
In ﬁg. 2 we show an interference scheme for B + mesons decays giving sensitivity to γ. The
+
B can decay either to D0 K + through a b → c transition or to D0 K + through a b → u
transition. If both the D0 and the D0 decay to the same ﬁnal state f , the study of the decay
B + → [f ]K + gives sensitivity to the relative phase between the two decay amplitudes. The
amplitude for b → c and b → u transitions can be written as A(b → u) ≡ |Vub |eiγ Au eiδu and
A(b → c) ≡ |Vcb |Ac eiδc , where Au(c) and δu(c) are the absolute value and the phase of the strong
interaction contribution to the amplitude. If the neutral D decay is also considered, a term
AD eiδD (or AD̄ eiδD̄ ) has to be included. In case of B + , the interference term in the decay rate
will be proportional to cos(δ + γ), where δ = δD − δD̄ + δu − δc . A similar diagram can be
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D0 K +

Vcb∗
B+

A(D0 → f )
[f ]K +

∗
Vub

A(D0

→ f)

D0 K +
Figure 2: Interference between the B + → D0 K + (a) and the B + → D0 K + decays.

drawn for the CP conjugate decay (B − → [f ]K − ), in this case the interference term will be
proportional to cos(δ − γ), since the strong interactions conserve CP .
The example shown in ﬁg. 2 refers to the B + → D0 (D0 )K + , but equivalent arguments
can be done for all the B + → D(∗)0 (D(∗)0 )K + and B − → D(∗)0 (D(∗)0 )K − as well as for the
B 0 → D(∗)0 (D(∗)0 )K (∗)0 and B 0 → D(∗)0 (D(∗)0 )K (∗)0 decays.
A fundamental quantity in all the measurements of γ is the parameter rB = |A(b→u)|
|A(b→c)| . Being
the absolute value of the ratio of the b → u to the b → c transition amplitudes, rB leads the
sensitivity to γ in each channel. Following the expressions for the decay amplitudes in 2, the rB
ratio for charged B → DK channels can be written as:
rB (D0 K + ) =

∗ | |C̄ + A|
|A(B + → D0 K + )|
|Vcs Vub
;
=
|Vus Vcb∗ | |T + C|
|A(B + → D0 K + )|

(4)

∗ | |C̄|
|A(B 0 → D0 K 0 )|
|Vcs Vub
=
.
|Vus Vcb∗ | |C|
|A(B 0 → D0 K 0 )|

(5)

and, for neutral decays, as:
rB (D0 K 0 ) =

In the expressions 4 and 5, the term

∗ |
|Vcs Vub
∗|
|Vus Vcb

only depends on absolute values of CKM

parameters and is know to be ρ̄2 + η̄ 2 = 0.372 ± 0.012 4 , while the terms depending on the
hadronic parameters are not easily predictable. For simple numerical evaluation, the following
CH ≈ 0.1 for
assumption can be used: |C|/|T | ≈ 0.3 and |A|/|T | ≈ 0.5 5 , and one would expect rB
N
EU
T
the charged B → DK channels and rB
≈ 0.4 for the neutral B → DK ones.
The measurements of γ are diﬃcult because b → u transitions are strongly suppressed with
respect to b → c ones, as described by rB ratios a and, as shown from the sketch in ﬁg. 2, the
unknowns in any γ analysis are γ itself, the rB ratio and a strong phase δ. These are usually
called polar coordinates. Some analyses make use of the cartesian coordinates, deﬁned in terms
of the polar coordinates as x± = rB cos(δ ± δ) and y± = rB sin(δ ± γ).
∗ and δ ∗ the amplitude ratio and strong phase relative to
In the following, we denote rB
B
B + → D̄∗0 (D∗0 )K + decays. In case of a presence of a K ∗ in the B decay ﬁnal state, as in
the B − → D0 (D̄0 )K ∗− channel, the natural width of the K ∗ resonance has to be taken into
account and eﬀective variables are used, following the formalism shown in 17 . In case of the
polar coordinates, these variables are γ (which stays unchanged), k, rS and δS while, in case of
the cartesian coordinates, they are called xs± , ys± .
�

1.4

Diﬀerent experimental methods

There are several methods that aim to measure γ in B → DK decays (all based on the strategy
sketched in ﬁg. 2) that diﬀer because of the neutral D ﬁnal states f they reconstruct and
a
It has to be stressed that the parameters rB are ratios between amplitudes, the ratio between number of
events from b → u and b → c transitions will be proportional to rB 2 .
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consequently because of diﬀerent experimental analysis techniques they use.
The Gronau London Wyler method
0 K ﬁnal states, where
In the GLW method 6,7 , γ is measured from the study of B decays to D±
0 is a CP eigenstate (i.e. it is reconstructed in a CP eigenstate ﬁnal state) with eigenvalues
D±
0 � = 1 (|D 0 � ± |D̄ 0 �).
±1, deﬁned starting from D0 and D0 , as |D±
2
The following observables are measured:
0
+
−
Γ(B + → DCP
± K ) + Γ(B
Γ(B + → D0 K + ) + Γ(B −
0
+
−
Γ(B + → DCP
± K ) − Γ(B
=
0
+
−
Γ(B + → DCP
± K ) + Γ(B

RCP ± =
ACP ±

0
−
→ DCP
±K )
= 1 + rB 2 ± 2rB cos γ cos δB
→ D̄0 K − )
0
−
→ DCP
±2rB sin γ sin δB
±K )
=
0
−
RCP ±
→ DCP ± K )

where δB is the relative strong phase between the two B decay amplitudes.
In the GLW method, four observables, ACP ± and RCP ± , are measured to constraint three
unknowns, γ, δ and rB . This method suﬀers of an irreducible four-fold ambiguity on the determination of the phases and, with the actual available statistics, is very useful in measuring rB ,
but has typically a low sensitivity to γ.
The Adwood Dunietz Soni method
In the ADS method 8,9 , γ is measured from the study of B → DK decays, where D mesons
decay into non CP eigenstate ﬁnal states. In this method the B meson is reconstructed in ﬁnal
states which can be reached in two ways: either through a favored b → c B decay followed by a
suppressed D decay (D0 → f , or D̄0 → f¯), or through a suppressed b → u B decay followed by
a favored D decay (D0 → f¯ or D̄0 → f ). In this way the two amplitudes are comparable and
one can expect larger interference terms.
In the ADS method, one measures the observables:
Γ(B + → f¯K + ) + Γ(B − → f K − )
2
= rD
+ rB 2 + 2rB rD cos γ cos(δB + δD )
Γ(B + → f K + ) + Γ(B − → f¯K − )
Γ(B − → f K − ) − Γ(B + → f¯K + )
=
= rB rD [cos(δ + γ) + cos(δ − γ)]/RADS .
Γ(B − → f K − ) + Γ(B + → f¯K + )

RADS =

(6)

AADS

(7)

Here δD is the relative strong phase between the favored and suppressed D decay amplitudes, and
rD is the ratio between the absolute values of their amplitudes rD = |A(D0 → f )|/|A(D0 → f¯)|.
This method is very useful in measuring rB , but normally it has very low sensitivity to γ.
The Giri Grossman Soﬀer Zupan method
In this method 10 , usually called Dalitz method, γ is measured from the B → DK decays
with the D decaying to multi-body CP eigenstate ﬁnal states. Multi-body decays are usually
described by the isobar model, in which the decay amplitude is written as a sum of amplitudes
with quasi two-body intermediate states and determined on independent neutral D samples.
This information is used in input to the Dalitz analyses (that directly extracts form data γ, rB
and δ or the polar coordinates) where the complete and rich structure of the multi-body D decay
is exploited and detectable interference terms are expected because of the presence of diﬀerent
strong phases. This method is indeed very powerful and it is the one that gives the best error
on the weak phase γ.
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2

Common experimental techniques

We present here the results obtained by the two B-factories experiments: Babar at the PEPII asymmetric-energy e+ e− collider, located at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (USA)
and Belle at the KEK asymmetric-energy e+ e− collider, located in Tsukuba (Japan). All the
analyses presented reconstruct excusively B decays and make use of some common techinques.
The B mesons are caracterized by �
two almost independent kinematic variables: the beamenergy substituted mass mES (Mbc ) ≡ (E0∗2 /2 + p�0 · p�B )2 /E02 − pB 2 and the energy diﬀerence
∗ − E ∗ /2, where E and p are the energy and the momentum respectively, the subscripts
∆E ≡ EB
0
B and 0 refer to the candidate B and to the e+ e− system respectively and the asterisk denotes
the e+ e− CM frame.
√
Since both PEP-II and KEK e+ e− collide at s = M (Υ(4S)), the Υ(4S) resonance is
produced almost at rest in the e+ e− center of mass frame. Given the values of the masses of
the Υ(4S) and of the B mesons, the latter have a very low residual momentum in the e+ e−
center of mass frame. On the other hand, in case of e+ e− → q q̄ events, with q = u, d, s, c (called
continuum events), the two quarks are produced with large momentum and for this reason, these
events have a jet-like spatial shape, diﬀerent from the spherically distributed one for B B̄ events.
Several variables account for these diﬀerences and are used in the analyses to ﬁght continuum
background, which is typycally the main source of background to these analyses.
3

Experimental results on the charged B decays

We present here the recent results on γ from Babar and Belle , using the diﬀerent methods.
3.1

Analyses using the GLW method

We report on the update of the GLW analysis 12 of B − → D0 K − , with D0 → K + K − , π + π − ,
KS π 0 and KS ω b using 383 106 B B̄ pairs collected with the Babar detector. In this analysis,
after a cut on mES and on a combination of event shape variables, the observables are extracted
using a maximum likelihood ﬁt to the variables ∆E and the Cerenkov angle of the charged K
produced in the charged B decay.
The results obtained for the direct CP asymmetries and the ratios are the following:
RCP + = 1.06 ± 0.10 ± 0.05 , ACP + = 0.27 ± 0.09 ± 0.04 ,

RCP − = 1.03 ± 0.10 ± 0.05 , ACP − = −0.09 ± 0.09 ± 0.02 ,
where the ﬁrst error is statistical and the second one is systematic. For the ﬁrst time for a GLW
analysis, the results are extracted from data also in terms of the cartesian coordinates:
x+ = −0.09 ± 0.05 ± 0.02 ,

x− = +0.10 ± 0.05 ± 0.03 ,
r2 = +0.05 ± 0.07 ± 0.03,

where the ﬁrst error is statistical and the second one is systematic.
The uncertainties on ACP ± (RCP ± ) are smaller by a factor of 0.7 (0.9) and 0.6 (0.6) than
the previous Babar 13 and Belle 14 measurements, respectively.
b

the K − π + mode is also reconstructed for normalization
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3.2

Analyses using the ADS method

We report on the update of the ADS analysis 15 of B − → D0 K − , with D0 → K − π + using 657
106 B B̄ pairs collected with the Belle detector. In this analysis, after a cut on mES and on a
combination of event shape variables, the observables are extracted using a maximum likelihood
ﬁt to the variable ∆E, giving the following results:
+2.0
−3
RADS = (8.0+6.3
, AADS = −0.13+0.97
−5.7 −2.8 )10
−0.88 ± 0.26,

where the ﬁrst error is statistical and the second one is systematic.
The results obtained for RADS show that no evidence of b → u transition is found, even with
the very high statistics used. This result implies an upper limit on the ratio rB , rB < 0.19 90%
C.L. . This result on rB is consistent with the previous Belle and Babar analyses and conﬁrms
the expectation for a small value of rB (rB ∼ 0.1) in charged B → DK decays.
3.3

Analyses using the GGSZ method

Both the Babar and Belle collaboration have presented at this conference new results using
Dalitz techinque, that strongly improve the precision on the determination of γ.
We ﬁrst report on a new Dalitz analysis 16 of B − → D0 K − and B − → D∗0 K − , that for the
ﬁrst time uses neutral D reconstructed into the ﬁnal state D0 → Ks K + K − and on the update
of the Dalitz analysis of B − → D0 K − , B − → D∗0 K − and B − → D0 K ∗− , with D0 → KS π + π −
using 383 106 B B̄ pairs collected with the Babar detector. In this analysis, mES , ∆E and
a combination of event shape variables are used in the maximum likelihood ﬁt to extract the
number of signal and background events and then a CP ﬁt is perfomed to extract the cartesian
coordinates for the three channels, B − → D0 K − , B − → D∗0 K − and B − → D0 K ∗− . In the CP
ﬁt, the D Dalitz distribution, for D0 → KS π + π − and D0 → Ks K + K − , as they are determined
on independent data samples, are used as an input. The results for the cartesian coordinates are
shown in tab. 1, for the three analyzed channels (in the tables, the symbol D̃0 indicates either
a D0 or a D̄0 ). The ﬁrst error is statistical, the second is experimental systematic uncertainty
and the third is the systematic uncertainty associated with the Dalitz models.
Parameters
x− , x∗− , xs−
∗
y− , y−
, ys−
x+ , x∗+ , xs+
∗
y+ , y+
, ys+

B − → D̃0 K −
0.090 ± 0.043 ± 0.015 ± 0.011
0.053 ± 0.056 ± 0.007 ± 0.015
−0.067 ± 0.043 ± 0.014 ± 0.011
−0.015 ± 0.055 ± 0.006 ± 0.008
(∗)

B − → D̃∗0 K −
−0.111 ± 0.069 ± 0.014 ± 0.004
−0.051 ± 0.080 ± 0.009 ± 0.010
0.137 ± 0.068 ± 0.014 ± 0.005
0.080 ± 0.102 ± 0.010 ± 0.012

B − → D̃0 K ∗−
0.115 ± 0.138 ± 0.039 ± 0.014
0.226 ± 0.142 ± 0.058 ± 0.011
−0.113 ± 0.107 ± 0.028 ± 0.018
0.125 ± 0.139 ± 0.051 ± 0.010

(∗)

Table 1: CP -violating parameters x± , y± , xs± , and ys± , as obtained from the CP ﬁt.
(∗)

(∗)

Using a frequentist analysis, the experimental results for x± , y± , xs± , and ys± are inter∗ , and r , and the strong phases
preted in terms of the weak phase γ, the amplitude ratios rB , rB
S
◦
∗ , and δ , giving γ = (76 ± 22 ± 5 ± 5) (mod 180◦ ), r = 0.086 ± 0.035 ± 0.010 ± 0.011,
δB , δB
S
B
�
�◦
∗ = 0.135 ± 0.051 ± 0.011 ± 0.005, kr = 0.163+0.088 ± 0.037 ± 0.021 δ = 109+28 ± 4 ± 7
rB
S
B
−0.105
−31
�

�◦

�

�◦

∗ = −63+28 ± 5 ± 4
(mod 180◦ ), and δS = 104+43
(mod 180◦ ), δB
−41 ± 17 ± 5 . The ﬁrst error
−30
is statistical, the second is the experimental systematic uncertainty and the third reﬂects the
∗ and r are
uncertainty on the D decay Dalitz models. The results for γ and the ratios rB , rB
S
shown in ﬁg. 3.
We also report on the update of the Dalitz analysis 19 of B − → D0 K − and B − → D∗0 K −
(D∗0 → D0 π 0 ), with D0 → KS π + π − using 635 106 B B̄ pairs collected with the Belle detector.
In this analysis, Mbc , ∆E and a combination of event shape variables are used in the maximum
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Figure 3: [Babar Dalitz analysis] α = 1 − CL as a function of γ (left plot) and of rB , rB
and rS (right
−
0 −
−
∗0 −
−
0 ∗−
plot) for B → D̃ K , B → D̃ K , and B → D̃ K
decays separately, and their combination, including
statistical and systematic uncertainties and their correlations. The dashed (upper) and dotted (lower) horizontal
lines correspond to the one- and two-standard deviation intervals, respectively.

likelihood ﬁt to extract the number of signal and background events and then a CP ﬁt is perfomed
to extract the cartesian coordinates for the two channels, B − → D0 K − , B − → D∗0 K − (with
D∗0 → D0 π 0 ). In the CP ﬁt, the D Dalitz distribution for D0 → KS π + π − , as it is determined
on independent data samples, is used as an input. The results are shown in tab. 2, where the
ﬁrst error is statistical and the second is experimental systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty
associated with the Dalitz model is not shown and it is assumed to be equal to the one evaluated
in the previous analysis by Belle collaboration 18 .
Parameter
x−
y−
x+
y+

B − → D̃0 K −
+0.105 ± 0.047 ± 0.011
+0.177 ± 0.060 ± 0.018
−0.107 ± 0.043 ± 0.011
−0.067 ± 0.059 ± 0.018
(∗)

B − → D̃∗0 K −
+0.024 ± 0.140 ± 0.018
−0.243 ± 0.137 ± 0.022
+0.133 ± 0.083 ± 0.018
+0.130 ± 0.120 ± 0.022
(∗)

Table 2: CP -violating parameters x± and y± , as obtained from the CP ﬁt.
(∗)

(∗)

Using a frequentist analysis, the experimental results for x± and y± are interpreted in
∗ and the strong phases δ , δ ∗ , giving γ =
terms of the weak
ratios rB , rB
�
�◦ phase γ, the amplitude
�
�◦
� B B
�◦
+12
+14
◦
◦
∗
76−13 ± 4 ± 9 (mod 180 ), δB = 136−16 ± 4 ± 23 (mod 180 ), δB = 343+20
−22 ± 4 ± 23
∗ = 0.21 ± 0.08 ± 0.02 ± 0.05. The ﬁrst error
(mod 180◦ ), rB = 0.16 ± 0.04 ± 0.01 ± 0.05 and rB
is statistical, the second is the experimental systematic uncertainty and the third reﬂects the
uncertainty on the D decay Dalitz model. It can be noticed that this analysis ﬁnds slightly
∗ ratios with respect to the Babar analysis, which explains the
higher values for the rB and rB
smaller statistical errors on γ, also if the precision on the cartesian coordinates is similar. The
∗ are shown in ﬁg. 4
results for γ and the ratios rB and rB
4

Experimental results on the neutral B decays

Lately, within the Babar collaboration, there have been eﬀorts to constrain γ and related quantities from the study of neutral B → DK decays. As already discussed, the rB ratios in these
channels are expected to be higher than in the charged ones, hence giving higher sensitivity to
γ.
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Figure 4: [Belle Dalitz analysis] Projections of conﬁdence regions for the B − → D0 K − (left plot) and B − →
∗
D∗0 K − (right plot) mode onto the (rB , γ) and (rB
, γ) planes respectively. Contours indicate projections of one,
two and three standard deviation regions.

We ﬁrst report on a new Dalitz analysis 21 of B 0 → D0 K ∗0 , with K ∗0 → K + π − and
→ KS π + π − using 371 106 B B̄ pairs collected with the Babar detector. In this analysis, mES
and a combination of event shape variables are used in the maximum likelihood ﬁt to extract
the number of signal and background events and then a CP ﬁt is perfomed. A likelihood scan in
polar coordinates (γ, δS0 , rS0 ) is extracted from data and combined with an external information
on rS0 20 . The results obtained are shown in tab. 3, where the ﬁrst error is statistical, the second
is the experimental systematic uncertainty and the third reﬂects the uncertainty on the D decay
Dalitz model.
D0

Parameters
γ [◦ ]
δS0 [◦ ]
rS0

162 ± 55 ± 1.6 ± 6.5 (mod 180◦ )
62 ± 55 ± 3.1 ± 15.8 (mod 180◦ )
< 0.55 95 % probability

Table 3: Results for γ, δS0 and rS0 , as obtained from the CP ﬁt.

We also report on a new time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis 22 of B 0 → D− K 0 π + using 347
B B̄ pairs collected with the Babar detector. This analysis studies the interference between
b → u and b → c transitions through the B mesons mixing and hence gives sensitivity to the
combination of CKM weak phases 2β + γ. In this analysis, mES , ∆E and a combination of
event shape variables are used in the maximum likelihood ﬁt to extract the number of signal
and background events and then a time-dependent ﬁt to the neutral B Dalitz distribution is
0 is assumed to be r 0 = 0.3 and the eﬀect
performed to extract 2β + γ. In this ﬁt, the ratio rB
B
of this assumption is taken into account in the systematics evaluation by varying this ratio of
±0.1. The result obtained for 2β + γ is the following:
106

2β + γ = (83 ± 53 ± 20)◦ (mod 180◦ ),
where the ﬁrst error is statistical and the second one is systematic.
5

Combined results and conclusions

From all the available measurements, including the new ones presented here, the knowledge
of γ, according to the combination performed by the UTf it collaboration, is γ = (80 ± 13)◦ .
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∗ = 0.09 ± 0.04,
The combined results obtained for the other quantities are rB = 0.10 ± 0.02, rB
◦
0
rS = 0.13 ± 0.09, rS < 0.55 95 % probability and 2β + γ = (88 ± 29) .
In conclusion both the Babar and Belle collaboration have made enormous eﬀorts to constraint the CKM angle γ and related quantities using many methods in diﬀerent channels, leading
to a precision in the determination that was not expected to be accessible at the B-factories
experiments.
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Light Hadrons and New Enhancements in J/ψ Decays at BESII
Guofa XU
(for the BES Collaboration)
Institute of High Energy Physics, CAS, Beijing 100049, China

Based on 58 million J/ψ samples collected by the BESII detector at the BEPC, many mesons,
baryons, and new resonances have been reported. Here, I will review some recent results of
glueball candidates and new enhancement.

1

Introduction

In this paper, some recent BESII results are reported based on 58 million J/ψ events collected
by the BESII detector at the BEPC. For much more detail, please see the references.
2

Scalars (0++ )

As we know that so many scalars are listed in PDG06 1 , but according to the quark model no
enough room for all of these scalar particles. On the other hand, the Lattice QCD predicted that
the ground state glueball is 0++ , and its mass is around 1.5∼1.8 GeV. Theoretical physicists
expect that glueballs will mix with nearby q q̄ states of the same quantum numbers 2,3 , it makes
the situation more diﬃcult for the glueball identiﬁcation. Although the identiﬁcation of a
glueball is very complicated, there are several glueball candidates, such as f0 (1500) and f0 (1710),
considering the possible mix with the ordinary q q̄ meson, f0 (1370), f0 (1500), f0 (1710), and
f0 (1790) have been analyzed for more detail by using the partial wave analyzes (PWA) method
in J/ψ → γππ, γK K̄, J/ψ → ωK K̄, and J/ψ → φππ, φK K̄ channels.
2.1

The Analysis of J/ψ → γππ and γK K̄ Channels

The partial wave analyzes of J/ψ → γπ + π − and J/ψ → γπ 0 π 0 show the evidence for two
0++ states around the 1.45 and 1.75 GeV/c2 mass regions (Fig. 1, 2) 4 . The f0 (1500) has
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EVENTS / 0.025GeV/c

2

3000

EVENTS / 0.025GeV/c

2

2
a mass of 1466 ± 6 ± 20 MeV/c2 , a width of 108+14
−11 ± 25 MeV/c , and a branching fraction
B(J/ψ → γf0 (1500) → γπ + π − ) = (0.67 ± 0.02 ± 0.30) × 10−4 . The 0++ state in the ∼1.75
2
2
GeV/c2 mass region has a mass of 1765+4
−3 ± 13 MeV/c and a width of 145 ± 8 ± 69 MeV/c .
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Figure 1: The π + π − invariant mass distribution from J/ψ → γπ + π − . The crosses are
data, the full histogram shows the maximum
likelihood ﬁt, and the shaded histogram corresponds to the π + π − π 0 background.
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Figure 2: The π 0 π 0 invariant mass distribution from J/ψ → γπ 0 π 0 . The crosses are
data, the full histogram shows the maximum
likelihood ﬁt, and the shaded histogram corresponds to the background.
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The PWA of J/ψ → γK + K − and J/ψ → γKS0 KS0 show strong production of the f2 (1525) and
the S-wave resonance f0 (1710) (Fig. 3) 5 . The f0 (1710) peaks at a mass of 1740 ± 4+10
−25 MeV
+5 +15
with a width of 166−8 −10 MeV.
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Figure 3: Invariant mass spectra of a) K + K − , b) KS0 KS0 for J/ψ → γK K̄ events, where the shaded histograms
correspond to the estimated background contributions.

2.2

The Analysis of J/ψ → ωK + K − Channel

From Fig. 4, one can see that a dominant feature is f0 (1710) 6 . The ﬁtted f0 (1710) optimizes at
M = 1738 ± 30 MeV/c2 , Γ = 125 ± 20 MeV/c2 .
2.3

The Analysis of J/ψ → φπ + π − and φK + K − Channels

After the partial wave analyzes for these φππ and φKK channels 7 , the data reported here have
three important features. Firstly, the parameters of f0 (980) are all well determined. Secondly,
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Figure 4: (c) and (d) are projections on to K + K − and ωK mass. Histograms show the maximum likelihood ﬁt;
the shaded region indicates the background estimated from sidebins; the dashed curve in (d) shows the magnitude
of the K1 (1400) contribution and a Kω contribution at 1945 MeV/c2 .

Events/20MeV

Events/2MeV

there is the clearest signal to date of f0 (1370) → π + π − ; a resonant phase variation is required,
from interference with f2 (1270). Thirdly, there is a clear peak in ππ at 1775 MeV/c2 , consistent
with f0 (1790); spin 2 is less likely than spin 0.
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Figure 5: The K + K − invariant mass distributions for (a) J/ψ → K + K − π + π − , (c) J/ψ → K + K − K + K − ; curves
show the ﬁtted background and a Gaussian ﬁt to the φ; (b) and (d) show mass projections for events selected
within ±15 MeV/c2 of the φ.

In summary, (1) f0 (1370) has been seen in J/ψ → φππ, but not in J/ψ → ωππ. (2) No peak of
the f0 (1500) directly seen in J/ψ → φKK, ωKK, φππ, and ωππ, but in proton-proton scattering
is quite clear. (3) f0 (1710) is observed clearly in both J/ψ → φKK and J/ψ → ωKK, but with
Br(J/ψ → ωf0 (1710) → ωKK)/Br(J/ψ → φf0 (1710) → φKK) ∼ 6, which is against a simple
ss̄ conﬁguration for this state. (4) f0 (1790) which is seen in ππ rather than K K̄.
Diﬀerent models have diﬀerent interpretations for these experimental results. One of the interpretations is from Cheng 8 , he explained that (1) f0 (1710) is composed primarily of the scalar
glueball. (2) f0 (1500) is close to an SU (3) octet. The glueball content of f0 (1500) is very
tiny because an SU (3) octet does not mix with the scalar glueball. (3) f0 (1370) consists of an
approximate SU (3) singlet with some glueball component (∼ 10%).
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3

Pesudo-scalars (0−+ )

The ﬁrst observation of η(1440) was made in pp̄ annihilation at rest into η(1440)π + π − , η(1440) →
K K̄π 9 . Nowadays, The existence of two overlapping pseudo-scalar states has been suggested
to instead of the η(1440): one around 1405 MeV/c2 decays mainly through a0 (980)π (or direct
K K̄π), and the other around 1475 MeV/c2 mainly to K ∗ (892)K̄ 1,10 . It is therefore conceivable
that the higher mass state is the ss̄ member of the 21 S0 nonet 11,12 , while the lower mass state
may contain a large gluonic content 13,14 .

Figure 6: The γρ invariant mass distribution.
The insert shows the full mass scale where the
η(958) is clearly observed.

Figure 7: The invariant mass of γφ after sideband background subtraction.

In our J/ψ → γγV analysis 15 , there is a resonance around 1424 MeV at the J/ψ → γγρ
channel. Comparing our result on the branching ratio B(J/ψ → γX(1424) → γγρ) = (1.07 ±
0.17 ± 0.11) × 10−4 , and the upper limit of B(J/ψ → γX(1424) → γγφ) < 0.82 × 10−4 (95%
C.L.), we cannot draw a deﬁnite conclusion on wether the X(1424) is either a q q̄ state or a
glueball state.
We also analyzed the η(1405)/η(1475) at J/ψ → {ω, φ}K K̄π channels 16 . In the invariant mass
spectra of KS0 K ± π ∓ and K + K − π 0 recoiling against the ω signal region, the resonance at 1.44
GeV/c2 is observed, while in the invariant mass spectra of KS0 K ± π ∓ and K + K − π 0 recoiling
against the φ signal region, no signiﬁcant structure near 1.44 GeV/c2 is seen and an upper limits
on the J/ψ decay branching fractions at the 90% C.L. are given in Table 1.

Table 1: The mass, width, and branching fractions of J/ψ decays into {ω, φ}X(1440).

J/ψ → ωX(1440)
J/ψ → ωX(1440)
(X → KS0 K + π − + c.c.)
(X → K + K − π 0 )
2
M = 1437.6 ± 3.2 MeV/c
M = 1445.9 ± 5.7 MeV/c2
2
Γ = 48.9 ± 9.0 MeV/c
Γ = 34.2 ± 18.5 MeV/c2
B(J/ψ → ωX(1440) → ωKS0 K + π − + c.c.) = (4.86 ± 0.69 ± 0.81) × 10−4
B(J/ψ → ωX(1440) → ωK + K − π 0 )
= (1.92 ± 0.57 ± 0.38) × 10−4
B(J/ψ → φX(1440) → φKS0 K + π − + c.c.) < 1.93 × 10−5
(90% C.L.)
B(J/ψ → φX(1440) → φK + K − π 0 )
< 1.71 × 10−5
(90% C.L.)
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4

New Enhancements

A narrow enhancement is observed in J/ψ → γpp̄ 17 . Assuming that the pp̄ system is in an S-wave
3+ 5
2
2
resulted in a resonance with mass M = 1859+
−10−25 MeV/c , width Γ < 30 MeV/c (at the 90%
C.L.) and product branching fraction B(J/ψ → γX) · B(X → pp̄) = (7.0 ± 0.4(stat)+1.9
−0.8 (syst)) ×
10−5 . The data not precise enough to determine the angular distribution. According to the
theoretical calculation 18 , if the X is a bound state of (pp̄), the decay channel (X → η4π) is
favored over (X → η2π, 3η).
The decay channel J/ψ → γπ + π − η  is analyzed using two η  decay modes, η  → π + π − η and

η → γρ 19 . A resonance, the X(1835), is observed with a high statistical signiﬁcance of 7.7σ
in the π + π − η  invariant mass spectrum. From a ﬁt with a Breit-Wigner function, the mass is
determined to be M = 1833.7±6.1(stat)±2.7(syst) MeV/c2 , the width is Γ = 67.7±20.3(stat)±
7.7(syst) MeV/c2 , and the product branching fraction is B(J/ψ → γX) · B(X → π + π − η  ) =
(2.2 ± 0.4(stat) ± 0.4(syst)) × 10−4 . The mass and width of the X(1835) are not compatible
with any known meson resonance 1 . If we redoing the S-wave BW ﬁt to the pp̄ invariant mass
spectrum 17 including the zero Isospin, S-wave ﬁnal-state-interactions (FSI) factor 20 , yields a
mass M = 1831 ± 7 MeV/c2 and a width Γ < 153 MeV/c2 (at the 90% C.L.), these values are
in good agreement with the mass and width of X(1835) reported here.
In the analysis of J/ψ → ωpp̄ 21 , no signiﬁcant enhancement near the pp̄ mass threshold is
observed, and an upper limit of B(J/ψ → ωX)B(X → pp̄) < 1.5 × 10−5 is determined at the
95% conﬁdence level.
5

Summary

Using the 58 M J/ψ events sample taken with the BESII detector at the BEPC storage ring,
BES experiment provided many interesting results, especially for the study of the lowest glueball
candidates, the structure of η(1440), and the new enhancement of X(1835), but since the limit
of the statistics, the better results (with higher statistics and better accuracy) will be needed
for well understanding. The upgraded BEPCII/BESIII will provide a huge J/ψ decay samples
for the further analysis.
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NA48 Results
G. Ruggiero
Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa, Italy

Measured decay rates of K ± → e± π 0 νe and K ± → µ± π 0 νµ normalized to K ± → π ± π 0 are
presented. These measurements are based on K ± decays collected in a dedicated run in 2003
by the NA48/2 experiment at CERN. Using the PDG 2006 average for the K ± → π ± π 0
normalization mode, the results are found to be larger than the current values given by
the PDG 2006 and lead to a larger magnitude of the |Vus | CKM element than previously
accepted. When combined with the latest PDG 2006 value of |Vud |, the result is in agreement
with unitarity of the CKM matrix.
The ratio RK = Γ(K ± → e± ν)/Γ(K ± → µ± ν) is calculated with very high precision within
the Standard Model (SM), but corrections due to the presence of New Physics could be as high
as 3%. The data obtained by the NA48/2 experiment in two years of data taking at the CERN
SPS accelerator has been analyzed. The obtained result for RK is two times more precise than
the world average but is still insuﬃcient to probe the existence of physics beyond the Standard
Model. The status of the analysis of the data taken in 2007, aimed for a sub-percent precision
of RK , will be summarized.

1

Introduction

The NA48 experiment at CERN SPS is a ﬁxed target experiment devoted to kaon physics
operating since 1997. Until 2001 the experiment studied the neutral kaon decays and provided
the ﬁnal measurement of �� /� 1 . A charged kaon physics program (NA48/2) took place in 2003
and 2004: it was mainly devoted to the search for direct CP violation in the K ± decays into three
pions 2 . Beside this main topic, also semileptonic and rare charged kaon decays were studied. To
this end dedicated runs with reduced intensity were taken in 2003 and 2004. The present work
describes the ﬁnal result of the measurement of the branching ratio of K ± → l± π 0 νl (l = e, µ) 3
using the 2003 data and the preliminary results of the measurement of the ratio R K = Γ(K ± →
e± νe )/Γ(K ± → µ± νµ ) based on the 2003 and 2004 data. The NA62 collaboration is currently
carrying on the kaon physics program at CERN SPS. The ﬁrst phase of this experiment aims
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for a sub-percent precision measurement of R K , for which data were taken in 2007 with the
NA48/2 apparatus.
2

NA48/2 Experimental Setup

The experiment used simultaneous K ± beams produced by 400 GeV/c protons delivered by the
SPS and impinging on a Be target with a duty cycle of 4.8 s spill over a 16.8 s accelerator period.
The proton intensity on target was about 7 × 10 11 proton per spill during the 2003 and 2004
normal runs. It was reduced during the special runs to allow data taking with a minimum bias
trigger, while it was increased up to more than 10 12 protons per spill during the 2007 run. A
100 m long beam line selected charged beams with 60 ± 3 GeV/c average momentum in 2003
and 2004 and 75 ± 2 GeV/c in 2007. The detector sit about 100 meter downstream to the end of
the beam line and detected the products of the kaon decays happening in the evacuated region
between the end of the beam line and the beginning of the detector. A detailed description of
the NA48 apparatus can be found elsewhere 4 . The most relevant devices for the measurements
described here were: the magnetic spectrometer, consisting of 4 drift chambers and one magnet
and the high resolution liquid kripton electromagnetic calorimeter. The spectrometer worked
with a reduced magnetic ﬁeld in 2003 and 2004 and with full magnetic ﬁeld in 2007 allowing a
better momentum resolution. Other devices were the hodoscope for charged particle triggering
and precise time measurement and a muon detector.
3
3.1

Measurement of the Kl3 Branching Ratio
Theoretical aspects

The following master formula describes the branching ratio of the semileptonic charged kaon
decays 5 :
G2F
l
K
Kl 2
m5 SEW |Vus |2 |f+ (0)|2 IK
(1 + δSU
(1)
BR(Kl3 ) = τK
2 + δem ) .
384π 3 K
Here Kl3 is a short-hand notation for K ± → l± π 0 νl with l equal to e or µ. τK is the average life
time of K ± , GF the Fermi constant and mK the mass of the charged kaon. SEW is the short
Kl
K
distance radiative correction, δSU
2 and δem are the model dependent long distance corrections
due to isospin breaking in strong and electromagnetic interactions. Two form factors, f + (t) and
f0 (t), describe the dynamic of the semileptonic decays. Their t dependence can be approximated
as:
�
�
�
�
2
t
t
�
�� t
f+ (t) = f+ (0) 1 + λ+ 2 + λ+ 4
, f0 (t) = f+ (0) 1 + λ0 2
.
(2)
mπ +
mπ +
mπ 0
f+ (0) is the form factor at zero momentum transfer. The parameters λ �+ , λ��+ and λ0 are measured
6 . I l is the result over the phase space integration after factorizing out the f (0) and depends
+
K
on λ�+ , λ��+ and λ0 , using the above approximation 5 . Finally Vus is the element of the CKM
matrix which describes the u-s transitions.
It turns out that the measurement of the branching ratio of the charged K l3 decays allows a
clean test of the u-s quark transitions. Moreover the ratio between the branching ratios of the
Ke3 and Kµ3 provides also an experimental test of the µ−e universality.
3.2

Data taking and Analysis Strategy

Because of the impossibility to measure precisely the absolute kaon ﬂux, NA48 measured
the semileptonic branching ratios normalized to K ± → π ± π 0 , that is the ratios RKl3/K2π ≡
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Γ(Kl3 )/Γ(K ± → π ± π 0 ). It is relevant that the single track topology for both the signal and the
normalization channel allows a ﬁrst order cancellation of the systematics.
Hits in the hodoscope compatible with a one track decay were the only input of the trigger.
The trigger eﬃciency was measured on data to be greater than 99.8%. An oﬄine one track
selection using the spectrometer informations and a π 0 identiﬁcation based on the calorimeter
data, deﬁned a sample of Ke3 , Kµ3 and K ± → π ± π 0 decays. Extra activity in the calorimeter
was allowed to select inclusively also the corresponding radiative decays. Kinematical cuts
exploiting the missing energy and the decay topology separated the semileptonic from the two
pions decays. The particle identiﬁcation was used to distinguish the electron from the muon
channel. In particular the requirement E LKr /P > 0.95 identiﬁed an electron, where E LKr is the
energy released by the particle in the calorimeter and P is the particle momentum measured by
the spectrometer; the cut ELKr /P < 0.8 deﬁned a pion. Finally, the presence of a hit in the
muon detector, matching in space and time with the track, tagged a muon. The total number
of selected events per decay mode was: 87 × 10 3 Ke3 , 77 × 103 Kµ3 and 729 × 103 K ± → π ± π 0 .
The acceptance was computed using a GEANT 7 based Monte Carlo simulation. The event
generation made use of the previously described parametrization for the form factors, with λ �+ ,
λ��+ and λ0 taken from reference 6 . The phase space was corrected according to the Ginsberg
prescription 8 to account for radiative corrections. The PHOTOS package 9 provided the generation of real bremsstrahlung photons. The acceptance varied between 7% and 14% depending
on the decay mode. Diﬀerent expressions of the form factors were also considered 10 and the
corresponding variation of the ﬁnal result quoted as systematic uncertainty. The particle identiﬁcation was a source of ineﬃciency not canceled in the single ratio. It was measured on data
and varied between 98.5% and 99.5%, depending on the particle type. The corresponding error
was quoted as sytematic uncertainty. The Monte Carlo simulation pointed out a background
contamination below 0.1% for Ke2 and at the level of 0.2% and 0.3% for Kµ2 and K ± → π ± π 0 ,
respectively.
3.3

Results

The results are:

RKe3/K2π = 0.2470 ± 0.0009stat ± 0.0004syst
RKµ3/K2π = 0.1636 ± 0.0006stat ± 0.0003syst
RKµ3/Ke3
= 0.663 ± 0.003stat ± 0.001syst

(3)

Analysis of these results as a function of their basic distributions shown stability.
Taking the branching ratio of K ± → π ± π 0 from 6 the branching ratio for the semileptonic
decays are:
BR(Ke3 ) = 0.05168 ± 0.00019stat ± 0.00008syst ± 0.00030norm
BR(Kµ3 ) = 0.03425 ± 0.00013stat ± 0.00006syst ± 0.00020norm

(4)

The uncertainty is dominated by the error on the measurement of the branching ratio of the
K ± → π ± π 0 . Both the values are signiﬁcantly above the PDG 2006 values. The BR(K e3 ) agrees
with the BNL E865 11 and the ISTRA+ ’07 12 measurements. Both the NA48 measurements,
however, do not agree with the values measured by KLOE 13 which are in agreement with 6 . The
recent KLOE measurement of the BR(K ± → π ± π 0 ) 14 , signiﬁcantly lower than the PDG 2006
one, partially recover the diﬀerence between NA48 and KLOE.
The measurements 4 allow the extraction of V us . To this end the following values were
e = 0.1591 and I µ = 0.1066 (λ� , λ�� and λ from 6 ), δ K
used: Sew = 1.023 15 , IK
0
+
+
SU 2 = 2.31%,
K
Ke
Kµ
16,8,17
−5
−2
18
δem = 0.03% and δem = 0.2% from
, GF = 1.16637 × 10 GeV
and mK and τK from
6 . The result is
|Vus |f+ (0) = 0.2188 ± 0.0012
(5)
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Figure 1: Comparison of the NA48 measurement of |Vus |f+ (0) from Ke3 , Kµ3 and combined and the theoretical
prediction computed as described in the text.

combined for Ke3 and Kµ3 . The values obtained for the two decay modes separately are in
agreement among themselves. The result is in agreement with the expected value computed
using Vud = 0.9738 ± 0.0003 19 , |Vub | = (3.6 ± 0.7) × 10−3 6 , f+ (0) = 0.961 ± 0.008 5 and assuming
unitarity, as shown in ﬁgure 1. The results are compatible with the unitarity of the CKM
matrix. Finally the measured value of R Kµ3/Ke3 implies the µ-e universality violating quantity
gµ f+µ (0)/ge f+e (0) = 0.99 ± 0.01, consistent with one within the experimental errors.
4
4.1

Measurement of RK
Theoretical aspects and experimental status

The measurement of RK ≡ R(Ke2 )/R(Kµ2 ) provides an accurate test of the lepton universality
predicted in the SM. Here Kl2 is a short-hand notation for K ± → l± νl . Thanks to the cancellation in the ratio of the hadronic uncertainties, the SM predicts R K with a sub-permille accuracy
20 :
�2
�
m2e m2K − m2e
(1 + δRQED ) = (2.477 ± 0.001) × 10−5 .
(6)
RK = 2
mµ m2K − m2µ
Here mK,e,µ are the masses of the kaon, electron and muon and δR QED is the correction for
virtual photon processes and inner bremsstrahlung photon emission.
The helicity suppression makes RK sensitive to new physics. A theoretical study 21 suggests
the possibility of up to some percent deviation from the SM value induced by lepton ﬂavor
violating eﬀects, as those arising in supersymmetry extensions of SM. As a consequence a subpercent precision measurement of RK could probe physics beyond SM.
The PDG 2006 value, RK = (2.45 ± 0.11) × 10−5 , is far from the accuracy needed. NA48
provided preliminary measurements at 2% precision using 2003 and 2004 data. More recently
KLOE 22 measured this quantity with 2% level accuracy. NA62 took data for 4 months in 2007
and collected more than 105 Ke2 aiming for a 0.5% precision.
4.2

Analysis Strategy

The signal signature is one track in the ﬁnal state compatible with a two body kinematics. Both
kinematics and particle identiﬁcation discriminate between the electron and the muon channel.
The requirement ELKr /P > 0.95 identiﬁes an electron, like in the K l3 analysis previously
described. Once data are collected using similar triggers for the two channels, systematics
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cancels at zero order in the ratio. Background and particle identiﬁcation eﬃciency, however,
may aﬀect numerator and denominator diﬀerently. Still a percent or even below measurement
of RK requires also a precise evaluation of the acceptance correction which can be as large as
10%. Since the main corrections depend on track momentum, the measurement takes advantage
from an analysis in momentum bins. The background in the K µ2 sample is below the percent
level. On the contrary Kµ2 event can mimic Ke2 in case of muons mis-identiﬁed as electrons
and induce up to 10% background in the Ke2 sample. This is a consequence of the about 10 −6
probability of muon catastrophic energy loss in the liquid kripton calorimeter, which needs to
be evaluated with percent accuracy. Muon contamination, however, depends on the kinematical
discrimination power and aﬀects Ke2 with momentum higher than 35÷40 GeV/c, where the
kinematics of the two decay modes looks similar. A more than 1% level of background from
Ke2γ structure dependent decays is also expected and requires a knowledge of its branching ratio
with 10% accuracy. Finally an electron identiﬁcation eﬃciency at the level of 98÷99%, requires
also to be evaluated with a 10% precision. Suitable control data can accomplish for that.
4.3

Preliminary results from 2003-2004 run

The number of Ke2 collected by NA48 in 2003 and 2004 after background subtraction was
(4670 ± 77stat +29
−8 (syst)) and (3407 ± 63stat ± 54syst ), respectively. The systematic uncertainty
refers to the background subtraction procedure. In particular the muon background in the K e2
sample was estimated at the level of 14%, using a pure K e2 sample at low momentum. The
results are 23,24
RK = (2.416 ± 0.043 ± 0.024) × 10−5 (2003)
(7)
RK = (2.455 ± 0.045 ± 0.041) × 10−5 (2004)
The 2003 data suﬀered from kinematical requests at trigger level which induced a large trigger
eﬃciency correction. The choice of a minimum bias trigger for K µ2 and and the minimum
bias plus a further requirement on the total energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter for K e2 ,
avoided that problem in 2004. The systematics of both the measurements are largely dominated
by the uncertainty in the background subtraction. The other systematics are below 0.2%.
4.4

NA62 run: data collected and status of the analysis

NA62 took data in 2007. In comparison to the 2003-2004 run, the increase of the average beam
momentum from 60 to 75 GeV/c and the shrink of the momentum bite from 3 to 2 GeV/c
allowed a better background rejection. For the same purpose the spectrometer worked with a
stronger magnetic ﬁeld. The trigger was the same as in 2004. During the run an important
accidental background appeared in the K − data. For that reason only K + were taken for most
of the period. The statistics collected matched the goal of the run: the total number of K e2
selected on-line was, in fact, 1, 1 × 105 . Figure 2 a) shows the squared invariant missing mass
distribution, m2miss , for selected Ke2 -like events, where m2miss is deﬁned as the square of the
diﬀerence between the kaon and the measured track four momenta. The number of good K e2
refers to the events under the peak.
Part of the data were taken with a lead bar 18.0 cm wide and 9 X 0 thick in front of the
liquid kripton calorimeter to measure the probability of muon catastrophic energy loss. The
presence of the bar induced about 18% loss in K e2 acceptance. The lead acted as a muon
ﬁlter selecting a pure sample of muons without electron contamination. More precisely this bar
was placed just in front of six scintillator counters of the hodoscope used to disentangle muons
not interacting in lead. The normal data taking provided more than 2000 µ with momentum
greater than 35 GeV/c faking an electron. Other 2000 µ of that type came from special muon
runs. The preliminary result of the muon catastrophic energy loss probability as a function
of momentum measured using un-calibrated data from the special runs only is shown ﬁgure 2
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Figure 2: (a) m2miss in GeV4 /c2 for Ke2 events collected during the 2007 run. The prediction for the Kµ2 and the
Ke2γ structure depedent contamination are also shown. (b) Probability that a muon releases in the lquid kripton
calorimeter more than 95% of its energy as a function of muon momentum in GeV/c.

(b). It corresponds to a Kµ2 contamination in the Ke2 sample of 7.5 ± 0.1%. The background
level, therefore, can be controlled with the requested accuracy. Special runs with the kaon
beam dumped and with K − only were also taken to study the residual accidental background
in K + data. Finally a measurement of the electron identiﬁcation eﬃciency on the overall K e2
momentum spectrum required also special runs with K L beam, which allow the selection of a
pure sample of electron through KL → e+ π − ν decays.
The analysis of the 2007 data is already started and preliminary results are expected soon.
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Σ+ → pµ+ µ− : Standard Model or New Particle?
G. Valencia
Department of Physics, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011
The HyperCP collaboration observed three events for the decay Σ+ → pµ+ µ− . They suggested
that new physics may be required to understand the implied decay rate and the observed mµµ
distribution. Motivated by this result, we re-examine this mode. First within the standard
model, and then assuming there is a new particle. Within the SM we ﬁnd that Σ+ → pµ+ µ−
is long-distance dominated and its rate falls within the range suggested by the HyperCP
measurement. We then examine the conditions under which the observation is consistent with
a light Higgs boson and ﬁnd an explicit example that satisﬁes all the constraints: the light
pseudoscalar Higgs boson in the next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM).

1

Introduction

The HyperCP collaboration has observed three events for the mode Σ+ → pµ+ µ− 1 . A striking
feature of the result is that the three events have the same muon pair invariant mass, 214.3 MeV.
HyperCP estimates the probability for this clustering at 0.8% using a “form factor” distribution
for the standard model expectations 2 .
This observation invites two calculations and we report on the results in this talk. First
we present the best possible prediction for the Standard Model expectation. Since there are no
known particles of mass 214 MeV, we do not expect a peak at that muon pair invariant mass.
However, we need to know whether the SM distribution is narrower or wider than the form used
by HyperCP to assess the signiﬁcance of the clustering. Even if the three events represent new
physics, it is necessary to know the SM level in order to determine if HyperCP should have seen
events at other values of mµµ .
The second calculation involves assuming that the observed events are indeed evidence for a
new particle and confronting this observation with existing constraints from kaon and B physics.
In particular we study the conditions under which the observation is consistent with a light Higgs
boson and ﬁnd an explicit candidate for the new particle: the lightest CP-odd Higgs boson in
the NMSSM, the A01 .
2

Standard Model Calculation

We ﬁrst present the ingredients that enter the calculation within the SM 3 . The short distance
contribution is too small to explain these events by four orders of magnitude, this decay is long
distance dominated as is the case in similar kaon modes.
The long distance contributions to Σ+ → pµ+ µ− can be pictured schematically as arising
from the Σ+ → pγ ⋆ process. There are four independent form factors allowed by electromagnetic
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gauge invariance,
�

�

M(Bi → Bf γ ∗ ) = −eGF B̄f iσ µν qµ (a + bγ5 ) + (q 2 γ ν − q ν � q)(c + dγ5 ) Bi εν .

(1)

Two of the form factors, a(q 2 ) and c(q 2 ), are parity conserving whereas b(q 2 ) and d(q 2 ) are
parity violating. In addition, two of the form factors are non-zero at q 2 = 0 and contribute to
the radiative decay Σ+ → pγ: a(0) and b(0). All four form factors are complex and receive
imaginary parts from N π intermediate states.
We estimate these imaginary parts by taking the weak vertex Σ+ → N π from experiment
and using the N π → pγ ∗ scattering at lowest order in χPT (both conventional and heavy
baryon). We check that our calculations agree with the existing ones at q 2 = 0.
To estimate the real part of the form factors we use a(0) and b(0), as determined from the
width and decay distribution of the radiative decay Σ → pγ up to a discrete ambiguity. We
then assume that value for the range of q 2 needed. This is consistent with our ﬁnding that the
imaginary parts of the form factors are smooth and slowly varying over the q 2 range of interest.
Finally, the real parts of c(q 2 ) and d(q 2 ) are obtained using a vector meson dominance model.
There is some uncertainty in the calculation, but the resulting range, 1.6 × 10−8 ≤ B(Σ+ →
pµ+ µ− )SM ≤ 9.0 × 10−8 , is in good agreement with the measured rate, B(Σ+ → pµ+ µ− ) =
−8 1 . The predicted m
(8.6+6.6
µµ distribution shows no peaks near 214 MeV (or
−5.4 ± 5.5) × 10
elsewhere) and is slightly ﬂatter than the form factor used by HyperCP. This leads us to conclude that the probability of having the three events at the same invariant mass is about 0.5%.
Furthermore, the lower end of the range predicted for the rate is consistent with no events for
HyperCP, allowing for the possibility of all three events being consistent with new physics.
3

A new Particle with mass 214 MeV?

We now turn to the interpretation of the 3 HyperCP events as a new particle 1 with MP 0 =
−8
214.3 M eV and B(Σ+ → pµ+ µ− )P 0 = (3.1+2.4
−1.9 ± 1.5) × 10 . The observation implies that this
0
hypothetical new light state, P , is short lived, does not interact strongly, is narrow and decays
only into µ+ µ− , e+ e− or γγ, and has a ∆S = 1, ∆I = 1/2 coupling to s̄d quarks. There are
three questions to be answered and we address them in order. Why hasn’t it been seen before?
Is there a candidate for such a state? Where else could it be observed?
3.1

Why hasn’t it been seen before?

The most stringent constraint on a possible new particle P 0 is its non-observation in kaon decay.
After all, the modes K → πµ+ µ− proceed via the same quark level transition as Σ+ → pµ+ µ− :
s → dµ+ µ− . Of the three experiments that have studied these modes: BNL865 4 , HyperCP 5
and NA48 6 the one with most statistics was BNL865 4 with 430 events, 30 of which were in
<
their lowest bin 2mµ <
∼ mµµ ∼ 225 MeV where the signal would have been observed. Their
observation shows no peaks in the mµµ distribution, which is consistent with long distance SM
physics. On that basis, the most optimistic scenario for the new physics hypothesis is to assume
that all the 30 events in the ﬁrst bin were due to P 0 which leads to a 95% conﬁdence limit bound
B(K + → π + P 0 ) ≤ 8.7 × 10−9 7 (assuming that statistical errors dominate). This translates into
a rate for Σ+ → pP 0 some 25 times too small to explain the HyperCP events. Similar results are
obtained from the other kaon experiments, none of which saw a peak in their mµµ distribution.
Another constraint arises from the non-observation of the hypothetical new particle in b →
sµ+ µ− . In this case both Belle and BaBar 8 have results that can be interpreted as a 95%
conﬁdence level bound 7 B(B → Xs P 0 ) ≤ 8 × 10−8 .
In Figure 1, we can see schematically how it is possible for the new state to be observed in
Σ decay while not in K + decay: the kaon decay modes with only one pion in the ﬁnal state only
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Figure 1: sd FCNC at the quark level: a scalar coupling only aﬀects K → πP 0 and a pseudoscalar coupling only
aﬀects K → ππP 0 . However, both aﬀect Σ → pP 0 .

constrain the eﬀective |∆S| = 1 scalar coupling of the new state whereas the Σ decay is sensitive
also to the eﬀective |∆S| = 1 pseudoscalar coupling. Any viable model for P 0 will then have an
eﬀective scalar coupling about 25 times smaller than the corresponding pseudoscalar coupling 9 .
In a similar manner, the constraints from B decay require that the eﬀective bs coupling of P 0
be about an order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding sd coupling scaled by mb /ms
and (Vts Vtb⋆ )/(Vts Vtd⋆ ). The latter scaling is the appropriate one for one-loop Higgs penguins
dominated by a top-quark and a W boson in the intermediate state. A successful model for
P 0 can not have these penguin diagrams dominating the eﬀective FCNC of P 0 to down-type
quarks.
We have also considered additional processes that can, in principle, constrain the interactions
of the hypothetical P 0 . K − K̄ mixing allows an eﬀective pseudoscalar coupling up to 50 times
as large as required to explain the 3 HyperCP events. KL → µ+ µ− combined with the muon
g − 2 allow an eﬀective pseudoscalar coupling as large as required. The muon g − 2 allows a P 0
−4
9,10 .
coupling to muons gP µ <
∼ 5 × 10 which interestingly is about mµ /v
3.2

Is there a candidate for P 0 ?

The possibility that P 0 is a light sgoldstino has been explored to some extent in the literature
11 . Here, we pursue the possibility that P 0 is a light Higgs boson. For detailed phenomenology
of kaon and hyperon decays involving a light Higgs particle it is necessary to recall that there
are two types of contributions that are generally of similar size 7 . There are two-quark “Higgs
penguin” contributions that arise at one loop order and depend on the details of the ﬂavor
changing sector of the model. There are also “four-quark” contributions arising from a treelevel, SM W mediated |∆S| = 1 decay, in which the light Higgs is radiated from any of the
u, d, s quarks or the W boson via the tree-level ﬂavor diagonal couplings of the Higgs. Both of
these contributions can be calculated in chiral perturbation theory 12 , and we do so at leading
order. Given our discussion in the previous section we concentrate on CP-odd or pseudoscalar
Higgs bosons.
One possible candidate for P 0 is the A01 of the NMSSM. The Higgs sector of the NMSSM
contains the usual two Higgs doublets HD and HU that appear in the MSSM plus the Higgs
singlet N. In the physical spectrum there are two CP-odd scalars, of which the A01 is the lightest.
It has been proposed in the literature that this A01 can be naturally light due to a global U (1)
symmetry 13 .
The main features of the couplings of the A01 to SM ﬁelds are as follows. Its coupling to Zh
(h being the lightest CP even Higgs) is suppressed by tan β with respect to the MSSM ZhA
coupling allowing an evasion of LEP bounds in the large tan β regime. Its couplings to quarks
are also suppressed by tan β with respect to those of the A in the MSSM. This results, for
large tan β, in negligible couplings to up-type quarks. The couplings to down-type quarks are
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Figure 2: Parameter space for mũ −mc̃ and m2 /(−λx) where A01 can explain the HyperCP events (gray regions)
and simultaneously satisfy the kaon bounds (black regions). The horizontal axis corresponds to parameters in the
chargino mass matrix.
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independent of tan β and can be written in terms of one parameter, ld , which can be of order
¯ d(iA
 0 )/v − l m ℓ̄γ ℓ(iA0 )/v + · · ·.
one 14 : L = −ld md dγ
5 on
1
5
1
d ℓ
The four-quark contributions to A01 production in light meson and hyperon decay are thus
proportional to ld and independent of other parameters in the model. It is then straightforward to
compute these contributions to the HyperCP case. We ﬁnd 15 , B4q (Σ+ → pA01 ) = 1.7 × 10−7 |ld |2 ,
which matches the central value of the HyperCP result for ld ∼ 0.4. The bad news is that this
then leads to B4q (K + → π + A01 ) ∼ 10−6 , two orders of magnitude larger than the limit from
BNL E865. The conclusion illustrated by this calculation is that it is relatively easy to have a
light Higgs that matches the HyperCP observation but it is very hard to avoid seeing it in kaon
decay as well.
However, there are also the two-quark contributions to the amplitudes and it is possible
to arrange a cancellation between amplitudes that satisﬁes the kaon bounds. The two-quark
contributions are much more model dependent than the four-quark contributions, but also suﬀer
from additional constraints due to non-observation of P 0 in B decay. We have not performed
a full parameter scan, but rather illustrated that it is possible to satisfy all constraints. To
this eﬀect we start with the speciﬁc model considered by Hiller 14 and modify it accordingly. To
suppress the FCNC in B decay we consider mt̃ = mc̃ and negligible squark mixing. The strength
of the two-quark contribution to kaon decay is then tuned with mũ − mc̃ . We further consider
(large) tan β = 30, mt̃ ∼ 2.5 TeV and −λx = 150 GeV to obtain neutralino masses in the
100-1500 GeV range 15 . In Figure 2 we show our results 15 : the light shaded region corresponds
to parameters that reproduce the HyperCP observation. The dark shaded region corresponds
to those points that also satisfy the kaon bounds. As mentioned before the overlapping region
is signiﬁcantly smaller due to the cancellation required to satisfy the kaon bounds.
3.3

Where else can P 0 be observed?

Finally, we explore other processes that can test the new particle hypothesis for the HyperCP
result. We begin by considering only the eﬀect of two-quark operators, assuming that the
existing kaon bounds are bypassed because the eﬀective sd coupling is pseudoscalar. In this
case the new state would show up in kaon decay modes with two pions in the ﬁnal state and
we can easily derive from the HyperCP measurement that (the errors reﬂect the experimental
error only) 9
+1.6
B(KL → π + π − P 0 ) ≈ (1.8−1.4
) × 10−9
+7.5
B(KL → π 0 π 0 P 0 ) ≈ (8.3−6.6
) × 10−9 .
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Figure 3: Predicted branching ratios (solid curves) for KL → π + π − A01 and KL → π 0 π 0 A01 with ld = 0.35 . The
horizontal axis corresponds to the size of gP .

Both of these represent very signiﬁcant enhancements over the corresponding SM rates and may
be accessible to KTeV or NA48. In a similar manner this scenario results in 9,?
−6
B(Ω− → Ξ− P 0 ) ≈ (2.0+1.6
−1.2 ) × 10 .

(3)

The best upper bound for this mode, also from HyperCP 16 , is 6.1 × 10−6 .
If the new state P 0 is a light Higgs, then there are other processes that are sensitive only
to its ﬂavor diagonal couplings 19 (or four-quark operators). For example the modes V → γA01
have been proposed in the literature 17 . The results are that B(Υ1S → γA01 ) can reach about
1 × 10−4 ld2 and may be accessible to the B factories. Similarly B(φ → γA01 can reach 1.4 × 10−8 ld2
and may be accessible to DAΦNE 17 . In a similar spirit we have proposed the modes η → ππA01
where we can predict 18 B(η → π + π − A01 ) = 5.4 × 10−7 ld2 , again possibly accessible to DAΦNE.
When the four-quark contributions are added to the two-quark contributions in the NMSSM
(using parameters as in Hiller 14 and Xiandong 20 ) the results of Eq. 2 are modiﬁed. An example
of the resulting predictions for the rate of the kaon modes is shown in Fig. 3. Full details can
be found in the paper 18 , but the x-axis is related to the strength of the two-quark contribution
though an eﬀective gP and the strength of the four-quark contribution is kept ﬁxed. The
dotted curves result from the two-quark contributions alone. The shaded (pink) bands indicate
the allowed ranges of CL −CR when the two and four-quark contributions have the same sign
18 . Each vertical (green) dashed line corresponds to the special case 15 of chargino dominated
penguins.
4

Conclusions

The decay Σ+ → pµ+ µ− within the SM is long distance dominated and the predicted rate is in
the right range to explain the HyperCP observation. However, the predicted mµµ distribution
makes it unlikely to ﬁnd the three events at the same mass (P <
∼ 0.8%). Existing constraints
from kaon and B physics allow a new particle interpretation of the HyperCP result provided
that the FCNC couplings of the new particle are mostly pseudoscalar and smaller for b → s
transitions than naive scaling with CKM angles would predict.
The NMSSM has a CP-odd Higgs boson, the A01 that could be as light as the required
214 MeV. Its diagonal couplings to quarks and muons in the large tan β limit can have the
right size as well. There are several modes that can test this hypothesis independently from the
details of the ﬂavor changing sector of the model: Υ1S → γA01 , φ → γA01 and η → ππA01 .
It is harder to suppress the eﬀective scalar sd coupling that appears in this model to the level
required to satisfy the existing kaon bounds, but it is possible for certain values of the relevant
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parameters. The measurement of one of the modes KL → ππµ+ µ− can conﬁrm or refute this
scenario.
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MEASUREMENTS FROM KTeV OF RARE DECAYS OF THE KL0 AND π 0
E. D. ZIMMERMAN
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302 USA

The KTeV collaboration at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory has recently completed
searches for and measurements of several decay modes of the neutral kaon and pion. These
include new searches for lepton ﬂavor violating decays (which have not been seen), and a new
study of the parity properties of the decay π 0 → e+ e− e+ e− .

1

The KTeV Detector

Fermilab’s KTeV detector (Fig. 1) was constructed for Experiments 799 and 832. The two
experiments were designed to concentrate on diﬀerent aspects of neutral kaon physics: E799
on rare decays of the KL and E832 on measurement of Re(ǫ′ /ǫ). A primary proton beam with
energy 800 GeV struck a BeO target at a targeting angle of 4.8 mrad, and collimation and
sweeping magnets produced two parallel neutral hadron beams. The beams entered a 60 m long
vacuum decay region, which ended at a Mylar-Kevlar vacuum window. Decay products were
tracked with a series of drift chambers surrounding a dipole analysis magnet. Downstream of the
drift chambers were a series of transition radiation detectors (TRD) (in E799 only) and a pure
CsI electromagnetic calorimeter, an acive hadron beam absorber, and a set of muon detectors
behind steel shielding. Photon veto detectors surrounded the ﬁducial volume in the transverse
directions. The detector is described in more detail in Ref. 1 .
2

The decay π 0 → e+ e− e+ e− and the parity of the π 0

The neutral pion’s parity has historically been studied in two ways: indirectly via the crosssection of π − capture on deuterons 2,3 , or directly via the double Dalitz decay π 0 → e+ e− e+ e− 4 .
While both sets of results are consistent with the negative parity, the direct measurement has
only 3.6 σ signiﬁcance. KTeV has now reported results 5 that conclusively conﬁrm the negative π 0
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Figure 1: The KTeV spectrometer as conﬁgured for E799.

Figure 2: Lowest order Feynman diagram for π 0 → e+ e− e+ e− . The direct contribution is shown; a second
+
diagram exists with e+
1 and e2 exchanged.

parity as well as the ﬁrst-ever searches for parity and CP T violaton, and the ﬁrst measurements
of the electromagnetic form factor, in this mode.
The π 0 → e+ e− e+ e− decay proceeds through a two-photon intermediate state (Fig. 2). The
most general interaction Lagrangian for the π 0 → γ ∗ γ ∗ transition can be written 6 :
L ∝ Cµνρσ F µν F ρσ Φ

(1)

where F µν and F ρσ are the photon ﬁelds, Φ is the pion ﬁeld, and the coupling has the form
Cµνρσ ∝ f (x1 , x2 )[cos ζǫµνρσ + sin ζeiδ (gµρ gνσ − gµσ gνρ )].

(2)

The ﬁrst term in Cµνρσ is the expected pseudoscalar coupling and the second term introduces a
scalar coupling with a mixing angle ζ and a phase diﬀerence δ. Nuclear parity violation would
introduce a nonzero ζ, while CP T violation would cause the phase δ to be nonzero. We assume
the standard parity-conserving form for the γ ∗ → e+ e− conversion.
The form factor f (x1 , x2 ) is expressed in terms of the momentum transfer of each of the
virtual photons, or equivalently the invariant masses of the two Dalitz pairs: x1 ≡ (me+ e− /Mπ0 )2 ;
1

1

x2 ≡ (me+ e− /Mπ0 )2 . In calculating the phase space variables for an individual event, there is
2 2
an intrinsic ambiguity in assigning each electron to a positron to form a Dalitz pair. KTeV’s
analysis uses a matrix element model that includes the exchange diagrams and therefore avoids
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the need to enforce a pairing choice. The form factor is parametrized using a model based on
that of D’Ambrosio, Isidori, and Portolés (DIP) 7 , but with an additional constraint that ensures
the coupling vanishes at large momenta 8 . In terms of the remaining free parameters, the form
factor is:
1 − µ(1 + α)(x1 + x2 )
,
(3)
fDIP (x1 , x2 ; α) =
(1 − µx1 )(1 − µx2 )
where µ = Mπ20 /Mρ2 ≈ 0.032.
The parity properties of the decay can be extracted from the angle φ between the planes
of the two Dalitz pairs in Fig. 2, where pair 1 is deﬁned as having the smaller invariant mass.
The distribution of this angle from the dominant direct contribution has the form dΓ/dφ ∼
1 − A cos(2φ) + B sin(2φ), where A ≈ 0.2 cos(2ζ) and B ≈ 0.2 sin(2ζ) cos δ. A pure pseudoscalar
coupling, therefore, would produce a negative cos(2φ) dependence.
The branching ratio measurement, which we describe here ﬁrst, makes use of a normalization
mode in which two pions decay via π 0 → e+ e− γ and the third π 0 → γγ. This “double single0 π 0 where π 0 refers to π 0 → e+ e− γ, has the same ﬁnal state
Dalitz” mode, denoted KL → π 0 πD
D
D
particles as the signal mode. Both modes are fully reconstructed in the detector and the total
invariant mass is required to match the kaon’s. The two modes are distinguished by a χ2 formed
of the three reconstructed π 0 masses. This serves to identify the best pairing of particles for a
given decay hypothesis, as well as to select the more likely hypothesis of the two. The similarity
of these modes allows cancellation of most detector-related systematic eﬀects in the branching
ratio measurement, but also allows each mode to be a background to the other.
Radiative corrections complicate the deﬁnition of the Dalitz decays in general. We deﬁne
the signal mode π 0 → e+ e− e+ e− to be inclusive of radiative ﬁnal states where the squared
ratio of the invariant mass of the four electrons to the neutral pion mass x4e ≡ (M4e /Mπ0 )2 is
greater than 0.9, while events with x4e < 0.9 (approximately 6% of the total rate) are treated
as π 0 → e+ e− e+ e− γ. For normalization, the decay π 0 → e+ e− γ is understood to include all
radiative ﬁnal states, for consistency with previous measurements of this decay 9 . Radiative
corrections in this analysis are taken from an analytic calculation to order O(α2 ) 6 .
Radiative corrections complicate the deﬁnition of the Dalitz decays in general. The signal
mode π 0 → e+ e− e+ e− is deﬁned to be inclusive of radiative ﬁnal states where the squared
ratio of the invariant mass of the four electrons to the neutral pion mass x4e ≡ (M4e /Mπ0 )2 is
greater than 0.9, while events with x4e < 0.9 (approximately 6% of the total rate) are treated as
π 0 → e+ e− e+ e− γ. Radiative corrections in this analysis are taken from an analytic calculation
to order O(α2 ) 6 .
The ﬁnal event sample contains 30 511 signal candidates with 0.6 % residual background
and 141 251 normalization mode candidates with 0.5 % background (determined from the Monte
Carlo simulation). The background in the signal sample is dominated by mistagged events from
the normalization mode. v KTeV ﬁnds the following the ratio of decay rates:
x>0.9 · B
Beeee
γγ
= 0.2245 ± 0.0014(stat) ± 0.0009(syst).
2
Beeγ

(4)

The π 0 → e+ e− e+ e− branching ratio can be calculated from the double ratio using the known
x>0.9 =
values Bγγ = 0.9980 ± 0.0003 and Beeγ = (1.198 ± 0.032) × 10−2 10 . This yields Beeee
(3.26 ± 0.18) × 10−5 , where the error is dominated by the uncertainty in the π 0 → e+ e− γ
branching ratio. KTeV uses the radiative corrections model 6 to extrapolate to all radiative ﬁnal
states, ﬁnding:
Beeee(γ) · Bγγ
= 0.2383 ± 0.0015(stat) ± 0.0010(syst),
(5)
2
Beeγ
and Beeee(γ) = (3.46 ± 0.19) × 10−5 . This branching ratio result is in good agreement with
previous measurements 4 .
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Figure 3: Distribution of the angle φ, in units of π, between the planes of the two e+ e− pairs for π 0 → e+ e− e+ e−
candidate decays. The solid histogram shows the Monte Carlo expectation for negative parity.

The parameters of the π 0 γ ∗ γ ∗ coupling are found by maximizing an unbinned likelihood
function composed of the diﬀerential decay rate in terms of ten phase-space variables. The ﬁrst
ﬁve are (x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 , φ), where x1 , x2 , and φ are described above and the remaining variables
y1 and y2 describe the energy asymmetry between the electrons in each Dalitz pair in the π 0
center of mass 6 . The remaining ﬁve are the same variables, but calculated with the opposite
choice of e+ e− pairings. The likelihood is calculated from the full matrix element including the
exchange diagrams and O(α2 ) radiative corrections.
The ﬁt yields the DIP α parameter and the (complex) ratio of the scalar to the pseudoscalar
coupling. For reasons of ﬁt performance, the parity properties are ﬁt to the equivalent parameters
κ and η, where κ + iη ≡ tan ζeiδ . The shape of the minimum of the likelihood function indicates
that the three parameters α, κ, and η are uncorrelated. Acceptance-dependent eﬀects are
included as a normalization factor calculated from Monte Carlo simulations.
Systematic error sources on α and κ are similar to those for the branching ratio measurement.
The dominant systematic error is due to variation of cuts, resulting in a total systematic error
of 0.9 and 0.011 on α and κ respectively. For the η parameter, the primary uncertainty results
from the resolution on the angle φ between the two lepton pairs.This behavior was studied with
Monte Carlo simulation and a correction was calculated. The uncertainty on this correction
results in a systematic error of 0.031.
The φ distribution is shown in Fig. 3. For plotting the data a unique pairing of the four
electrons is chosen such that x1 < x2 and the product x1 x2 is minimized: this choice represents
the dominant contribution to the matrix element. It is clear that the pseudoscalar coupling
dominates, as expected, with no evidence for a scalar component. The distributions of all ﬁve
phase space variables agree well with the Monte Carlo simulation.
The parameters κ and η are transformed into limits on the pseudoscalar-scalar mixing angle
ζ under two hypotheses. If CP T violation is allowed, then the limit is set by the uncertainties in
η, resulting in ζ < 6.9◦ at the 90% conﬁdence level. If instead, CP T conservation is enforced, η
must be zero, and the limit derives from the uncertainties on κ, resulting in ζ < 1.9◦ , at the same
conﬁdence level. These limits on ζ limit the magnitude of the scalar component of the decay
amplitude, relative to the pseudoscalar component, to less than 12.1% in the presence of CP T
violation, and less than 3.3% if CP T is assumed conserved. The limits on scalar contributions
apply to all π 0 decays with two-photon intermediate or ﬁnal states.
This analysis conﬁrms the negative parity of the neutral pion with much higher statistical
signiﬁcance than the previous result, and places tight limits on nonstandard scalar and CP T violating contributions to the π 0 → e+ e− e+ e− decay.
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3

Lepton Flavor Violation

Lepton Flavor Violation (LFV) in weak decays is a key signature of several beyond-Standard
Model physics scenarios. Supersymmetry 11 , new massive gauge bosons 12,13 , and technicolor 14
all can lead to LFV decays which might be within reach of current experiments. Searches in KL
decays are complementary to searches in the charged lepton sector, since KL decays probe the
s → dµe transition 12 . KTeV-E799 has searched for the decays KL → π 0 µ± e∓ and π 0 → µ± e∓ ,
and has made the ﬁrst reported search for KL → π 0 π 0 µ± e∓ 15 .

In each case, the analysis required two charged tracks, one of which was identiﬁed as a muon
and the other an electron. The key detector elements for particle identiﬁcation were E/p in
the CsI calorimeter, response of the TRD, and muon hodoscopes downstream of the muon ﬁlter
steel. Clusters in the CsI with no tracks pointing to them were considered photons.

3.1

KL → π 0 µ± e∓

The dominant background for KL → π 0 µ± e∓ was the decay KL → π ± e∓ νe (Ke3 ), with a π ±
decay or punch through to the muon hodoscopes, accompanied by two accidental photons faking
a π 0 . Since accidental photons were often accompanied by other accidental activity, we removed
events with evidence of additional in-time activity in the detector. Additionally, the two photons
were required to form a good π 0 mass, and the square of the π 0 momentum in the KL rest frame
was required to be positive and therefore physical.
The signal and control regions were deﬁned using a likelihood variable L derived from p2t , the
sum of the momentum components of all ﬁnal-state particles perpendicular to the kaon ﬂight
line, and Mπ0 µe , the invariant mass of the π 0 µe system. The signal (control) region was deﬁned
by a cut on L chosen to retain 95% (99%) of signal Monte Carlo events after all other cuts.
Expected background levels were 0.66 ±0.23 events in the signal region and 4.21 ±0.53 events
in the control region. Both the signal and control regions were blind during the analysis. Figure
4 shows the p2t − Mπ0 µe plane after all cuts: ﬁve events were found in the control region and
zero in the signal. The resulting limit is B(KL → π 0 µ± e∓ ) < 7.56 × 10−11 at 90% CL, a factor
of 82 improvement over the previous best limit for this mode. 16
-2
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Figure 4: Surviving events in the p2t − Mπ0 µe plane for the KL → π 0 µ± e∓ search data. The signal and control
regions are shown as the inner and outer solid contours.
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3.2

Other lepton ﬂavor violating modes

KTeV has also searched for the decay KL → π 0 π 0 µ± e∓ . Reconstructing a second π 0 greatly
reduces the backgrounds, so some particle identiﬁcation and anti-accidental cuts were relaxed
to improve the signal acceptance. A similar analysis, including a cut on a kinematic likelihood
variable, yielded no events in either the control region or the signal region. This resulted in a
limit B(KL → π 0 π 0 µ± e∓ ) < 1.64 × 10−10 . This is the ﬁrst limit reported for this decay.
The decay chain KL → π 0 π 0 π 0 , π 0 → µ± e∓ gives the same ﬁnal state particles as KL →
0
π π 0 µ± e∓ , and therefore the same analysis procedure applies with the additional requirement
that the invariant mass Mµe ≈ Mπ0 . Since no events were found, the limit is B(π 0 → µ± e∓ ) <
3.59 × 10−10 . This limit on π 0 → µ± e∓ is equally sensitive to both charge modes, while the
previous best limits were not 17 . Assuming equal contributions from both charge combinations,
KTeV’s result is about a factor of two better than the previous best limit on π 0 → µ+ e− and
about a factor of 10 greater than the previous best limit on π 0 → µ− e+ .
4

Conclusion

KTeV has completed several measurements recently on the decays of neutral K and π mesons.
The measurement of π 0 → e+ e− e+ e− represents the best direct determination of the parity of
the π 0 and the ﬁrst searches for nonstandard parity and CP T violation in this mode. It also
yields the best branching ratio and the ﬁrst measurement of the form factor in this mode. The
limits on lepton ﬂavor violation are now the most stringent in the world for these decay modes.
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Recent results from KLOE
Marianna Testa for the KLOE Collaborationa
INFN-LNF, Via E. Fermi 40,
I-00044 Frascati, Italy

In this report I will present the recent results on K mesons from the KLOE experiment
at the DAFNE e+ e− collider working at the center of mass energy ∼ 1GeV ∼ mφ . They
include Vus determinations, the test on the unitarity of the ﬁrst row of the CKM matrix
and the related experimental measurements. Tests of lepton universality from leptonic and
semileptonic decays will be also discussed. Then I will present tests of quantum coherence,
CP T and Lorentz symmetry performed by studying the time evolution of the neutral kaon
system.

1

The KLOE experiment

The KLOE detector operates at DAΦNE, an e+ e− collider working at the center of mass energy W ∼ mφ ∼ 1.02 GeV. The φ mesons are produced essentially at rest and decay to K S KL
(K + K − ) ∼ 34% (∼ 49%) of the times. The K mesons are produced in a pure J P C = 1−− coherent quantum state, so that observation of a K S (K + ) in an event signals (tags) the presence
of a KL (K − ) and vice-versa: highly pure, almost monochromatic, back-to-back K S (K + ) and
KL (K − ) beams can be obtained. Moreover KS and KL are distinguishable on the basis of their
decay length: λS ∼ 0.6 cm and λL ∼ 340 cm.
a
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The KLOE detector consists essentially of a drift chamber (DC), surrounded by an electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC). The DC 1 is a cylinder of 4 m diameter and 3.3 m in length which
constitutes a large ﬁducial volume for K L decays (∼1/2 of λL ). The momentum resolution for
tracks at large polar angle is σp /p ≤ 0.4%. The EMC 2 is a lead-scintillating ﬁber calorimeter
consisting of a barrel
� energy resolution
� and two endcaps, which cover 98% of the solid angle. The
is σE /E ∼ 5.7%/ E(GeV). The intrinsic time resolution is σ T = 54ps/ E(GeV) ⊕ 50ps. A
superconducting coil surrounding the barrel provides a 0.52 T magnetic ﬁeld.
The present report is based on a ﬁrst data sample of ∼500 pb −1 , except for quantum coherence,
CP T and Lorentz symmetry tests; at present KLOE has about 2.2 fb −1 on disk.
2

Vus determination

In the Standard Model, the coupling of the W boson to the weak charged current is written as
g
√ Wα+ (UL VCKM γ α DL + ēL γ α νe L + µ̄L γ α νµ L + τ̄L γ α ντ L ) + h.c.,
2

(1)

where UT = (u, c, t), DT = (d, s, b) and L is for lefthanded. In the coupling above there is only
one coupling constant for leptons and quarks. Quarks are mixed by the Cabibbo-KobayashiMaskawa matrix, VCKM , which must be unitary.
The most precise check on the unitarity of the V CKM matrix is provided by measurements of
|Vus | and |Vud |, the contribution of Vub being at the level of 10−5 . |Vus | may be extracted by the
measurements of the semileptonic decay rates, fully inclusive of radiation, which are given by:
Γ(K�3(γ) ) =

2 G2 M 5
�
�
CK
SU(2)
EM 2
2
2
F
K
S
|V
|
|f
(0)|
I
1
+
δ
+
δ
.
EW
us
+
K�
K
K�
192π 3

(2)

In the above expression, the index K denotes K 0 → π ± and K ± → π 0 transitions, for which
2 = 1 and 1/2, respectively. M
CK
K is the appropriate kaon mass, S EW is the universal short3
distance electroweak correction and � = e, µ. Following a common convention, f + (0) ≡
0 −
f+K π (0). The mode dependence is contained in the δ terms: the long-distance electromagnetic
(EM) corrections, which depend on the meson charges and lepton masses and the SU(2)-breaking
corrections, which depend on the kaon species 4 . IK� is the integral of the dimensionless Dalitzplot density over the physical region for non radiative decays and includes | f˜+, 0 (t)|2 , the reduced
form factor, deﬁned below.
|Vus | can be also extracted from K → µν decays using the relation
Γ(Kµ2(γ) )
=
Γ(πµ2(γ) )

|2

2
|Vus fK
|Vud |2 fπ2

�

�2

�

�2 × (0.9930 ± 0.0035),

mK 1 − m2µ /m2K
mπ 1 − m2µ /m2π

(3)

where fπ and fK are the pion- and kaon-decay constants and the uncertainty in the numerical
factor is dominantly from structure-dependent radiative corrections. This ratio can be combined
with direct measurements of |Vud | to obtain |Vus |.
The measurement of Vus from leptonic and semileptonic kaon decays allows both the test the
unitarity of the CKM matrix and and the leptonic quark universality. Moreover the universality
of electron and muon interactions can be tested by measuring the ratio Γ(K → πµν)/Γ(K →
πeν) and the comparison between the measurement of V us from leptonic decays and that from
semileptonic decays allows to put bounds on new physics.
The experimental inputs to eq. 2 and 3 are the semileptonic and leptonic decay rates, fully
inclusive of radiation, i.e. branching ratios (BR) and lifetimes, and the reduced form factors f˜+ (t)
and f˜0 (t), whose behaviour as a function of t, the 4-momentum transfer squared (P K − pπ )2 ,
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is obtained from the decay pion spectra. Details on the measurements and the treatment of
correlations can be found in ref. 5 . In this report I will present the recent measurement of the
±
Kµ3 form factors, the charged kaon life time, the BR(K l3
) and the BR(K + → π + π 0 )
3

Kµ3 from factors

The largest uncertainty in calculating |V us | from the decays rates is due to the diﬃculties in
computing the matrix element �π|Jαhad |K� which has the form:
�π|Jαhad |K� = f+ (0) × ((P + p)α f+ (t) + (P − p)α (f0 (t) − f+ (t)∆Kπ /t)

(4)

2 − m2 . The above equation
where P (p) is the K(π) momentum, t = (P − p)2 and ∆Kπ = MK
π
deﬁnes the vector and scalar form factors (FF) f + (t) = f+ (0)f˜+ (t) and f0 (t) = f+ (0)f˜0 (t),
which take into account the non point-like structure of the pions and kaons. The term f + (0)
has been factored out, since the FFs must have the same value at t = 0. If the FFs are
�2
�
t
expanded in powers of t up to t2 as f˜+,0 (t) = 1 + λ�+,0 t 2 + 12 λ��+,0
, four parameters
m
m2
(λ�+ , λ��+ , λ�0 and λ��0 ) need to be determined from the decay pion spectrum in order to be
able to compute the phase-space integral. However, this parametrization of the form factors
is problematic, because the values for the λs obtained from ﬁts to the experimental decay
spectrum are strongly correlated 6 . It is therefore necessary to obtain a form for f˜0 (t) and
f˜+ (t) with at least t and t2 terms but with only one parameter. The Callan-Treiman relation
7 ﬁxes the value of scalar FF at t = ∆
Kπ (the so-called Callan-Treiman point) to the ratio of
f
1
the pseudoscalar decay constants f K /fπ . f˜0 (∆Kπ ) = fK
+ ∆CT , where ∆CT , SU(2)π f+ (0)
breaking correction 8 ,� is of O(10−3 ). A �recent dispersive parametrization for the scalar form
factor 9 , f˜0 (t) = exp ∆t (ln C − G(t)) , allows the constraint given by the Callan-Treiman
Kπ
relation to be exploited, such that C = f˜0 (∆Kπ ) and f˜0 (0) = 1. G(t) is derived from Kπ

scattering data. As suggested in ref. 9 , a good approximation to the dispersive parametrization
�
�2
�
�3
λ 2+p
λ0 3 + 3p2 λ0 + p3
t
t
is f˜0 (t) = 1 + λ0 t 2 + 0 2 2
+
with p2 and p3 given in ref.
6
m
m2
m2
9 . Also for the vector FF we make use of a dispersive parameterization 10 , twice substracted at
�
�
t
˜
t = 0, f+ (t) = exp
(Λ+ + H(t)) , where H(t) is obtained from Kπ scattering data and Λ +
m2π
has to be determined from the ﬁt to experimental data. At KLOE energies clean and eﬃcient
0.02

(Data-Fit)/Fit

0
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Eº

(MeV)

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Figure 1: Residuals of the ﬁt (top plots) and Eν distribution for data events superimposed on the ﬁt result
(bottom plot)

π/µ separation, required to measure the t spectrum, is diﬃcult. The FF parameters have
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been therefore obtained from ﬁts to the distribution of the neutrino energy E ν after integration
over the pion energy. About 1.8 Million of K µ3 are selected by means of kinematic cuts, time
of ﬂight (TOF) measurements and calorimetric information. Details on the analysis can be
found in ref. 11 . Using the dispersive parameterizations for the vector and scalar FF’s and
combing the Kµ3 and Ke3 data, we ﬁnd λ+ = (25.7 ± 0.4 ± 0.4 ± 0.2param ) × 10−3 and λ0 =
(14.0 ± 1.6 ± 1.3 ± 0.2param ) × 10−3 with χ2 /dof = 2.6/3 and a correlation coeﬃcient of −0.26.
The result of the ﬁt on Kµ3 data is shown in ﬁgure 1. Preliminary results based on 1f b −1 have
been also obtained and averaged with that presented above: λ + = (26.0 ± 0.5stat+syst ) × 10−3
and λ0 = (15.1 ± 1.4stat+syst ) × 10−3
4

±
τ (K ± ), BR(Kl3
) and BR(K + → π + π 0 )

We have combined the recent published measurements of the semileptonic BRs and the charged
kaon lifetime to use them in the evaluation of |V us |.
At KLOE, two methods are used to reconstruct the proper decay time distribution for
charged kaons. The ﬁrst is to obtain the decay time from the kaon path length in the DC,
accounting for the continuous change in the kaon velocity due to ionization energy losses. A
ﬁt to the proper-time distribution in the interval from 15–35 ns (1.6τ ± ) gives the result τ± =
12.364 ± 0.031stat ± 0.031syst ns. Alternately, the decay time can be obtained from the precise
measurement of the arrival times of the photons from K + → π + π 0 decays. In this case, a
ﬁt to the proper-time distribution in the interval from 13–42 ns (2.3τ ± ) gives the result τ± =
12.337 ± 0.030stat ± 0.020syst ns. Taking into account the statistical correlation between these
two measurements (ρ = 0.307), we obtain the average value τ ± = 12.347 ± 0.030 ns, see 12 .
±
±
To measure BR(Ke3
) and BR(Kµ3
), we use both K → µν and K → ππ 0 decays as tags. We
measure the semileptonic BRs separately for K + and K − . Therefore, BR(Ke3 ) and BR(Kµ3 ) are
each determined from four independent measurements (K + and K − decays; µν and ππ 0 tags).
Two-body decays are removed by kinematics and the photons from the π 0 are reconstructed to
reconstruct the K ± decay point. From the TOF and momentum measurement for the lepton
tracks, we obtain the m2l distribution shown in ﬁgure 2. Further details are given in 13 . Using the
Counts
14
MeV 2
������

Data
Fit to
MC�shapes

Ke3

K�3

������

M2
(MeV 2 )
�������

�

������

������

������

±
events.
Figure 2: Distribution of m2l , from TOF information, for Kl3

above result for τ± to estimate the ﬁducial volume acceptance, we obtain BR(K e3 ) = 0.04972 ±
0.00053 and BR(Kµ3 ) = 0.03273 ± 0.00039, which we use in our evaluation of |V us |.
We have also obtained a preliminary result on the BR(K + → π + π 0 ), which is crucial to
perform the ﬁt of all K ± BRs and for the |Vus | determination of several experiments (NA48,
±
ISTRA+, E865) in the normalization of the BRs (K l3
). About 800000 K + → π + π 0 have been
select with kinematic cuts. Our preliminary result, BR(K + → π + π 0 ) = (20.658±0.065±0.090)%,
is lower than the PDG value 14 of about 1.3%. Further details can be found in ref. 15 .
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5

|f+ (0)Vus | and lepton universality

0,±
Using the BR(Kl3
), τ (KL ), τ (K ± ) and the FFs from the KLOE results and τ (K S ) from the
±
±
14
PDG , the values of |f+ (0)Vus | has been evaluated for KLe3 , KLµ3 , KSe3 , Ke3
and Kµ3
decay
modes. The inputs from theory, according to eq. 2, are the SU(2)-breaking correction evaluated
with ChPT to O(p4 ), as described in 16 , the long distance EM corrections to the full inclusive
decay rate evaluated with ChPT to O(e2 p2 ) 16 using low-energy constants from ref. 17 .
The average on the ﬁve diﬀerent determination obtained taking into account all correlations is:
|f+ (0)Vus | = 0.2157 ± 0.0006 with χ2 /dof = 7.0/4.
Comparison of the values of |f+ (0) Vus | for Ke3 and Kµ3 modes provides a test of lepton universality. We calculate the following quantity

rµe

|f+ (0) Vus |2µ3, exp
Γµ3 Ie3 (1 + δKe )2
≡
=
,
|f+ (0) Vus |2e3, exp
Γe3 Iµ3 (1 + δKµ )2

SU(2)

(5)

EM

where δK� stands for δK
+ δK� . In the SM rµe = 1. Averaging between charged and neutral
modes, we ﬁnd rµe = 1.000 ± 0.008. The sensitivity of this result is competitive with that
obtained for π → lν and τ → lν decays 18,19 whose accuracy is ∼ 0.4%.
6

Test of CKM unitarity

To get the value of |Vus | we have used the recent determination of f + (0) = 0.9644 ± 0.0049
from RBC and UKQCD Collaborations obtained from a lattice calculation with 2 + 1 ﬂavors
of dynamical domain-wall fermions 22 . Using their value for f+ (0), our Kl3 results give |Vus | =
0.2237 ± 0.0013. Additional information is provided by the determination of the ratio |V us /Vud |,
using eq. 3. From our measurements of BR(K µ2 ) and τ± , Γ(πµ2 ) from ref. 14 and the recent
lattice determination of fK /fπ from the HPQCD/UKQCD collaboration, f K /fπ =1.189 ± 0.007
21 , we obtain |V /V |2 =0.0541 ± 0.0007. We perform a ﬁt to the above ratio and our result
us
ud
|Vus |2 =0.05002 ± 0.00057 together with the result |V ud |2 = 0.9490 ± 0.0005 from superallowed βdecays 20 . We ﬁnd 1 − |Vus |2 − |Vud |2 = 0.0004 ± 0.0007 (∼ 0.6σ) and conﬁrm the unitarity
of the CKM quark mixing matrix as applied to the ﬁrst row. The result of the ﬁt is shown in
ﬁgure 3.
�Vus��
0.052

K���
����

0.051
0.050

K��l�

��� ��
0.049 1¾ contour ��-decay�
0.948
0.949

unitarity

0.950 �Vud��

Figure 3: KLOE results for |Vus |2 , |Vus /Vud |2 and |Vud |2 from β-decay measurements, shown as 2σ wide grey
bands. The ellipse is the 1 σ contour from the ﬁt. The unitarity constraint is illustrated by the dashed line.

7

Bounds on new physics from Kl2 decays

The comparison between the values for |V us | obtained from helicity-suppressed K �2 decays and
helicity-allowed K�3 decays allows to put bounds on new physics. We study the quantity R �23 =
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�
�
� Vus (Kµ2 )
Vud (0+ → 0+ ) ��
�
, which is unity in the SM, but would be aﬀected only in V us (Kµ2 )
×
� Vus (K�3 )
Vud (πµ2 ) �

by the presence of non-vanishing scalar or right-handed currents. A scalar current due to a
23
charged
Higgs
�
� lower the value of R �23 , which becomes (see ): R�23 =
� exchange
� is expected to
�
�
m2 +
m2 +
�
tan2 β �
1 − 2π
�1 − K
� with tan β the ratio of the two Higgs vacuum expectation
2
�
mH +
mK + 1 + �0 tan β �
values in the MSSM and �0 ≈ 0.01 24 . Using our result on Kµ2 and K�3 decays, the lattice
determinations of f+ (0) and fK /fπ and the value of |Vud | discussed above, we obtain R�23 =
1.008 ± 0.008. Fig. 4 shows the region in the {m H + , tan β} plane excluded at 95% CL by our
result for R�23 .
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Figure 4: Region in the mH + -tan β plane excluded by our result for R�23 ; the region excluded by measurements
of BR(B → τ ν) is also shown.

BR(Ke2 )
is extremely well known in the SM, being almost free on hadronic
BR(Kµ2 )
uncertainties. Since the electron channel is helicity suppressed R K is sensitive to contributions
from physics beyond the SM. Deviations up to few percent on R K are expected in minimal
supersymmetric extensions of the SM and should be dominated by lepton-ﬂavour violating contributions with tauonic neutrinos emitted 25 . KLOE has selected about 8000 Ke2 events on 1.7
pb−1 by performing a direct search without the tag of the other kaon. Background from K µ2 has
been reduced by means of kinematic cuts and calorimeter particle identiﬁcation. Our preliminary result, RK = (2.55 ± 0.05 ± 0.5) × 10−5 , allows to put bounds on the charged Higgs mass
and tan β for diﬀerent slepton mass matrix oﬀ-diagonal elements ∆ 1,3 . An accuracy of ∼ 1% is
expected increasing the data sample analized, the control sample and Monte Carlo statistics.
The ratio RK =

8

Test of quantum coherence, CPT and Lorentz symmetry with the neutral kaons

Test of quantum mechanics (QM) can be performed by studying the time evolution of the
quantum correlated KS KL system, in particular studying the interference pattern of the decay
KL KS → π + π − π + π − . The distribution of the diﬀerence decay times is given by:
I(|∆t|) ∝ e−|∆t|ΓL + e−|∆t|ΓS − 2cos(∆m|∆t|)e−

Γs +ΓL
|∆t|
2

(6)

One of the most direct ways to search for deviations from QM is to introduce a decoherence
parameter ζ 26 , i.e. multiplying by a factor (1 − ζ) the interference term in the last equation.
The deﬁnition of ζ depends on the basis chosen for the initial state 27 |i� ∝ |KS (+�
p)�|KL (−�
p)� −
0
0
0
0
|KL (+�
p)�|KS (−�
p)� or |i� ∝ |K (+�
p)�|K̄ (−�
p)� − |K̄ (+�
p)�|K (−�
p)�.
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The case ζ = 1 (i.e. total decoherence) corresponds to the spontaneous factorization of
states (known as Furry’s hypothesis 28 ). Selecting a pure sample of KL KS → π + π − π + π − and
ﬁtting eq. 6 to data, KLOE has obtained the following preliminary result based on 1f b −1 :
ζSL = 0.009 ± 0.022stat and ζ00 = (0.03 ± 0.12stat ) × 10−5 consistent with QM predictions.
In a quantum gravity framework, space-time ﬂuctuations at the Planck scale (∼ 10 −33 cm),
might induce a pure state to evolve into a mixed one 29 . This decoherence, in turn, necessarily
implies CP T violation 30 . In this context the CPT operator may be “ill-deﬁned” and CPT
violation eﬀects might also induce a breakdown of the correlation in the initial state 31,32 which
can be parametrized in general as: |i� ∝ |K S (+�
p)�|KL (−�
p)� − |KL (+�
p)�|KS (−�
p)�
+ ω (|KS (+�
p)�|KS (−�
p)� − |KL (+�
p)�|KL (−�
p)�) where ω is a complex
parameter
describing CP T
�
−3
2 /M
violation. Its order of magnitude might be at most |ω| ∼ (MK
P lanck )/∆Γ ∼ 10 , with
∆Γ = ΓS −ΓL . KLOE has improved its limit on the ω parameter using about 1f �b −1 . The prelimi�
−4
nary results, obtained by ﬁtting the I(∆t; π + π − π + π − ) distribution, are Reω = −2.5+3.1
−2.3 ×10
�

�

−4
and Im ω = −2.2+3.4
−3.1. × 10 , consistent with quantum coherence and CP T symmetry. The
accuracy reaches the interesting region of the Planck’s scale.
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Figure 5: Fit of the diﬀerence t1 − t2 of the decay times of KS → π + π − and KL → π + π − , where t1 is the
time of the kaon having cos θ > 0, in the range 0 < tsid < 4h. The black points are the experimental data, the
histogram is the ﬁt results and the hatched area is the uncertainty arising from the eﬃciency, the resolution and
the background evaluation

Another possibility for CP T violation is based on spontaneous breaking of Lorentz symmetry
in the context of the Standard Model Extension (SME)33,34 . In the SME CP T violation manifests
to lowest order only in the δ parameter, describing CP T violation in the time evolution, which
exhibits a dependence on the kaon 4-momentum:
δ(p, θ, tsid ) =

1 2π
isinφSW eiφSW γ
(7)
δ(�
p, tsid )dφ =
2π 0
∆m
(∆a0 + β∆aZ cos χ cos θ + β∆aY sin χ cos θ sin Ωtsid + β∆aX sin χ cos θ cos Ωtsid )
�

after integration on φ, where θ and φ are the conventional polar and azimuthal angles deﬁned
in the laboratory frame around the z axis. ∆a µ are four CP T and Lorentz
� symmetry violating
coeﬃcients for the two valence quarks, β is the kaon velocity, γ = 1/ 1 − β 2 , φSW is the
superweak angle, χ is the angle between the z laboratory axis and the Earth’s rotation axis and
Ω is Earth’s sidereal frequency. The sidereal time (t sid ) dependence arises from the rotation
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of the Earth. KLOE has measured the ∆aX,Y,Z parameters by using the channel KS KL →
π + π − π + π − and performing an analysis on the polar angle θ and the sidereal time t sid . Fitting
the distribution of the decay times diﬀerence I (t 1 − t2 ; π + π − (cos θ1 > 0) π + π − (cos θ2 < 0); tsid )
we obtain the preliminary results based on 1f b −1 : ∆aX = (−6.3 ± 6.0) × 10−18 GeV, ∆aY =
(−2.8 ± 5.9) × 10−18 GeV and ∆aZ = (−2.4 ± 9.7) × 10−18 GeV. The result of the ﬁt is shown in
ﬁg. 5. A limit on the ∆a0 parameter has been obtained through the diﬀerence on the K S and
KL semileptonic charge asymmetry integrated on t sid and on a symmetrical polar angle region.
Our preliminary result is ∆a0 = (0.4 ± 1.8) × 10−17 GeV
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MEASUREMENT OF DIRECT CP VIOLATION PARAMETER Re(ǫ′ /ǫ) IN
THE NEUTRAL KAON SYSTEM
A GLAZOV
On behalf of the KTeV Collaboration
DESY, Notkestrasse 85, Hamburg, 22607, Germany

The ﬁnal measurement of the direct CP violation parameter Re(ǫ′ /ǫ) performed by the KTeV
collaboration is presented. The new result, Re(ǫ′ /ǫ) = [19.2 ± 1.1stat ± 1.8syst ], improves
precision of the previous measurement1 and is consistent with it. Along with the measurement
of Re(ǫ′ /ǫ), new measurements of the KL − KS mass diﬀerence, ∆m, the KS lifetime, τS , the
phase φǫ = arg(ǫ) and the phase diﬀerence ∆φ are performed. The data are consistent with
CPT symmetry, the value of Re(ǫ′ /ǫ) is consistent with the NA48 result2 .

1

Introduction

Violation of CP symmetry in weak interactions was ﬁrst discovered in 1964 when the decay
KL → π + π − was observed. It was realized in the following experiments that the main reason
for the eﬀect is a small diﬀerence between K 0 → K̄ 0 and K̄ 0 → K 0 transition rates, which is
termed as indirect CP violation. CP can be also violated directly in a decay amplitude, a search
for this process has been performed by experiments at CERN3,2 and Fermilab4,1 . In this letter,
the ﬁnal measurement of direct CP violation by the KTeV experiment at Fermilab is reported.
Direct CP violation manifests itself as a diﬀerence in the level of CP violation for diﬀerent
decay modes. For neutral kaons, K → π + π − and K → π 0 π 0 decay amplitudes can be compared:
η+− =
η00 =

A(KL →π + π − )
′
A(KS →π + π − ) = ǫ + ǫ
A(KL →π 0 π 0 )
= ǫ − 2ǫ′ .
A(KS →π 0 π 0 )

(1)

Here ǫ quantiﬁes common indirect CP violation while ǫ′ parameterizes a diﬀerence between the
two modes and thus is a direct CP violation parameter.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the KTeV detector

CPT invariance imposes additional constraints on the complex parameters ǫ and ǫ′ . In
particular phase of ǫ must be equal to the “superweak” phase, φǫ = φSW ≡ arctan(2∆m/∆Γ),
where ∆m ≡ mL − mS is the KL − KS mass diﬀerence and ∆Γ ≡ ΓS − ΓL is the diﬀerence in
the decay widths. CPT invariance together with measurements of the strong phase shifts5 also
requires that φǫ ≈ φǫ′ . Therefore, Re(ǫ′ /ǫ) is a measure of direct CP violation while Im(ǫ′ /ǫ) is
a measure of CPT violation. Experimentally, Re(ǫ′ /ǫ) is determined using double ratio of the
decay rates:
�
�
Γ(KL → π + π − )/Γ(KS → π + π − ) �� η+− ��2
=�
≈ 1 + 6Re(ǫ′ /ǫ),
(2)
�
0
0
0
0
η
Γ(KL → π π )/Γ(KS → π π )
00
while Im(ǫ′ /ǫ) can be determined from the phase diﬀerence of the decay amplitudes:
∆φ ≡ φ00 − φ+− ≈ −3Im(ǫ′ /ǫ).

(3)

Previous measurements of Re(ǫ′ /ǫ) have established that it has small non-zero value. This
letter presents the ﬁnal KTeV measurement of Re(ǫ′ /ǫ) which is based on complete data sample, including new 1999 data period that about doubles the statistics of the previous KTeV
publication1 , and signiﬁcantly improved experimental procedure.
2

KTeV Detector and Data Analysis

The KTeV apparatus (see Fig. 1) uses double beam technique to simultaneously collect the
four decay modes KL,S → π + π − (π 0 π 0 ). The two neutral beams are formed from secondary
particles produced by 800 GeV/c protons colliding on a beryllium oxide target using a system
of collimators, absorbers and sweeping magnets. The neutral kaon decays are detected in 110 −
158 m range from the production target (for the KTeV coordinate system this corresponds to
a positive Z direction). The kaon energies used in this analysis are in 40 − 160 GeV range. At
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125 m from the production target one of the beams passes through a plastic regenerator which
produces coherent mixture of KL and KS states, for K → ππ decays the KS state dominates.
The regenerator alternates between the two neutral beams during the periods with no proton
collisions on target, at about once per minute rate, in order to reduce systematic diﬀerences
between KL and KS decays. The kaon beam with the regenerator is termed in the following as
the regenerator beam while the other beam is termed as the vacuum beam.
The charged decay products are detected in a drift chamber spectrometer. The spectrometer is equipped with two chambers before and two after an analyzing magnet. Each chamber
measures charged particle tracks in horizontal and vertical views. The neutral decay products
are measured in a CsI crystal calorimeter, located after the spectrometer at 186 m from the
production target. The crystals of the calorimeter have transverse dimensions of 2.5 × 2.5 cm2
for the central region surrounded by 5 × 5 cm crystals in the outer range, there are 3100 crystals
in total.
An extensive veto system rejects background events coming from interactions in the regenerator, semileptonic and KL → π 0 π 0 π 0 decays. The background levels, which include non-K → ππ
decays as well as K → ππ decays in which the kaon scatters in the regenerator, after all selection
cuts do not exceed 0.1% for the π + π − (“charged”) and 1.2% for the π 0 π 0 (“neutral”) mode.
The reconstruction of K → π + π − mode starts from selecting events with two track measured
in the spectrometer. Each track is matched to a cluster in CsI calorimeter and E/p < 0.85 is
required to reject K → π ± e∓ ν events. No signal is allowed in the muon veto system, located
behind the CsI calorimeter, to reject K → π ± µ∓ ν events. A high eﬃciency of the muon system
is ensured by imposing p > 8 GeV/c condition for momentum of each track. The invariant
mass of the two tracks, assuming the tracks are charged pions, is selected in 488 MeV/c2 <
mπ+ π− < 508 MeV/c2 range. The transverse momentum squared of the kaon is required to
be p2T < 250 MeV2 /c2 in order to reject events in which the kaon undergoes scattering in the
regenerator or in an upstream collimator.
To measure K → π 0 π 0 decays four photon clusters of energy are detected in the CsI
calorimeter. The clusters are paired together to reconstruct π 0 → γγ decays. For each pairing the Z coordinate
of the decay point with respect to the calorimeter surface is calculated
√
as Z12 = r12 E1 E2 /mπ0 , where E1,2 are the photon energies, r12 is the distance between the
photons and mπ0 is the nominal π 0 mass. All six pairings are considered and the one which
leads to the most consistent Z12 determination is used. The decay Z vertex position is estimated
using an error weighted average of Z12 . The kaon transverse vertex position is reconstructed
by using a center of energy of the clusters, it is required to be situated inside the beam proﬁle
in order to reduce scattering background. The kaon energy is measured as a sum of the cluster
energies. A cut on total invariant mass is imposed 488 MeV/c2 < mπ0 π0 < 508 MeV/c2 which
rejects K → π 0 π 0 π 0 events.
Distributions of the Z coordinate of KS → ππ and KL → ππ decay vertices have very
diﬀerent shape because of the diﬀerence in the lifetimes. To take this into account, KTeV uses
a detailed Monte Carlo simulation (MC). Quality of this simulation can be tested by comparing
the Z vertex distribution in the vacuum beam, see Fig 2. A linear slope in the ratio of the data
to MC distributions can be directly translated into uncertainty of Re(ǫ′ /ǫ) using a diﬀerence of
an average Z position of the decay vertex for KS and KL decays. The systematic uncertainty is
derived based on KL → π + π − decays for the charged and KL → π 0 π 0 π 0 decays for the neutral
mode.
Compared to the previous KTeV publication1 , several signiﬁcant improvements of the measurement procedure were introduced. These include improvements for the 1999 data taking (i.e.
better duty cycle for the proton extraction and repaired electrons of CsI calorimeter), for the
data analysis (i.e. better model for drift chamber resolution which lead to ∼ 15% increase of
mπ+ π− resolution), while the main improvements were made for the detector simulation. The
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Figure 2: Z coordinate of the kaon decay point in the vacuum beam for data (dots) and MC (histogram), (a),
and the ratio of data to MC distributions, (b), for (from top to bottom) KL → π + π − , KL → π ± e∓ ν, KL → π 0 π 0
and KL → π 0 π 0 π 0 decays.

updates in MC include new charged particle tracing in the detector, which were also used for
the KTeV measurement of the parameter Vus 6 and better description of the photon showers,
using a new GEANT-based7 shower library. The new simulation of the photon showers leads to
signiﬁcant reduction of the energy scale uncertainty, which is the main source of the error for
Re(ǫ′ /ǫ), this error is reduced from 1.3 × 10−4 to 0.65 × 10−4 .
3

Results

For the full combined dataset, the result of the analysis is
Re(ǫ′ /ǫ) = [19.2 ± 1.1stat ± 1.8syst ] × 10−4 = [19.2 ± 2.1] × 10−4 .

(4)

The result is in a good agreement with the previous KTeV publication1 : Re(ǫ′ /ǫ) = [20.7 ±
1.5stat ± 2.4syst ] × 10−4 . A comparison of the KTeV measurement with other experiments is
presented in Fig. 3. A good agreement between diﬀerent results is observed; the world average,
Re(ǫ′ /ǫ) = [16.8±1.4]×10−4 , corresponds to a measurement of the direct CP violation parameter
with 8% precision.
Decays in the regenerator beam are sensitive to KL − KS interference and thus allow to
measure ∆m, φǫ and Im(ǫ′ /ǫ). Measurements of ∆m and φǫ depend strongly on the properties
of the kaon regeneration and transmission in the regenerator beam. The transmission in the
regenerator beam has been re-measured using a high statistics sample of K → π + π − π 0 events
collected in 1999. A dedicated study of the screening corrections allowed to signiﬁcantly reduce
uncertainty arising from the kaon regeneration. As a result, the measurement of φǫ is signiﬁcantly
improved compared to previous KTeV publication1 providing a better CPT symmetry test. For
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Figure 3: Re(ǫ′ /ǫ) measured by E7314 , NA313 , NA482 and KTeV1 collaborations together with an average of
these four measurements labeled as “New World Ave.”.

an analysis without CPT constraints, KTeV obtains:
τS
∆m
φǫ
Im(ǫ′ /ǫ)

=
=
=
=

[89.589 ± 0.070] × 10−12 s,
[5279.7 ± 19.5] × 106 h̄/s,
[43.86 ± 0.63]◦ ,
[−17.20 ± 20.20] × 10−4 .

(5)

The measured Im(ǫ′ /ǫ) corresponds to ∆φ = [0.30 ± 0.35]◦ . The data are consistent with CPT
symmetry: Im(ǫ′ /ǫ) and δφ = φǫ − φSW = [0.40 ± 0.56]◦ are consistent with zero. Imposing
the CPT conservation as an additional constraint allows to reduce uncertainties on τS and ∆m.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4 which shows correlations of τS , ∆m and φǫ together with a band
derived from δφ = 0 condition. The resulting τS and ∆m are:
τS
= [89.623 ± 0.047] × 10−12 s,
∆m = [5269.9 ± 12.3] × 106 h̄/s.

(6)

Using these values KTeV determines φSW |cpt = [43.419 ± 0.058]◦ .
4

Conclusions

The ﬁnal measurement of Re(ǫ′ /ǫ) and other kaon system parameters by the KTeV collaboration
based on complete dataset is presented. Increase of the data sample and improvements of the
analysis techniques allow to reduce the total uncertainties compared to the previous publication1 .
The world measurements of Re(ǫ′ /ǫ) are consistent with each other and establish ﬁrmly the
presence of direct CP violation in the kaon decays. With improved precision, the data do not
show any indication of CPT symmetry violation.
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Status of the CKM matrix
S. Descotes-Genon, on behalf of the CKMﬁtter group
Laboratoire de Physique Théorique (UMR 8627), CNRS/Univ. Paris-Sud 11, 91405 Orsay, France

I review the status of Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix within the Standard Model, with
a focus on exclusive b → (d, s)γ transitions and on charm and strange physics.

In the Standard Model (SM), the weak charged-current transitions mix quarks of diﬀerent
generations, which is encoded in the unitary Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. In
the case of three generations of quarks, the physical content of this matrix reduces to four real
parameters, among which one phase, the only source of CP violation in the Standard Model
(the lepton sector can also exhibit similar sources of CP violation once masses, provided by New
Physics (NP), are considered). One can deﬁne these four real parameters as:
λ2 =

|Vus |2
|Vud |2 + |Vus |2

A2 λ4 =

|Vcb |2
|Vud |2 + |Vus |2

ρ̄ + iη̄ = −

∗
Vud Vub
.
∗
Vcd Vcb

(1)

This parametrisation is exact, unitary to all orders in λ and independent of phase conventions. A
Wolfenstein-like parametrisation of the CKM matrix can be derived up to an arbitrary power in
the Cabibbo angle λ = sin(θC ), using the unitarity of the matrix to determine all its elements.
A challenge for both experimentalists and theorists consist in extracting information on the
underlying mechanism of CP violation from the wealth of data currently available, in the presence
of the strong interaction that binds quarks into hadrons. Does the above CKM mechanism
describe accurately the data? If yes, what are the values of λ, A, ρ̄ and η̄? If no, what is (are)
the source(s) of CP violation beyond the Standard Model?
The CKMﬁtter group follows this program within the Rﬁt frequentist approach 1 . The likelihood function L is deﬁned as the product L(ymod ) = Lexp(xexp − xthe (ymod )) · Lthe (yQCD )
where xexp denote experimental measurements and xthe the corresponding theoretical predictions. xthe depends on ymod which are either free parameters of the theory (e.g., the CKM matrix
parameters) or hadronic quantities (e.g., form factors, decay constants. . . denoted yQCD ). Each
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Figure 2: CL proﬁle for γ (left) and correlation between γ and the strong phase δ for the diﬀerent methods based
on B → DK (right).

eral slightly incompatible solutions, the frequentist statistical treatment treats all the solutions
on the same footing, leading to a broadening of the conﬁdence intervals for γ (a Bayesian analysis would integrate over hadronic parameters, so that diﬀerent incompatible solutions sharing
the same value of γ yield an increase degree of belief in this value, reducing the uncertainty in
the posterior p.d.f of γ) 2 .
The outcome of the global ﬁt is shown in Fig. 1 in the usual (ρ̄, η̄) plane
A = 0.795+0.025
−0.015 ,

λ = 0.2252+0.0008
−0.0008 ,

ρ̄ = 0.135+0.033
−0.016 ,

η̄ = 0.345+0.015
−0.018

(2)

∗ )/(V V ∗ ) and more suitable to
but also in the (ρ̄s , η̄s ) plane deﬁned as ρ̄s + iη̄s = −(Vus Vub
cs cb
∗ )/(V V ∗ ) +
discuss the CKM mechanism for the Bs sector. The corresponding triangle (Vus Vub
cs cb
1 + (Vts Vtb∗ )/(Vcs Vcb∗ ) = 0 is squashed, with 2 sides of O(λ0 ) and 1 side of O(λ2 ). βs =
arg[−Vcs Vcb∗ /(Vts Vtb∗ )], the angle opposite to the small side, is related to Bs mixing in the SM.
The global ﬁt yields a small and well-predicted value βs = −0.0183+0.0009
−0.0008 rad, with which recent
0
ﬂavour-tagged Bs → J/ψφ analysis from CDF and D0 present some tension 3 . The two experiments used diﬀerent assumptions for their analyses (strong phases, width of the Bs meson)
and obtained nontrivial likelihoods. It seems sensible to wait for a combined analysis within a
common framework and for a larger data sample before claiming a hint of NP in the Bs sector.

2

B →Vγ

It has been known for a long time that the loop processes b → (d, s)γ can give an access to |Vt(d,s) |
which complement ∆md,s in an interesting fashion: we can test penguin versus box diagrams,
so that an inconsistency between the two determinations, and with the global ﬁt, would teach
us in which direction to look for NP. Inclusive B → Xs decays have been computed with a high
accuracy 4 , but one can also consider exclusive B → V γ decays. The ﬁrst attempts to compute
the corresponding amplitudes used a factorisation approach 5,6,7 . It was in particular used to
determine
Rρ/ω =

B(ρ± γ) +

τB±
τB0

B(K ∗± γ) +

�

�

B(ρ0 γ) + B(ωγ)

τB±
τB0

�

�

B(K ∗0 γ)

�3
�
� �
� Vtd �2
1 − m2ρ /m2B
1
�
= ��
[1 + ∆R]
V � 1 − m2 /m2
ξ2
ts

K∗

(3)

B

where ξ is a ratio of form factors and ∆R is a correction from hadronic physics estimated as
∆R = 0.1 ± 0.1. This important step left many questions open. What is the dependence of ∆R
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Figure 3: Constraints on the unitarity triangle from B → V γ using the simpliﬁed expression of Rρ/ω (left) and
considering the available branching ratios and their theoretical expressions with 1/mb corrections (right).

on the CKM matrix elements? Can one estimate and exploit isospin breaking? How to estimate
weak annihilation processes, which for (ρ, ω)γ occurs at tree level and can be large, despite a
formal 1/mb suppression. A further step was proposed by estimating 1/mb -suppressed terms,
missed in QCD factorisation or in SCET, through light-cone sum rules 8 . For each ﬁnal state, all
contributions can be expressed as a factor to the leading amplitude, i.e., the magnetic operator
Q7 = (e/8π 2 )mb D̄σ µν (1 + γ5 )Fµν b:
�
GF � D u
c
λu a7 (V ) + λD
Ā ≡ √
c a7 (V ) �V γ|Q7 |B̄�
2

∗
λD
U = VU D VU b ,

(4)

U,QCDF
(V ) + aU,ann
(V ) + aU,soft
(V ) is the sum of
where D = d, s and the coeﬃcient aU
7 (V ) = a7
7
7
three terms. QCDF denotes the result from QCD factorisation at leading-order in 1/mb and
up to O(αs ) corrections, whereas ann and soft correspond to weak-annihilation and soft-gluon
contributions. The latter are 1/mb -suppressed contributions which can be computed within
QCD factorisation, but can be estimated through light-cone sum rules.
In this approach, each decay is described individually and the short- and long-distance
contributions of u and c internal loops can be identiﬁed (they are note combined in a single
correction ∆R). For the evaluation, we followed refs. 6,8 and for the expressions of a7 ’s and
hadronic inputs (form factors, distribution amplitudes), using leading-order Wilson coeﬃcients
and the HFAG averages for the branching ratios (in units of 10−6 ) 9 :

K ∗− γ : 40.3 ± 2.6,

K ∗0 γ : 40.1 ± 2.0,

ρ+ γ : 0.88+0.28
−0.26 ,

ρ0 γ : 0.93+0.19
−0.18 ,

ωγ : 0.46+0.20
−0.17 ,

−6
together with the Belle value B(Bs → φγ) = (57+18+12
−15−11 ) · 10 . Fig. 3 shows the improvement from the previous treatment. The constraint is not a perfectly circular ring, due to the
(previously neglected) sensitivity to other CKM matrix elements in the decay amplitude. The
constraints from B → V γ and from neutral B meson mixing have been superimposed to illustrate the compatibility of the two determinations, and their complementarity (we compare
box and penguin processes with diﬀerent theory sources). The study of CP asymmetries should
provide further information on the apex of the B-meson unitarity triangle.
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Figure 4: Constraints on |Vus /Vud | (left) and |Vcs | (right). On each plot, the direct determination is compared to
the prediction based on the global ﬁt.

3

Lighter quarks and the lattice

The above constraints derived from b transitions can be translated into values of CKM matrix
elements involving lighter quark and they can be compared to direct measurements which have
recently improved. Indeed, some lattice simulations with three dynamical light quarks (unquenched) are available with astoundingly small systematics, thus reducing QCD uncertainties.
As a ﬁrst example, |Vud | has beneﬁted from an improved analysis of super-allowed β decays
of nuclei, whereas |Vus | has a shrinking uncertainty due to recent experimental results on Kℓ3
and an improved lattice estimate of the relevant form factor f+ (0) = 0.964(5) (domain-wall
fermions, UKQCD+RBC) 10,11 . Both values are used in the global ﬁt, but an interesting crosscheck consists in comparing the value of |Vus /Vud | from the ﬁt with the value obtained by
combining the measured ratio of leptonic decays K → ℓν/π → ℓν with the lattice ratio of decay
constant fK /fπ = 1.189(7) (staggered fermions, HPQCD+UKQCD) 12 . The agreement shown
on the left of Fig. 4 is remarkable, fK /fπ being notoriously very diﬃcult to compute on the
lattice (it involves only light quarks and the chiral extrapolation can yield large uncertainties).
A second example is the charm sector, which has always been thought of as a favourite
place to test lattice QCD, since mc is close to the typical hadronic scale of 1 GeV. Lattice
computations of form factors and decay constants should pin down |Vcd | and |Vcs | to a high
accuracy. We illustrate the current improvement in the ﬁeld in Fig. 5. The constraints on the
nucleon and the kaon provide only a mild constraint, since |Vud | ≃ |Vcs | and |Vcd | ≃ |Vus | only
at ﬁrst non trivial order in λ (one needs an input from another sector to ﬁx higher orders). The
B sector alone constrains |Vcd | and |Vcs | tightly and the combination of all indirect constraints
turns out to be very powerful. We have also represented the direct constraints for |Vcd |, from
νN scattering, and for |Vcs | from charmed-tagged W decays (left) and from CLEO-c results on
D → Kℓν (right) 13 . The distorted shape of these regions comes from |Vcd |2 + |Vcs |2 ≤ 1.
These results for lighter quarks seem to conﬁrm both the consistency of the CKM picture
and the high accuracy advocated by lattice results. However, a recent result has shattered
this beautiful convergence. Indeed, CLEO-c and Belle have both measured the leptonic decay Ds → ℓν, whereas a related unquenched lattice result fDs = 241 ± 3 MeV (staggered,
HPQCD+UKQCD) 12 . This yields to |Vcs | = 1.076 ± 0.041 in ﬂat disagreement with unitarity
+0.00020
and with the ﬁt value |Vcs | = 0.97351−0.00022
, as shown on Fig. 4 (right) 14 . This result is quite
unsettling since the Ds involves only strange and charm valence quarks and should be an ideal
place for lattice simulations, whereas NP is not supposed to play a major role for such mesons.
Paradoxically, the much more complicated fK /fπ led to an impressive agreement of experiment
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Figure 5: Constraints on |Vcd | and |Vcs | using PDG 07 (left) and with the new CLEO-c data on D → Kℓν (right).

and theory, while fDs points towards either uncontrolled systematics in unquenched lattice simulations (due to dynamical quarks?), overlooked systematics in the experimental measurements
(radiative corrections?), or NP 15 . In any case, interesting news should come from this sector.
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Figure 1: Constraints on the unitarity triangles corresponding to the Bd (left) and Bs (right) mesons.

individual measurement entering Lexp is considered as Gaussian by default (in the case of a
non-Gaussian experimental measurement, the exact description of the associated likelihood is
directly used in the ﬁt) and correlations, if known, are taken into account. The uncertainties on the theoretical parameters yQCD deﬁne the allowed range of values for each parameter:
Lthe (yQCD (i)) is one within the allowed range and zero outside. The ﬁt is performed on all the
parameters ymod by minimizing χ2 (ymod ) ≡ −2 ln(L(ymod )). For metrology (assuming a good
agreement between data and theory), one splits ymod = (a, µ), where a are the parameters of
interest(e.g., ρ̄, η̄) and µ are the remaining parameters. The minimum value χ2min; µ (a) is computed for a set of ﬁxed values a while µ is allowed to vary. The Conﬁdence Level represented
on the plots is obtained from the χ2 diﬀerence ∆χ2 (a) = χ2min; µ (a) − χ2min .
1

The global ﬁt

The global ﬁt involves a large set of constraints. At the time of the conference, recent and
signiﬁcant changes occurred for |Vud | and |Vus |, which will be discussed below. In addition,
BABAR and Belle have presented new determinations of γ, based on the interference between
the colour-allowed B − → D 0 K − and colour-suppressed B − → D̄0 K − decays. The accuracy
∗ | × O(1/N )
of the method is driven by the size of rB = |Asuppr |/|Af avour | ≃ |Vub Vcs∗ |/|Vcb Vus
c
typically of order 0.1-0.2, and the diﬀerent methods try to improve on this ratio by diﬀerent
choices of D decay channels (GLW: D into CP eigenstates, ADS: D (∗) into doubly Cabibbosuppressed states, GGSZ: D (∗) into 3-body state and Dalitz analysis). For the GGSZ analysis,
BABAR and Belle have increased their statistics and BABAR includes neutral D into KS0 K + K − .
There has also been a DK update from BABAR for GLW, and a similar update from Belle for
ADS 2 .
◦
Combining these results yields γ = (72+34
−30 ) (68% CL) which shows a rather mild improvement at 2 and 3 σ with respect to combinations showed at previous conferences. The various
methods provide values for γ, but also for the hadronic quantities such as rB or the relative
strong phase δ between the two amplitudes. The current values for these quantities are not
completely consistent among the methods, as illustrated in Fig. 2: the methods yield similar
ranges for γ but rather diﬀerent values of the hadronic parameters. In such a situation with sev-
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